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ABSTRACT'
Project activities involved: (1) eitamination of

exploratory measures of social incompetency of junior high school
adolescents, (2) development and trial of educational units designed
in response to problems in black urban schools, and (3) a compilation
and review of cross-sectional Test of Social Inference (TSI) data.
Extensive test data was obtained from junior high school studehts and
teachers in two white semi-rural and two predominantly black urban,
schOols. Examination of teacher "labelling" of students as socially
incompetent (SI) using behavior descriptions And checklist responses
revealed considerable indiVidual arbiterldiosyncrasy. In the
semi-urban schools, means for students consendually identified as SI
were lower on all experimental tests, outside school activity
reports, and home interview ratings and also lower vita respect to
academic'and socio - economic measures: In the urban schools, behavior

. problem students scored lower on nearly all measures of social
awareness,,(school attituded, self-comceptp, social relations with
respect to various groups; clasircom teacher tatings and interview
reports, and school record.comments and file data. Statistical
analysis revealed a general nonrelatedness among sets of, variables
and lack of siiplified factor structure. (Author/BJG)
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SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS

project activities involved (I) an examination of exploratory measures
of social incompetency of junior high school adolescents, including an

examination of teacher - criteria for identifying social. incompetency, (2) de-
velopment and trial of edUcetional units designed in response to problems
in black urbOn schools, and (3) a compilatiOn and review of cross-sectional
Test of Social Inference (TSWdata from EP samples,. including further
development of that test or similar testing brocedures for other adolescent
populations.

Examinition of teacher labelling, of their students as socially competent
or -incompetent revealed II) considerable retest stability in labelling,
-(2) wide inter. - teacher differences in Itudentidentificapons, (3) both
inter- and'intra-teacher variability concerning reasons for labelling,
(4) lack of support for'"intentionality" as a factor in judging incompetence,
and (5) differrt teacher behavior emphases introduced .0 checklist content.
The latter finding points to a confounding effect of method ron the arbi-
ter's .j.Idgments; his descriptions of students are in part 6 function of the
experimenter's procedurlev. More generally, the examination of labelling
behavior reveals considerable individual arbiter idiosyncrasy. In identifying

inbompetent, examining tho.arbiter's'personal emphases and ,using
multiple judges are to be recommended..

Tr/
Major products Of the project are the several experimental tests

develp.0d and trial tested and the adaptations of additional, already ex-
.isting experimental ,tests for use in 'the project testing program. In

addition to the extensive social competency behavior checklist (PSIC), these
tests include group measures for describing student social relations (in
terms of flow he.regar=bs others, how he is regarded by others, his apper-
ception of hqw he is regarded by others, and his accuracy in stating these
expectations), his social inferential skills, his information regarding
others, his school attitudes, and his self-concept as a studen+. In addition,
classroom teacher rating formats and home interview schedules were developed.
Though perhaps requiring specific modifications for particular investigator
needs, these several measurement procedures should be of use for further
studies in the general domain of student adaptiveness and social competency.

Analysis of extensive test, rating, and interview data conceptually
related to social incompetency revealed a factorially complex structure.
Social incompetency is simply not definable as a particular co-related'set
of undesirable behaviors. The appellation "socially incompetent" may be
earned by display of any of a host of independent deficit skills or detri-
mental actions. Though group scores on various'measures of socialization,
school achievement, classroom behavior, and attitudes toward school end
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self are likely to be poorer for , rsons identified as less socially compe-
tent, many of the members of these groups may be expected to earn above
average scores on these"measures. And persons earning poorer scores on one
social competency measure well may not earn lower scorTs on a second or
third competency measure.

Due tordisrupting problems during the trials of the educat4onal unCts,, '

the possible effectiveness of the proposed uOf activities remains to be
demonstrated. Improved development or tne unit to better cope with these
problems is reconinendei before further trial.

Review of the extensive TS! data do-.uments the serviceability of the
TS! as a widely tested and psychometrically sound instrument for assessing
inferential skills of adolescent retardates. Alterhate short forms developed
for the TSI should add to P-s usefulness in the field.

Cl
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PREFACE

Teachers, rehabi.litatian workers, nlacement personnel, in effect,
all persons working with socially and vocationally unsuccessful youth,
have become increasingly aware of the importance of appropriate social
behaving for the maintenance ofiprodUctive, satisfying societal activity.
The problem is clearly a national one, important to rehabilitatioh-
retraining centers in all sections of our country. -Without argument, more
effective preventative and rehabilitative `training progi-ams for improving
social behaving are needed. And the need is for high *floor and junior
high school youth as well, The school and neighbOrhoo6 environments of
our youth are surely the nurturing places for adult Social behaviors.

This project was generated in response to iliat need ) particblar,
to study social incompetency at the junior high schoof-a level. As
slated in the project proposal, the starting focus for t l projectwas
rincrease'd understanding and more adequate measurement of social compe-
tency". Two populations were to. be studied, a seventh and eighth grade
population of students attending non-urban, white community schools and
similar age,adolescents attending predominantly black city schools.

But the project focus on oelsiirement was clearly not to be an end
.in itself but important only as lt would troaden understanding and
suggest direction for remediation. AccOrdingly, a final project .cask was
the development and tryout of an experimental unit designed for teaching
social comprehension and self modulation drills in the public schools.

And a further project task was the examination and further develop-
ment of the Test of ipcial. Inference (TSI) for measuring the ability of
retardates to appropriately interpret social cues. Because of the
procedural separateness of this further task, the TSI examination is

reported as a separate addqndum to the final project report.

The final project report is the record of our project activities
covering a three yeer period, in essence a statement of what was done,
what data we have'collected, and our analyses and interpretationOf
that data. We have provided extensive descriptions of our procedures
and tools that others may extend and/or improvise from.-

. -

In writing this final repgrt, an attempt was made to make each section
somewhat self-sustaining. In particular, jor want of better condensation,
some of the end Of section summaries are repeated in the summary section
VI. It is hoped this will aid rather Than distract the reader of this
rather bulky report.

N.*
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ABSTRACT

Project activities involved (I) examination of explorator measures
of social incompetency of junior high school adolescents, (2) development
and trial of educational units designed in response to problems in blaCk.
urban schools, and (3) a compilation .and revietl of cross - sectional Test
of Social Inference (TSI) data from DAR shnoloi.

Extensive 'test data was obtained from over 300. junior high school
students and 50 teachers in two white semi-rural and two predominantly
black urban schools. Examination of teacher "labelling" of students-as
socially incompetent (SI) using behavior descriptions and cheCklist respon-
ses revealed considerable individual arbiter idiosyncrasy. In the temi-

urban schools, means for'students consensually identified as SI were lower
on all experimental tests, outside school activity reports, and home,inter-
view ratings. However, Ws were also lower with respect to academic and
socio economic measures:

4."--

In the urban schools, behavior problem students scored lower on nearly
all measures of social 'awareness, school attitudes, self-concepts,
social relations with respect to various refere groups, classroom teacher
ratings and interview reports, and school record comments and file data.

However, low interLinstrument correlations were obtained. Canonical
correlational and principal component factor analyses of these data revealed
a aeneral nor-fr.-elatedness among sets of variables and lack of simplified
factor structure-

Trial runs were made in two of the urbari classes of two project-
developed experimental educational units, the first involving a ten week
cooperative production activity, and the second an eight week videotaping
of student social experiences. Due to disrupting problems, neither experi-
mental unit was implemehted'as intended, voiding evaluative description.
Revisions are recommended for both units.

Review of the extensive TSl data. documents the serviceability of the
TSI as a widely tested and psychometrically sound instrument of assessing
inferential skills of adolescent retardates. Alternate short forms of the
tSl were developed.
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background

Hrstorically,social incompetence has been studied from a variety

of periPectives. Most frequently the term has been used in reference
to maladaptive behavior appropriate and unacceptable a_rs. Persohs

otherwise defined as ntally retarded, neurotic, psychotic, delinquent,
and culturally disadvantaged have all been also cited for social incom-
etence. More recently, "problem" groups such as the culturally alienated

a alive reformi.sts have been included. Generally, it might be said
that to the'extent that an Individual behaves, or is believed to behave,
contrary to the preferences of his society and to the extent that his
behavior is considered inappropriate, he will qualify for the label of
"socially incompetent "..

The mijor effort of the project to be described in this report was
directed Allard improved understanding of social incompetency in junior"
high school populations. Educators, parents, and other community lay
persons alike have repeatedly expressed concern for the seemingly increasing
evidences of problem youth in the schools, youngsters who were indequately
responding to the demands of their school environments. The problem posed

for this project was the measurement of social'incompetency, the delleer
ation of variables related to problem behavior in the school setting.

In common parlance, social incompetency simply refers to not doing

the right things. But which things' and how many? And by whet criteria

or by whose judgment?

Though the label "social incompetency" continues to be both popularly
and professionally used, few writers have insisted on sorting through
the implied meanings and 'underpinnings of this common label. Parker's

(1970) development of a conceptual framework for examining social incom-
petence initiated as part of an initial project review , notes four im-
portant embodledconcepts, that of the arbiter?, the actor, his acts,
and a judgment of the inappropriateness and/or unacceptabi I ity;bf the
acts committed by that actor. Essentially he proposed that social-in-
competency is an interaction phenomenon involving two major components,"
the behavior of a person and a valuing, judgmental response of some arbiter
to that stimulus behavior. He further suggested that the social incom-

1Though Dr. James Parker's return to Australia at the commencement of
the first project data collection phase prohibited close continued colla-
boration and expansion' of his research, parts of his emphasis on arbiter
judgmen have been absorbed into the Initial project efforts. A synthesis
of his research review and study is presently being prepared for publication.

2
Though there rare other possible connotations of an arbiter, in this

report sn arbiter of behavior is simply any person who makes or has the
potential for making a labeling response of "facially incompetent" with
respect.to a behavior or person.



1.2

Defence judgment itself is a function of the interaction of two varia-
bles--the degree of unacceptability of a behavior to an arbiter, or
group of arbiters, and the rate of occurrence of the behavior.

In reviewing the classification and measurement of social incom-
petence, Parker notes that the evaluation focus was typically limned
to subject behaviors apart from explicit considerations of the "desir-
ability" or "undesirability" of his behavior. This lat er dimension,
though logically critical to measuring incompetency, a pears to roc It
'best subsumed by most investigators. Parker views labeling response
"socially incompetent" as an arbiter's valuing response of disapproval,
inappropriateness, or unacceptability contingent upon the stimulus
behaVor of an actor. His study focused on an examination of that
judgment as 1,1 relates to the arbiter's rated degree of udacceptability
of a behavior and to the frequency of perceived occurrence of that
behavior. He proposed "apparent intentionality" as a further dimen-
sion of socially incompetent behavior, in the sense that arbiters would
rate behaviors which they perceived as intentional as more unacceptable
than those they considered unintentional.

(

His study deait'with three sets of arbiters, 40 parents, 40 adole-
scents, and 24 counselors, all of whom described a listing of over 200
behaviors according to their acceptability-bnacceptability and the fre-
quency of occurrence at which, each behavior would become intolerable.
Contrary ,to expectations of a negative relations'ip, these two descrip-
tions were found to be generally unrelated for his arbiters. Antici-
pated arbiter differences in ranking the ynacceptability of the various
behaviors, however, were obtained as were differences indicating t t

the apparent intentionality of a behavior is' an important determin
of the behavior's acceptability.

Though ParkVr's emphasis on the judgmental -compon>s governing
the arbiter's Labeling decision, and in particular, on the arbiter's
personal valuing of the actors behaviors appears to be a productive
focus for examining social incompetency, his data is limited to arbiter
responses to an a priori behavior listing. An alternate emphasis would
bill on his second critical component of social incompetency, the actor
himself, thelsperson whose behavior is be judged. This focus would
have the description of social incompetence begin with what theractor
does. An advantage here is the experimental accessibility of the actor,
the p ssibility of "arranging" to independently examine our arbiter's
refer t

kb
or, if the behavior is a non - repeatable event, to examine

other b aviors of that same actor. This "advantage" was foliowed in
the present study.

To begin with the actor. 4s, in effect, to suggest that the defini-
tion of social incompetency resides iil that set of acts (or some sum-
mary statement regarding them) which distinguishes between persons
labeled socially competent and socially incompetent. This is a usage
definition, that is, the meaning of the concept derives from its em-
ployment. By further examining those whom the arbiters have labeled,

17
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we can possibly identify and verify additional parts of that definition.
Hopefutly our expanded definition of social incompetency will help
to manifest the sustaining and/or causeive factors and will increase
our understanding of how we might remedially respond to the problem
student. At the .least, our procedure should clarify who it is who is
labeled incompetent, what are his other weaknesses'and strengths and how
these interrelate. In judging social incompetency what other discrimina-
tions is our judge concomitantly (and probably inadvertently) making?

To proceed from the of the socially incompetent (and com-
petent) it is first necessary to identify them, which in turn requires
a prior selection of an arbiter of behavior. As earlier mentioned, Parker
found that his arbiters differed as to the values they gave different
behaviorI. It is at least as likely that they would differ in labeling
persons.'

Since our proposed study samples were to be junior high school age
youngsters with the schools as our primary data.collection centers, their
.teacheitsm,were selected as the principal arbiters for identifying our
'socially incompetent and socially competent "actors". Admittedly this
primary decision risks introducing a special bias or exclusiveness to
our study SI social competency since teachers' perspectives may be ex-
pected to be somewhat different from those of non-school.community per-
sons or have limited extension beyond the school setting. However, as
will be noted in the overview subsection and detailed in succeeding
sections, additional "arbiter"-sources.were partially tapped during the
course of the study. To preview our findings, the considerable inter-
arbiter group consensus obtained from these sources suggests that our
teachers' judgments of who were and who were not socially competent ap-
parentlyhavb considerable generality:to the non-school environment.

B. Overview of Project Report

The project proposal outlined a several -stage effort toward thecmea-
surement of social competency involving (a) identification of samples
of socially competerit and incompetent Junior high school students, (b)
obtaining self, peer, parent, and other adult evaluative descriptions(
of their behaviors in various env.irgnmen*s, (c) adminstering experimeb-
tal social interpretation and information tests to these students, and
(d) revising the more manageable and promising data collection proce-
dures for administration lb urban schools enrolling students from pre-

inately low income black families.

1 Since persons exhibit multiple behaviors and the arbiter will.be mak-
i g his own selection or weighing of these behaviors. To conclude in

.advance which behavior to judge would be a return to an arbiter rather
than an actor focus.

18
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,.,.

In essence, what we were wanting to know was, what did socially
incompetent adolescents do that their socially' competent counterparts

did not do;more particularly, what set them apart, how did they appear
or condutt themselv hich was different? Further, what of their

---"eThrio

,
knowledge, understanding, feelings, and attitudes which might be dif-
ferent from that,of their re socially competent peers? Our Fong range
focus was an identification of apparent causative and/or maintenance
factors 'eh might provide clues and direction fordeveloping effec-
tive r dial classroom response. Our motivating conceptualization

at there indeed were identifiable and reversible determinants
\- of socipl incompetency. We sought a broader data-based description of

-tke sodially incompetent as a starting place.
\ .

th'eproject proposal alsr' mojed beyond that starting place and
_called for exploratory develobment and trial of educational units to
be designed in response to problems of social incompetency. These were
to be conducted in the black urban sch The experimental test
data from control and trial classes we to provide,evaluative data.

And finally the project proposal called for a compilation and
examination of the extensive data from administrations of the Test of
,social Inference-to adolesCent'retarded populations and an exploration
of further development of that test or of similar testing procedures
for other adolescent populations. ..

The,following four sections of this report describe the project
activities supporting these proposed tasks (excepting the review of the
TS' data which, because of its independence from the main project activ-
ities, is reported as -.separate addendum). Sections ,ll and III deal

with data collection in two semi-rural white junior high schools lo-.
cated near Eugene, Oregon, the firSt examining the teacher as an ar-
biter of the social incompetency of her /,his students and the secondfre-
porting the experimental testing of these students, including home

,..

interviews.

° Section IV describes the Portland samples, the several tests ad-
ministered, and the multivariate analyses made of these data. The
development and trial of the two experimental educational units used
in the Portland schoolsare described in Section V. The sixth and
final section of the report reviews and summarizes the research find-
ings. Testing instructions, format samples, and experimental tests
used in the Eugene area and Portland schools are presented in the sev-
eral appendices to the report.

The remaining pages of this introduction section present an over-
view of project activities as a procedural guide to the more detailed
descriptions in Sections II, Ill, IV' and V.
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The study proceeded with an extensive examination of teacher identi-
fications of socially incompetent (and competent) students in twd smafl
junior high schools of less than 500 students each,suburbanito the ci.ty

of Eugene, Oregon. Initial teacher nominations by 33 seventh and eighth
grade teachers, each reviewing all the students in her classes provided
a core ("consensus") sample of,67 socially incompetent (Si) students,
23 identified as especially or noticeably competent (NC), and 59 students
drawn frpm the 80 percent middle, socially competent (SC) group. The

retest stability of these teacher nominations was examined.

More inteOsive examinations of teacher nominating criteria were Made,
first, 10 soliciting free-response teacher behavioral descriptions of
their noMinated students, and second, froM teacher responses regarding
their nominees using a modification of Parker's 241-item Social Checklist
inventory (PSIC). Inter-teacher agreement and inter-instrument (free
behavior description-vs. behavior checklist responses) examinations were
made.as were comparisons of teacher responses made for their'socialry
competent and socially incompetent nominees. Teacher use of intentional

and unintentional PSIC items for these nominee groups vias also examined.,

Subsequent to the teacher nomination and description activities,
several experimental test instruments were administered to the teacher.
nominated "consensual" sample of Si's, SC's and NC's. Due to the limited
time available to the project for testing students, Aifferent subsamples
of Si-SC-NC students received different experimental tests, few students
receiving all the tests. The principal instruments used included (1)
the Test of Social Inference (TSI) developed by Edmonson; et al.(1965),
(2) a self - rating procedure extending the Recall Population procedures
developed by de Jung (1967), providing self-rating of 'the student's know-,

ledge concerning persons important to him and of these persons' social
relations, (3) a Social Activity Questionnaire (SAQ) extending a daily
activities report deveJoped-by Edmonson (1970) for community retardates,
and (4) a home interview schedule administered to parents and-students
in individual sessions. Additional counselor reports and school record
data were,also obtained. These data were.principally apalyzed fn terms
of mean and frequency distribution comparisons among the SI, SC, and
NC student groups,examining the general project hypotheses that socially
incompetent students would score, or be reported, or report themselves
lesS favorably on the several student descriptor measures,

f The experimental measures'used in the Eugene area schools were,re-
vised and expanded for group testing in a Portland schools ssmpl? com-
prised oeTRO total eighth grade student populations in two urban ele-
mentor/ schools. Each school contained three eighth grade classes of
approximately 28 students each, providing a total testing sample:of 168 .

students. These two schools were located in predominately black sections
of the city, one enrolling 98 percent and the second 75 percent 64 black
students. Extensive test'data was collected in these schools, Jncluding
experimental measures of students' social awareness, school attitudes,
self concept, and social relations with respect to various refeilant groups.
These experimental measures were collected twice, early in the fall term
and eleven weeks later.
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Three sets of daily and weekly classroom teachers ratings of their
student's clatswork and behavior and social relations were also obtained
tor these eigtTh graders. School record data'provided academic achieve-

.ment scores, social report data, attendance records, and some home back-
ground data, both current and for prior terms. Additional teacher
report data added to thytudentst record folder at end of the 1972
school year were also examine{.

.1

The data were analyzed first to examine consistency of the derived
measures over the two and a half month retest interval and to deter-
mihe possibilitieS for data reduction. The reduced data consiting of
47 student descriptor variables was then examined in terms of differences
in means and frequency distributions of students dichotomized into a
high behavior problem and a low behavior problem group on the basis of
behavior descriptions of them obtained from teacher and-unit leader
interviews. Further analyses of the reduced data included a multivariate
canonical correlation procedure permitting estimation of redundancy
or variale reproducibility among selected subsets of student descriptors
and a varimax principal factor solution obtained for 37 of these varia-
bles.

Section VI describes the development and trial run of two experi-
mental educational units for developing group support and interaction
skills and improved social understanding. These units were conducted
in two of the six eighth grade classes involved in the Portland testing
program. The first unit included a ten week cooperative production ac-
tivity and the second an eight week Videotaping of student social ex-
periences. Due to uncontrolled class activities, neither experimental
'unit was implemented as intended,voiding evaluative description other
than a general reporting of classroom activities during the trial period.
Recommendations for improving the units are offered on the basis of these
activities.

21
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Section II

THE lEACHFR AS ARBITER OF SOCIAL. INCOMPETENCE

A. Teacher Nominations of Social Competence and Incompetence

1. Procedures. The'project rationale for selecting teachers as
the principal arbiters in identifying socially incompetent adolescehts
was presented in the previous section of this report. This section em-
pirically examines the teacher as an arbiter in terms' of his nominations,
his behavior descripticmS, and his checklist responses.

Two junion high schools, both i'n school districts adjacent to the
more metropolitan environs of Eugene, Oregon, served as data sources for
these examinations. SchOol C is a three-year junior high school which
had an enrollment of 451 pupils drawn froma predominantly blue-collar
industrial section; of these, the 301 seventh and eighth graders were
used for teacher.nominations. School F is a two -year junior high school
which had an enrollment,of 302 pupils, all of whom'were used for teacher
nominations. This school) is located in a lower-income rural area about
20 miles from Eugene.

After introductory contacts through the school administrators, 33
of the total teaching staffof 38 teachers directly involved with seventh
and eighth graders in both schools agreed to participate in the first
phase of project activity.

The first teacher task was identification of the more outstanding
socially:incompetent and socially competent students. Each teacher's
individual nominating list was built from his class rosters and comprised
the names of all those students enrolled in any of his current classes
who were also enrolled in at least two other teachers' classes. With
,the exception of one special class teacher in each school who,had only
eight and eleven students respectively, teacher lists commonly contained
between 50 and 150 names. The total number of student names on all tea-,
cher lists combined was 3,758; an average of 121 names per teacher, not
counting the two small special class lists.
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The nomination instructions to the teacher were kept relatively un-
structured. Teachers Were told to Usti their own, Personal definitions
of social competence, net to consider what some other teacher might say:

There are some young people who are seen as behaving in-
adequately or inappropriately in society. They af-e regard d
as "socially incompetent". We need your help in getting
comprehensaive view of what social incompetence is.

Below is a list of student; whom you teach and/or with
whom you have other contacts. Would you please look over the
entire list and consider which of these students you would

ociallytincompetent" by your own definition of
etence. As you read each name, place a check
of it to indicate tha:t yOu have not missed it.

'ndicat only those students whom you Would regard as
ly Inc ompetentoby writing SI in the col,umn following

ames(s) of the students you select. In the same manner,
it icate those whom you would regard as noticeably socially,
competent by writing NC in the column following their names.
If we have listed the name of an adolescent with whom you
have no contact, draw a line through the-naffie.

regard a

social incom
()
Thin,

socia
the

These lists were distributed to teachers in group meetings, one rn
each school. They completed the nominations at those meetings in 15t&-
3!1 minutes, depending upon the length' of their lists.

2. Distribution of Teacher Nominations. Most student names appeared
on six or seven teacher lists. Ninety students'were lifted only five
times and only 52 students, including nearly all the specialeducafion
students, were listed four or even fewer times. Teachers on the average
nominated approximately fourteen to twenty Sls and NCs, or approximately
one-fourth of their pupils. For ease of reference, the non-nominated
students will be designated SC, or socially, competent. Implicit in this
reference is a basic binary definition of socially competent persons,
all those not singled out as incompefent.

Table 2.1 presents the total numbers and percentages of SI, SC,
and NC identifications made by teachers in the two schools.! As is
evident from the tabled entries, teachers in both schools were very nearly
identical in the ovet.all percentages of students they identified in the
three competency categories.

1

In a'strict sense the description "made by teachers" applies onl*
to the SI and NC identifications; the SC identifications are operationally
definable as the absence of either an S( or an NC nomination. For con-
venience of reporting, SC identifications willgelso bb considered "made".
the term "nominations" will be reserved for the judgmental response of
checking or otherwise actively identifying allominee. /
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`Table '2.1

Numbers and Percentages of SI, SC, and NC Identifications,
Made by Teachers in Two Junior High Schools

--,

,No. of 4...

Teach- Teacher Idenlications ,, v

ers
SI SC NC Total

N (%) \ ' N. ( %) .. , N (%)
.

2.i Q

i--,---
School C 18 268 (14) .,' 1396 (72) 2S5 (15) - 1949,

SChool r 15 2db (15) ' 1265 (70) 264 (15) 1807 -

Combined i 33 548
,

(15) . 2661 (71) 549 (15) .3758

L
%

. .
.

..7

.
(%

0A
Furtner, they made very nearly the same percentage (15) of" nominations.,
for the SI as for the NC categories. Considering that the average
teacher nominating list had 121 names, this 15 percent: frgure trans-.
lates to approximately: 18 students identified ag socially incompetent,
(SI) another 16 as noticeably competent (NC)} and 80 unchecked.stu... ',-
dents as socially competent (SC). .

Though schools were 'found to be alike in terms of average teacher'
nomination behavior, there were considerable individualfeacher differ-

.
ences. A-listing of percentages of students identified by individual
teachers as SI, SC, and NC is provided in Table 2.2. As may ice seen
from this table, the 33 participating teachers varied considerably
in their nominating behaviors.

f

The two.ppecial class teachers with smalrenrollmentt arid high
nomination percentages, particularly for the sOcially incompetent
,category (:62 and 36 percent of their students); considerably exteltied

this variability, but even without these speci41 class teachers, the
percentages of SI nominations ranged considerably,from a low of 2 .*.
percent for a music teacher and a develOpmentaljeadingiteacher to
highs of 27 and 24 pertent-for a Spanish teacher and a social studies
teacher respectively. qmi4arly, percentages ot NC nominations ranged,
from lows of 2 and 3 percent for the mathematics taachers4i6 each
School to high of 54 percent for a counseor-math-PE teaeher, followed
by 38 and 32percent for a histerv.art teacner and:a developmental-
reading *teacher respectively. Differences between schools -1

were'minor, medians of 8 and 12 perdent SI nominations.for Schools C
and F respectively and of 14 perck NC-nominations in both schools.
Nor did_ length of list appear to 0 relatedsto percent of students

.nominated.

The considerable variance in individual 4eacher nominating behaviors
evident in the Table 2.2 data operates against highteacher consensus
in that occurences of the same student being nominated by all his teachers
are limited by the infrequent nominations made by his most conservative
(least nominating) teacher. A further problem is the disproportiohate

.

'weight of the conservati've teacher's nomination; onjy,hp nominees achieve
consensus.
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Table 2.2

Length d* Nominating Lists and Percentages
.of SI and NC Nominations Made by 33 Participating Teacher's

,
.4

Teacher No. of Names
Code on Nom. Lists

Schoor C

4
1

158

47 :
86

2E2

tik
5

6
52

141

7 147
120

9 168

10 69
11 151

12 50
13 97
14 . 91

15* 8

16 70

17 92
18 120

School F 1 77

2 119

3 161

4 79

5 144

6 189

0 7 55

8* 11

9 90
10 107

11 149

13 158

14 166

15 147

16 157

7

4.1

Percent
SI ,

'Percents
NC

16

11

2

1,1
14

1
2

32

-.11'

13

11

L101%

. . 18 . 9.

9 15

14 14

10 8

17
$

-26

12

2
2u

10 54

-20 31

.7 6

62 12

4 16

27 15

7 ' 17

12 18

20 24
20 16

`22 14

14

13 8

2 -11

36 36

12

. 13 14

21 9

10 18

16 38

24 10

8 8

*Special class teachers.
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for the present proiect,Ithis problem is prohat2ly minor, howevec sit9ce
the nroiect samples of SI's and NC':-.., did,not require alt teachers to
similarly -nominate' a student "(see Section II.A.3. below).

' , ,Apart from the question of variability among teachers in.the pro-
portion of pupils they nominate for the SI.and NC categories is'the ques-
tion of agreement among teachers as to which particulars students they

.

, nominate. Thgygh the Table 2.2 data describing teachers asiOiftering
widely both as to the number Of students on their lists and the propor- v-

tions of these students they nominatedmitigates against very highinter-/Th
teacher agreement, considerable consensus in nomination was neverthele0 ss. ' .

achieved.
. . .

.
.

- ,

As has already been stated, most studentiames appeared on six or
More different teacher liSti. The distribution of students receiving`
varyinginumber's of SI,or,NC nominations on these liSts Is oresented'in

Table 2.3

'Numbers'of StUdents Receiving Varying Frenuencies of-SI and NC.INominations

Number of Nominations Tot. NO. Ss
Recting 1-or

0 V 2 3 4 5 6 7 More Noms.

SI Nominations

School C- j71 68 301. 13 4 8 4 3 130

School F 169 59 . 30 20 16 5 2 0 132

Combined 340 127 60/33 20 13 6 3 262

NC Nominations'

School C 156 80 28, 15 8 6 2) 3 145

School F 181 45 40 17 . q '2) 0 121

Combined 3,37 125 68 35 17 14 4 . 3 266

a

-
Three hundred and seventy pupils 1 (61 percent) were given the saMe'iden-
tification,by at least two of their teachers, 136 of these receiving
SI nominations and 147 NC nominations. ,One hundred and twentv-nine dif-
ferent student names (roughly 21 percent) were consistently not checked
either SI or NG by all teachers having these names:

1This figure cannot be read from Table 2.7 since also included here
are consistently non-nominated students.
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Much less frequent were instances of students receiving the same nom-
inations from all ofiTheir teachers; only 18 students received SI nom-
inations on every list, on whirl) their names appeared; no students con-
sistently received NC nominations.

Considering the generally very long lists, it is perhaps un-
realistic to expect very high consensus in nominations. Even so,
80 students received SI or NC nominations from more than three of their
teachers may be noted in summing,along the Table 2.3 rows.,

The disagreement among teachers in nominations is most evident
in instances of opposite nominations,-that is, one or more of his
teachers identifying a student as SI and one or more of his teachers
identifying that same student as-NC. Of the 3,758 names on the 33
teacher lists ithere were 53 'instances (14 percent) of-opposite nom-
inations; however, these principally involved only a few of the tea-
chers who apparently were using different classification criteria.
Ihes'e differences in teacher criteria will be commented upon in the
following subsection.

4 3. Repeatability Of Teacher Nominations. To examine the sta-
bility of the teacher-nominator performance,,a random sample of one-
third of the teachers were asked to 'redo their nominations 1 to 2

.Weeks followinrytheir initial nominations. ..;The 12 renomination tea-

chers were given fresh lists of their same student's with the same
nomination instructions. Their combined lists contained 1,300 student
names. Slightly over 88 percent of these names were identically nom-
inated (or not nominated) on the second administration. On none of
the teachers' lists did a student change in nomination'from anincom-
netent to a noticeably competent status or vice versa.'

`Since the 12 percent incidence of non-identical nominations
asis bed on individual teacher nominStions and involved only Changes

in the middle competency claS"sificatron, it seems reasonable to pre-
sume an even higher stability (than 88 percent) for the multiple tea-
cher nomination arocedureS used to select the socially competent-
incompetent subjects for project study (see below).

4. Selection of Consensual Samples. In addition to examining

teacher nominating agreement, another major nroject purfsiose for ob-

taining teacher nominations was to reduce,the total student pool of
60i to a more workable sample of the more extreme and middle ground
students with respect to perceived social incompotencv.

In fOl:'Mir., samples of SI, SC, and NC, onIN students appearing

on a minimum of three teacher 1ists were considered. Though this re-
striction eliminated most of the'special class students (typically
these students had limited teacher contact other than with their sne-
cial class teacher), multiple teacher consensus seemed essential to
minimize idiosyncratic biasing effects of the nominator.
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A further restriction was elimination of students with opposite
nominations.

The remaining students were identified as 'Consensual" SI's
or NC's if they had a minimum of two nominations in that category
independent of the number of non-nominations they received. 7ixty-
seven students were thereby classified,SI, all but.six havino three
or More SI nominations. The average numbers of SI and NC nomination!,
for these two groupings were.3.9 and 4.6, resnectively.

, From theremaining pool of 508 students, a random selection of
5N students hav,ino five or more SC identifications were selected for
the "consensual" SC group. However, rather than to entirely exclude 6

snecial class students, three special class students, two with only
two SC identifications and one with four SC identifications, were
included in the consensual SC group. The total'SC group of 59 stu-
dents had an average of 5:9-SC identifications per SC, student.

Fable 2.4 provides a description of the consensual SI, SC, and
NC students accordinn to school and sex. These 149 students consti-
tuted the test sample for all the experimental testino to be described
in Section III. sii

Table 2.4

Number of Male and Female Consensual SI, SC, and NC Student;
Nsed For Experimental Testino

0

Sample `school Number of Teacher Identifications Received

Total2 3 4 5 6 7 -8

C 3/1 5/7 3/1 5/1 2/? 3/0 21/12,

S I F 0/2 8/1 8/8 1/4 1/1 --, 18/le

f:omb. 3/3 13/8 11/0 6/5 : 3/3 3/0 39/28

C 1/1 3/4 4/5 3/4 1/5 17/10
S F 4 0/1 6/1 8/7 3/2 -- 17/11

Comb. 1/1 0/1 0/5 12/12 6/6 1/5, :1'130

C 1/0 2/2 3/3 1/1 7/6

NC F 0/1 2/5 '0/2 2/8

Comb. 1/0 2/3 5/8 1/3 9/14

Note: Entries to left of slashes are numbers of males, eotries to right
of slashes, number of females receiving identifications.
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*- B. Teacher Behavior Descriptions.

1. Prccedures. One 'week after completing their SI-NC nominations,
teachers at each school received individually prepared packets contain-

, ina behavior description sheets to be used for SI and NC students whom
they hadpreviously nominated.

,,
These behavior description sheets consisted of several pages, each

identified with the teacher's code, a student's name, and the nomina-
tion classification that teacher had given him. The rest of the pane
provided space for teachers to write spontaneous descriptions of be-
haviors exhibited by that student relating to the teacher's initial
nomination of him.- The'teachers were given several days to return the
SI-NC packet, after which they received a second nacket containing
description sheets for students categorized as SC, that'is, neither
nominated SI nor NC by them.

The behavior description sample of students was assigned to tea-
chers so that each teacher would describe at leasi one student, whom he
had identified previously in each of the SI, SC, and NC categories'.
further, only Students consensually identified as either SI, SC, or
NC were to be included, and all included SI and SC students were to
aneear on at least two teachers' lists. The,factthat eight of the
orininal nominating group of 33 teachers were unable to continue their
participation at this:point and the reasonableness of keeping teacher
tasks to a maximum of ten student names precluded strict adherence to
these criteria.

After-therfact counts revealed thit all but one of the participa-
ting 25 teachers described at least one student from each nominating
category. A total of 121 of the 149 consensually identified students
were included for behavior'descriptionS. In all, the 25 participating
teachers completed 202 student descriptions, all but a few of these
teachers describing eight or more students. The breakout and number
of description sheets completed by-the participating teachers is pre-
sented in Table 2.5. The row total for School C and the row total for
the combined schools are reported as 62 and 121, respectively, instead
of 71 and 230, since nine School C students appeared both as SI's and
SC's on different teacher sheets, depending on how that teacher had
earlier categorized him.

2. Analysis of Behavior Statements. Some 1,258 different behavior
statements were collected from the 25 participating teachers describing
the 021.students. These statements were first sorted by a project team
into 80 groupings or kinds of similar behavior statements and then
further collected under five Major headings.

Statements were also classified as to negative or positive, that
is, statements that a student performed a clearly desirable action or
a clearly undesirable one.

...
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Table 2.5

Number of Subjects Described and Number of Behavior Description Sheet.;

Completed bySchool C and F Teachers

School
_ No. of

Teachers
SI SC NC Total,

C

F

Comb.

,15

10 .

25

32

24

56

(52)

(37)

(89)

24

25

49

(42)

(46)

(88)

15

10

25

(15)

(10)

(25)

62

59

121

(109)

( 93)

(202)

Note: The first entry is the number of subjects described; the.parenthe-

tic entry, the number of behavior description sheets completed.

'Classification of statements as positive, uncertain, or negative was made
by the project personnel independent of their knowledge of the student's
consensual identification. With only three exceptions all the 575 descrip-
tive statements made of the Si nominated students were judged as negative.
Similarly, all but one of the 204 descriptive statements made of the NC
nominated students were judged positive. qf the 479 teacher statements
for non-nominated SC students, 312were judged positive,:30 Were judged
negative and 128 statements not clearly positive or negative. Apparently
the non-nominated students were considered by their teachers as exhibiting

.general4y favorable behavibrs.

The five major behavior classification headings developed for the
1258 teacher behavior statements deal with the following:

1. Socialization behaviors such as sociability, getting along
with others, relating well, etc.

2. Appearance,hygiene, and health.

3. Academically related behaviors such as truancy, underachiev-
ing, making little effort in class, seldom following class in-
structions, etc.

4. Deportment, such as discipline problems, fighting, lack.of
selfcontrol, ignoring school rules, destruction of others'
property, smoking, stealing, using drugs, sexual freedom.

5. More genera! personal qualities such as lack of confidence,
defensiveness, lack of motivation, stubborness, distrustfulness,
inconsiderateness, extreme self-consciousness, etc.

With the exception of very fewqnclassifiable statements which were there-
fore deleted, such as "transferred in at mid-year", all teacher descrip-
tions were listed under one of these five categories.
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The number of behavior descriptions receive° by each student, tal-
lied according to each of the five description categories, were listed by
-teacher,for each student. The average number of teacher behavior state-
ments made per student for each of the five description headings is pre-
sented in Table 2.6.

As may be seen from the Table 2.6 entries, teachers in the two schools
differed as to the number of descriptive statements they made of their
students and distributed these somewhat differently over the five descrip-
tion headings. The major difference between schools appears in the tea-
chers' use of the "deportment" type.of statement for their SI students,
with School F teachers writing less-tthan one of these negative deport-
mentArelated behavior statements per two`SI students and School C tea-
chers writing two or three such statements per student. This same differ-
ence in fewer statements made. by School F teachers is evident to a lesser
degree for academic-related behaviors, the School F teachers writing fewer
negative statements for their'Sl's dnd fewer'posItive statement& for their
NC's than did the School C teachers.

On tne average.the School C teachers wrote seven behavior descriptionS
per student to the School F teachers' five.,..F.xcepting the

i

differences
lust noted, theteachers' behavior descriptions from both schools were
nenerally similar. Teachers from both schools made very few mentions
Hof student appearance or health and averaged only one to two statements
per student dealing with each of the categories of sociability, academic
work, and general personah4tra;ts. Both

P

schools' highest per student
statements were for NC nominees within the Personal Traits category,
an average of 4.4 statements per student description sheet.,

Considering all' behavior description categorievtogether, the great-
.. est number of' statements tended to be written about NC students (an av-

erage between 8 and 9) with one or two fewer statements written about
SI students and one less statement again (an average:between 4 and 5),
written about the SC students.

In developing the averages presented in Table 2.6, examinations'
were also made of the number of statements made about individual students.
Contrary to expectations that within each nominational category (SI,
SC, and NC) sofie students would have many more statements written about
them, a general sameness among students was the rule; seldom did any
one student receive even,ha4f again as many descriptive statements as
did his average group member.

The possibility of weighting various descriptions of each student
according either to frequency or severity of behavior, though earlier
considered, was disgarded as a doubtful payoff task. Aside from noting
(1) the frequencies of statements made within different behavior descrip-
tion categories for differently nominated subjects and the fact that
NC students received only positively worded statements, SI students, with
very minor exceptions, only negatively worded statements, and SC students
a' mixture of both, (2) and the fact that NC students received more be-

havior s 3tements than either the SI students or the, SC students, the more
important contributicn of the free-response teacher behavior descriptions
its their content, the kinds of behavior they note.
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2.12

The initial project sorting of the original 1258 teacher statements
into 80 groups of nearly identical statements is offered in Appendix A
to this report, along with an dccompanyino notation of frequency, of
eachgrouping's use by teachers in descriting their, SI, SC, and NC
students. Further mention of these teacher behavior descriptions will
be made in considering teacher checklist resp&ses in the following
subsection.

C. Social Incompetency Checklist

1. Procedures. After completing their behavior description sheetS,
24 of the 25 participating teachers described a further sampje of their
students using a modified version of the Parker Social Incompetency
Checklist (PSIC).

The original checklist consisting, or 241 items focusing on behav-
iors relevant to social incompetence, was developed as part of Parker's
doctoral study (Parker, 1970). The items were gathered both from extant '
field-tested instruments used with retarded and behaviorally disturbed

'youngsters, such as the AAMD Adaptive Behavior Checklist (Nihira, et al.,
1969) , the Walker Checklist (Walker, 1968), and from interviewing and
'trial testing with adolescent and adult populations.

The items covered a wide rangeof generally non-positive behaviors
ranging from "bodily assault" to "st-SH, into space", behaviors describ-
able independent of particular settings a d dealing with more general
behaviors than more specific, such as, " ears inarpropriate clothing"
rather, than "wears skirts too short". T ese-items sampled both personal
and social malalaptiveness and attempte distlinguish between deviancy
and deficiency. hnekeeping with thisla er distinction, a large num-
ber of his checklist items were paired in terms of "intentionality",
one item stating or implying the actor's purposiveness such as, "deli-
berately annoys others",,and its mate stating er implying inability,,
lack of skill, or ionorance, such as, "annoys others without meaning
to do f,o".

For:project use, the PSIC was reduced to 227 items for School C
teachers and further-reduced to 212 items for School F teachers, the
latter version eliminating such unused items as "commits murder".
The 2.12-item PSIC 411s presented in Appendix B.

As was the behavior description packet, the PSIC was a teacher take-
home instrument. The names of six of his students, two of whom he had
earlier described as SI, two earlier described as SC, and two he had
earlier identified as SI.or'SC but not described, were entered across
the top of each of the pages of the checklist.

I
See Section 1 above.
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The instructions were simply to *heck the behavior in tle11ftlumn under
that Olident's name if it applied to that individual student.

Neither frequency nor degree of unacceptability was included in
the project version 'of Parker's checklist. Since all the PSIC items
involved generally negative behaviors, students earlier described at
NC were not inckded in the PS1.C.

2. Teacher' Agreement on the PSIC. Th;1 number of students de-
scribed.and the number, of PSIC's completed by the Participating tea-
chers are reported in Table 2.7. As with Table 2.5, the,row.totals
are not necessarily the sum'of corresponding row entries since a few
students were described (bye different teachers.) as both SI's and
-SC's.'

/
In all, 148 PSIC's were completed for 84 of the consensually'

Identified Si-SC students.'Forty-five of these students were multi-
ply,listed, that is, described by two or more ortheir teachers.
These multiple teacher descriptions nrovided for direct eXamination of
the inter-teacher consistency in student description.2' Checklist
responses from teachers_describing the same student were paired and
freouencies of PSIC items similarly checked'orunchecked for th
particular student wore [allied and converted into agreement'perc
tags,. These percentage-figures are reported in Table 2.8.' Two
participating teachers are not included in this table since none of
their six students wore on any other teacher's PSIC.

The 57 percentages twice entered in the Table 2.8 teacher agree-
ment matrix provide generally high inter-teacher consistency descrip-
tions for the 14 School C and 10 School F teachers who described
students in common With other teachers. The average percentages'
recorded in the column to the right of the matrix range from a low
of 73 percent to a high of 92, with a median value of 84 percent.
This 84 percent figure describes the average agreement between pairs
of teachers coMpletillg the PSIC for the same student or students

, and includes agreements in both checking and nonchecking of PSIC
items.

1

Though conceptually promising, operationally neither "frequency"
nor "unacceptability" appeared to add to Parker's measures (Parker,
1970).

2
The uniqueness of wording and selected vocabulary precluded

similar interteacher-examinations for the behavior description sheets.

or
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2.14

Table 2.7

Number of Students-Described and NUM6er of PSIC's Completed
by School C and School F reacher's

Schtol
No. o
Teachers SI SC Total

C 14 27 (41). 28 (47) .44* ( 88)

10' 21 (27) 24 (31) 40* ( 58)

Comb. 2 48 (68)' 52 478) 84* (146)

'Note: The first entry 'is the number of subjects described;
the parenthetic entry, the number of descriptions made.

*Total does not agree with, sum of SI and SC because some stu-
dents were described as both and appear-Lin 'borrh counts.

*To achieve a high percent agreement two conditions must hold,
that both teachers of the pair check, approximately the same proportion '

of PSIC items and that a sizeable number of the same items are checked.
In the extreme caselof course, a pair of teachers Checking very few or
nearly all of the PSIC Items -would earn a very high,agreement percentage.
Indeed,.in part the higher percentages for the School r" teachers may be
suspected as partialjy'due to their checking of fewer PSIC items (see Table
2.12 below) than'didlhe School C 'teachers. However, within either school
the lack of a discernable relationship between number of PSIC items checked
and f. chers agreement percentage empirically weakens this concern.

3. Effect on PSIC of Earlier Teacher Descriptions. In-examining
the teacher use of the PSIC,, a preliminary check was made regarding the
effect of the teacher's 'having or nol'heving previously described a stu-
dent. As may be remembered, every teacher list was to include both gtudents
who had been earlier described by that tdacher.in the free-response tea-
cher description sheets and some who had not. A comparison of number
of PSIC statements checked for previously described and non-previously des-
cribed students involved simply tallying and averaging.of those PSIC state-,
ments checked °for these two student groupings. In preparing these tallies
the SI-SC identification of the student was maintained in the sense that
a teacher's PSIC checks for his ngh-previously described SC students were
contrasted only with that teactlen's P'SIC checks for his other SC students,
and,similarly for SI students.'

4.

1

It should be noted that very few of the non-previously described
students were SI's, which largely accounts for the smaller averages of
17.8 and 17.1 reported here. (See Table 2.9 for the total group SI and

. SC averages.)
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. Table 2.8.

leacher 'Percentage Agreement MatHx for the PSEC
a

School C
SS

Tea-
cher

1 2 3' 4 5 6 7 8 9 co 11. 12 13

1 . 85 87 79 82 90 86 72
2 85 68 71 . 82
3 85 82 91 100 80 91 96
4 87 85 77 83 82 80 85 70
5 79 82 87 72 76 . 75
6 68 91 77 87 75 82 84 ,

7 82 ''' 100 72 75 79 97
8 80 83 76 82 76.
9 90 82 . 82 84 72

10 91 80 82 79 78
11 85 84 97 84' 82 °

12 86 82 96 82 74
17. 72 , 70 75 76 72 78
14 89 58 83 78 86 94 74

5

School ?

Tea-
'1 2. 3 5' 6 7 9 10 T

cher

1 89 95 90 90
2 83 70 80
3 82 87
5 89 93 91

6 89 89 97, 86 90
7 89 94 9'2

9 70 93 97 87
10 90 82, 86 94 88

89 84
58 73'

89

80

83 80

78 80
84

78

86- 83
82

94 89

84

74

81

. -
Note: Entries pre percentages of agreement with-regard to PSIC items

checked and unchecked for the same student by pairlegsof teachers
identified by row and column numbers.

i
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These tallies revealed that the average number of PSIC statements
checked by teachers for those students previouslydesEibed by them
was 17.8 as compared to 17.1 for students not previously described
by them. The .7 difference was clearly neither practidblly nor sta-
tistically significant. Apparently the'procedural concern that prior
exnlicit consideration by a teacher of a student would increase his
later attributing checklist statements to him (possibly because of
heightened recall or focusT was not operating for the. sample of!partici-
patingteachers.

4. CoMparison of PSIC and Teacher Behavior Descriptions. To permit
comparisons of the PSIC with the teacher behavior descriptions discussed
in the previ.As subsection, the 212 PSIC items were sorted into the same
five behavior description °categolties devised for teacher descriptions.
The frequency and percentageot PSICtitems sorted into these five categories
together with similar distributions for the teacher descriptions are Pre-
sented in the middle and left sections of-Table 2.9.

Unlike*the free response teacher descriptions, which distributed
themselves somewhat evenly across all but the seldom mentioned Appearance-
Health category, the PSIC items were found to be, much more heavily focused
on Deportment ( student conduct): over half of the 212 PSIC items fell

into this behavior category to the comparative neglect of items in the
Sociability or Academic categories.

TholJgh theoretically the category distributions of PSIC illems con-
.stlrain the actual number of checks teachers might make within categories,
this constraint was not operational since no teacher checked nearly all
the possible'PSIC items within a category. the maximum number of total
PSIC items checked for a student was 105.

The number of checks teachers made within each of the 'five categories
of PSIC items are sumMbrized as per pupil per teacher averages for describ-
ing SI and for describing SC students in the rightmost columns of Table
2.9. As may be .noted from this table,, teachers on the average selected a
similar proportion of items from each of the five behaviOr categories.
phis-was true both for their descriptions of SI and of SC students. In

describing either student, about half of the PSIC items checked for that
student were on the average from the Deportment category (which represented
approximately half the total PSIC) with another third of the checked items
coming from the ,Personal Traits category (which represented, about one-third
of the total PSIC).

1

All item breakouts and average, response patterns for the longer 227-r
item PSIC used in School C were very nearly identjcal with those for the
212-item PSIC. To simplify reporting, tallies for the 227-item PSIC. re
reported conjointly with those for the 212-item PSIC.
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Tab-le 2.9

Frequency 4nd Percentage of Teacher Descriptions and PSIC Items
Within Each of the Five Behavior Categories

Behavior
Qategory

Teacher Descriptions PSIC Items

Average No./Student
SI SC

'

No. of 'Average No. / Student
items SI SC

sociability .4 (22) .1.4 (26) 4.`( 3) 1.3 ( 4) /74 ( 3)

App. - Health .4 ( .1 ( 2) 13 ( 6) 1.2 ( 4) .5 ( 3)

Academic' 1.5 (23) 1.1(20) 19 ( 9) 4.9 (15) 2.0 (14)

Deportment 1.6 (25) .4 ( 7) 111 (52) 15.9 (48) 6.8 (47)

Pers. Traits -1.6 (25) 2,5 (46) 62 (29) . 9.6 (29) 4.8 (331

Total 6.5 5.4 212 32.9 14.5

Note: The percentage for each frequency is given in parentheses fol-
losing'each frequency.

O

Comparing these and the 'remaining PSIC percentages with'those for
free-response teacher descriptions to the left of-Table 2.9 reveals
sharp differences in teacher responses on the two formats for student
description. Other than 4o speculate on the more fatiguing and person-
ally demanding free-response task which commonly yielded five to seven
behavior statements by a teacher of his student as contrasted with two
to five times as many statements checked, noexplanation of these dif-
ferenees is apparent froM the data. Quite clearly, the two different
procedures for soliciting teacher descriptions of his students lead to
different emphases with respect to "icind".of student behavior described.

An inquiry of special interest with respect to the teachers' use of
th PSIC concerned possible differences in their checking of the different
PSIC items for S's whom they had earlier described as SI or SC. The ear-
lier reported teacher descriptiOn data (see preceding subsection B.2)
permitted only gross SI-SC-NC comparisons of teacher emphases and number
of statements Made regarding these student groups. The fact that all
teachers were using a common item checklist pool supported a more care-
ful statistical analysis of the psi° data For each of the five item
behavior categories noted in Table 2.9, matched t tests were compUted
to examine the differences in average number of PSIC, items checked by the
same teacher describing students, he had earlier identified as tl and SC.
These computations are summarized in Table 2.10.

38
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Table 2.10
4

SUmmary Data for Matched t Tests of Differences
in Number of PSIC Itemt Checked by 24 Teachers

Describing Their SI and SC Students

Behavior
Category

Mean Diff.

Sociability SI 1.3

SC .4

App'. - Health SI 1.?

-SC

Academic SI 4.9
SC 2.0

Deportment SI 15.9

SC 6.6

Pers. Traits SI 9.6
SC 4.8

Total SI 32.9
SC 14.5

.9 .19 5.16**

.7 .17 4.43**

2. .75 3.85**

9.1 1.73 5.24**

4.8 1.04 4.64**

18.4 3.08 5.98**

**Sianificant at the .01 Level.

As is evident in Table 2.10, for all behavior categories-signi-
ficant differences (at the %01 level) were obtained favoring the,SI
student; i.e., teachers checked more PSIC items for their SI'students
than for their SC students. Though this result is not unexpected,
since incompetence is generally definable as negative behbvior and
all the PSIC items were considered negative, it,provides further assur-
ance ofthe teacher as a dependable, internally,consistent arbiter of
.:social-behavior. Had there not been reliable differences between the
number of PSIC items checked for SI and SC students bV the same teacher,
either the relevance of the PSIC items or the judgment of the teacher,
or both, would have been suspect.

5. Presumed Intentionality of PSIC Behaviors for SI and SC Students.
As described in the preceding subspdtion C.1, a number of the PSIC,items
were written specifically tolforce arbiter response in terms of his
perception of the intentionality or non- intentionality of the S's be-
havior. One anticipied difference in teacher use of the PSIC was that
teachers would check mote intentional than unintentional statements for
their SI students than for their SC students. A further consideration
here was the possibility of sex differences within both the SI and
SC groups, in particular, the expectation that intentionality might
be ascribed more to males than to females.
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To examine these,Oncerns, teacher responses were tallied by behavior
category, by sew,'and according to the intentional-unintentional,empha-
sis of theySIC FreqUencies of teacher cheaing responses within
these .categeries.Allusted for number of items and number of either boys
or girls per behavior category:are reported in Table 2.11 as nercentages
of PS1C items c4cked.

Table

Percentages of Intentional and Unintentional'PSIC Items
-Checked for SI'stnd SC's in Each ot FiveAl4ehavior'Categories

/
Beh vior
Cat gory .

;

No. of
Items

Male
N=44

Si
Female
N=24

-

Comb.
N=68

. Male
N=39

SC
Female
N=39

. -

Comb.
N=78

Sociability
.

1

2

.2

5.

5

9

33

23

A
10

.

11.

25
,

2

10
. . .

23

31

20

13

31

25

-

0

23 .

'-s.

,

.

11 s-

18-

12

10

12

15

\

.

7 .

24

.

2

9

.

19

26

18

,12,

25'
22

.

0

3

1

4

.

8

8

10
,-.5

16

5

..

0

10

1

3

4

10

4

4

10

8

_____-

0

6

1

1

,

6

9

7

4

_ 13

6

,

Intentional

Unintentional

A2y.-Health

Intentional

Unintentional

Academic

Intentional

Unintentional

Deportment

Intentional

Unintentional

Pers. Traits

Intentional
' UnintentiOnal

Total

.

45

49
20

19

.

11

13'

.

17'

17

10

5

4

6

7

6

Intentional ,

Unintentional

Note: N's are number .of forms comp feted.
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2.20

As may be read from the lower row in the SI section of Table 2.11,
the same percentages of intentional and unintentional PSIC behavioral
statements (17 percent each) were checked on the b8 PSIC forms completed
for the 44 SI students. Similarly; only minor differences; re apparent
between the percentages of intentional and unintentional items checked
for either the SI males or females, though males received nearly twice
as many checked statements, approximately 9 or 10 Items for SI males
and 5 or 6 for the SI females. These percentaees varied among item
grounings, with the highest percentage of intentional items Checked
for the Personal Trait items for males (31 percent) followed by 23 per-
cent for the Academic 'category items and 20 per.enf for the Deportment
category items for the males.

The percentages in the right portion of Table 2,11,for the 78 PSIC
forms completed for the 41 SC,students,.though generally only half
those, for the SI students, again were approximately the same for the
intentional and unintentional' PSIC statements, 7 and 6 percent, respec-
tively. Though wifhin the sex groupings, males tendedto receive twice
the percentage of intentional than of unintentional Items in most of the
behavior groupings,, these differences were small numeriCally and were
oenerally balanced by a slightly larger percentage of unintentional

. statements checked for the females.

In total, the Table 2.11 data suggests no particular emphasis
on intentional,as oppose to the unintentional behavior items for either
the SI or SC aroups. Theexpectation that the teachers would ascribe
more purposiyenes, or deviancy (as contrasted with nordeliberateness
o' deficiency) to the negative behaviors of students whom they had
nominated as socially' ncompetent than to their non-nominated students
was r,ot supported. Apparently the controlltng considerations for nom-
inating a student socially incompetent were independent of the deviancy-
deficiency judgrNental dimension postulated by Parker and supported for
his arbiter grdbps of counselors, parents, and teenagers (Parker, 1970).

6. School and Teacher Differences in Use of the PSIC. As may
be recalled, the earlier examination (subsection 8a) of teacher behavior
descriptions revealed interschool, differences with respect to emphasis
or frequency of kinds of behavior statements made by teacher in the
two:schools. Teachers in both schools' differed both in the total number
of statements they wrote about their students (approximately seven state-
ments per student by School C teachers and,five for'School F teachers)
and in behavioral emphases (School C teachers wrote roughly three times
as many Deportment types of statements as did School F teachers and nearly
twice as many Academic types of statements). This subsection extends.
tha+ interschool comparison to.the PSIC. Table 2.1? presents the fre-
guencies of School C and F teachers' checklist responses on the ,PSIC.

As is apparent from Table 2.12 data, the School C teachers in gen-
eral checked about half again as many PSIC items in describing their
SI studer;Its as aid the School F teachers, these differences being most
pronounced in the more p6bulur response behavior categories of Deport-
ment,Academic, and Personal "traits, In the total ?12-item PIC, the
average School F teacher checked 38 items a,; compared to 24.4 for the
School C leacher.
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Table 2.12

Frequency and Percentage of School C and School F Teacher Checklist'
Responses on the PSIC for Each of the Five Behavior Categories

Behavior No. of .

Category PSIC
. Items . School C School F School C School F

Aver. No. PSIC Items/Student
SI SC

Sociability

App.-Health

Academic

Deportment

Pers. Traits

7 ( 3) 1.2 ( 3)

13 ( 6) 1.2 ( 3)

19 ( 9) 6.2 ( 6)

11"52)
.

19.1 (50)

6,_ :9) 1Q.9 (29)

Total

7 1.5 ( 6) .6 ( 3) .t ( ?)

1.2 ( 5) .7 ( 4) .1 ( ?)

3.0 (12) 2.6 (13) 1.0 (16)

11.0 (45) 10.0 (50) 2.6 (42)

7.8 (32) '.3 (31) 2.5 (40).

212 38.0 24.4 19%9 6.3

Note: The percentage for each frequency is given
Inc) each frequency.

n parentheses follow-

These interschool differences were especially accentuated for the
SC students, who typically received somewhat less-than half as many

_checked items as the SI students (see subsection C.4, above). As may be
noted in the final row of Table 2.i2, the average number of checks given
their SC students by School C teachers was 19.9, just more than three times as
many 'as the 6.3 average from the School F teachers.

The differences between schools, though clearly in evidence, are not
as distinct as suggested by the average figures just quoted. Examina-
tion of individual'teacher use of the PSIC revealed very extreme differences
among teachers as to the number of items they checked, even within SI
and SC groupings. These ranged from highs of 105 and 98 PSIC items checked
(by School C teachers of SI -students) to lows of 1 and 2 items checked
(by School C teachers of Si students). The within-teacher variability
was frequently quite large'and seemingly idiosyncratic, apparently de-
bending on the particular teacher-studen+ combination; for e -ample the
School C teacher with the higher number of PSIC checks of 105 for an
SI student also checked 76, 57, 52, 26, and 27 PSIC items for his other
five students, ohly the last of whom was not an SI 'student.

But within- teacher differentiation is not a problem per se; indeed
such differences are both to be expected and encouraged. What is more
of a problem are instances of the same student receiving many PS1C item
checks from some of his teachers and very few fism others.
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Interteacher variability of 20 to 40 PSIC items was not uncommon, the
grossest case again being the SI student receiving 105 checks from one
teacher, 98 from a second, but only 10 PSIC item checks from a third,
though all had nominated this student as socially incompetent.

The foregoing were individual teacher response frequencies.
The teacher average number of PSIC items checked were, of course, less
variable but still far from similar. The average number of checks
given their students ranged from 63 to 6 items checked for 15 School
C teachersfor their SI students, from 55 to 2 for these same teachers
for their SC students; from 54 to 7 for 10 School F teachers for their
SI students and from 14 to 1 for these same (School F) teachers for
their SC students. Only in the last grouping of 10 School F teachers
was there reasonable homogeneity, a common tendency not to check many

- PSIC items.

Generally, a teacher checking relatively more PSIC items for his
SI students was also a relatively high checker for his SC students,
though even here there were considerable-exceptions. The product moment
correlations between the average numberW'..-PSIC items checked for the
two student oroups was a moderate .59:

In general, the conclusion with respect to teacher use of the
PSIC would seem t0\ be one of (1) marked interteacher differences, with
extreme variations in number of PSIC checks made of the same student
by different teachers, (2) a considerable Lntrateacher variation even
within Si or SC student groups, teachers varying considerably in the
number of PSIC items they checked for different students whom they had
similarly identified as either SI or SC, and (3) consistent difference
between schools, with School C teachers checking approximately twice
as many PSIC items.

On the other hand, it should be noted that teachers in both schools
when describing either their SI or SC students Checked roughly the same
proportion of the Deportmegt, Academic, Personal Traits, Appearance,
and Sociability referent PSIC items with a consistently heavy loading
of roughly 50 percent of the checked items dealing With Deportment and
another third Personal Traits.

In neither school tid teachers especially characterize either
their SI or their SC students' negative behaviors as intentional rather
than unintentional. Sex differences in ascribed intentionality were
also lacking. However, independent of intentionality, sex differences
were generally in evidence, teachers checking nearly half again as
many items for the male as for the female students (7.6 items checked
for males as contrasted with 5.3 for females), with females receiving
twice as many checks on sociability items as males but males receiving
twice as many checks on the more numorous Deportment items.

The total picture of teacher pett-endod descriptIont'and behavior
check list response suggests marked teacher differences. Only in their
global nominatipnal task was there considerable agreement. Clearly,
using a recall procedure of the type in this study, several responders
are needed to describe student behavior.
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And surety more variability may be expected to be introduced using des-
cribers or judges with different backgrounds and different settings.

, The home ;pterview sample described in the next section of this report
provides additional data relevant, to this consideration.

"'

...

.1 1
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Section III

DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL MEASURES
OF, Si, SC, AND KG STUDENTS

The preceding section described a teacher nomination procedure for'
identifying Socially Incompetent (SI) Socially Competent (SC), and
Noticeably Socially Competent (NC) junior-HTOschool youngsters and
subsequent free-response and checklist behavioral descriptions provided
by the teachers of these same students, which together afford an operating
teacher- definition of social incompetence.

Apart from teacher description, it is appropriate to examine
student measures. The present section reports a further description of
these three competency groups in terms of four sets of experimental mea-
:sures, each pOssibly related to "social compptence" from a different
perspective: (1) a measure of the student's' social inferential ability,.
(2) measures of his knowledge of persons important to him and his,j.udg-
ment of their social relations, (3) measures of his home and out-of-school
social activities based on a detailed self-report schedule, and (4) social,
family, and school reports based upon home interview with Parents and
with the student himself.

Because of the considerable testing time which would have been re-
auired for students to complete all of these tests, different subsamples
SI, SC, and NC were asked to participate in different testing sessions.
Negative replies to requests for parent permission. and student absences
further reduced sample sizes. The lesting.was initiated in the spring .

.00f. 1970 a month following the teacher nominations, and additional stu-'
dents.w re tested during theiollowing fall. The home interviews were
all conducted following the Christmas vacation break in the winter of
1971.

Table 3.1 presents a summary description of the. consensually defined
Si, SC, and NC students in'terms of school grade, sex, age"at the time
of teacher nomination, and 10 principally derived from the California
Test Of Mental Maturity administered one to three years,previously
Subsample descriptions of particular students participating in each test-
ing will be presented in the subsection of this report describing that
testing.

A. Social Inferential Ability

1. Procedures. The ability to recognize and correctly interpret
social cues' has been generally considered by numerous writers ,jn the
area of social rehabilitation to be prerequisite to appropriatb behaving
in social situations. Since a specific handicap of many of the retarded
is their failure to inobtrusively comply with the demands made by their
settings, a special social perceptual training curriculum was, developed
to teach retardates these needed,s.kills tEdmOnson, Leach, Leland, 1969).
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Table 3.1

Description of SI, SC, an0 NC, SaMpies:
Number of Males and Females and CA 3hd K) Means and Ranges

N .Sex CA 101
M F Mean Range Mean Range

SI 67 39 28 167.Q 151-187 87.8 56-122

SC 59 29 30 ,165.5 151-185 ,102.5 58-126

NC 23 9 14 170.1 151-1$1 114.5 102-126

Total 149 77 72 166.9 151-187 98.5 56-126

1

10 available for only, 125 students.

. A major byproduct of that curriculum effort was the development
.

of the Test of Social Inference (TSI) as a criterion measure to assess
the effectiveness of that training curriculum (Edmonson, de Jung &
Leland, 1965). fhe TSI is an objective.picture interpretation test
administrable to retarded adolescents which reliably identifies persons
in terms of their ability to make appropriate interpretations of social
cues.

From 1964 to 1969,'the TSI underwent several revisions both with
respect to content and to scoring instructions. The final test form,
_which has gained considerable up in diverse educational and vocational
settings throughout the-counstryl, contains 35 pictures.

The TSl pictures are presented one at a time to the subject in an
individual testing session. The test administration generally takes.
from 20 to 45 minutes. The pictures cover a wide range of social scenes,
some familiar and uncomplicated, some less familiar and complex. Though
the subject is encouraged to tell freely "what the picture is about",

. the examiner's interest is principally focbsed upon the subject's in-
lerential responses, that is, statements about.the picture which go beyond
description or naming of the immediate detail. A listing of creditable
inferential responses for each picture is presented in the Scoring Guide
( idmonson, Havens, A Carrell, 1967).

In preparing the TSI for administration to an essentially non - retarded
ocoulatign, nine of the 35 TSI pictures were eliminated as generally
#,,-)easy.4

1

An extensive compilation of these data is presented as a supplement
to this final report.

2
Eliminated items were 2, 3, 5, 10, 12, 19, 21, 22, and 26. (See

Scoring Guide.)
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5.3

five examiners were trained for the spring testing and, dun to project
staff attrition, another three for the fall. Tests were given in stan-
dard, individual, untamed s9ssions averaging about 25 minutes and r'fine-
ing from 14 to 40 minutes. The ',coring Guide was, used ls.,) criterion
for creditable responses. 'Tests were scored by the two-pbus scoring
system developed by 'smith (1968) which credits the student one point for
each picture to which he responds with two or more creditable inferences
arid no credit for less than-two creditable inferences.

The testing began in the spring of 1970, with 30 School C and 33 School
F students tested. Twenty-eight of the School C students were retested
after an intervening week to provide test-retest reliability data. An
additional 24 students were tested the following fall, extending the test
sample to include more students tested on other measures and particularly
to Include NC students.

Table 3.2 presents the sex breakout and the CA and IQ means and rannes
for the total sample of 87 students receiving the TS!. These 87 students
included 37 SI's, 37 SC's and 13 NC's. As may be noted by comparing
these data with the total sample data in"Table 3.1, no sex, rA, or IC
selection biases were apparently introducedin selecting the TSI sample.

Table 3.2

CA and 10 Means and Rennes
For Males and Females Tested. on the TS)

ei
CA 1 7

N Mean Range- N Mean Ramie

Males 45 166.4 151-184 38 96.5 57-126
Females 42 166.0 .152-1.85 35 9916 63-126
Combined 87 166.1 151-185 73 98.0 57-126

1CA iin fall 1970.

2 i

10's not available for lirstudents.

2. Analysis and Results. As has been reported (Fdmonson, Leland,
do Jung & Leach, 1967), retest reliability coefficients for administra-
tionof the 35-item TS! to retarded populations have been nenerally in
the 80's and 90's. The test-retest scores for the 26-item TSI administered
to the School C students similarly yielded a reasonably high product moment
correlation.of -.83. As with most of the retarded samples which were
tested earlier, scores improved,slinhtly unon retesting.' The'average
first T.SI score for the 28 School C students was 16.2; the retest averaee
score was 18.1.

11n response to this Problem, two alternative short forms of the
i",1 were developed in the course of the project. (See c'unnlemPn ).

VIM
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However, since for the present study only first TSI scores were to
be used, this retest gain does not enter into analysis.

The major question of interest with respect to the TSI scores was
whether junior high school students consensually-nominated as competent
(NC's) would score higher on the social inference test than would stu-
dents not as favorably identified, i.e., the SC's and SI's. Accordingly,
the TSl data were examined in terms of individual comparisons between
each pairing of the three groups, using the ANOVA within-subjects mean
.snuares as the error term (Winer, 4962, p.100). A summary of this
analysis is provided in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3

'Summary Data for Individual Mean Comparisons of
TSI Scores for Si, SC, and NC Students

Sample Size Mean Individyal Mean Comparisons

SI 37 . 14.4 SI with SC 2.72

SC 37 16.0 SC with NC 4.97**
...

NC 13 19.0 SI with NC 11.69**

Total 87 15.8

**Significant at the .01 level

The F ratio to test the hypothesis that all group means are equal.
was 5.89, significant at the .01 level, indicating non-chance differ-

, ences between the mean TSI scores for the SI, SC, and NC groups: The
F ratios for the comparisons'of group means revealed the NC TSI mean
to be significantly higher than either the SI or SC means but only chance
level differences between the SI and SC TSI means.

The extent of differentiation between the SI, SC, and NC, students
in terms of their TSI scores is perhaps best revealed by the Figure 3.1
hi....tograms which describe the relative frequencies of students from each
group achieving different TS1, scores. Consistent with the,Table 3.3
interpretations, the NCAroup is most clearly separate. Excepting two
students earning 9 and 11 points and another student earning 16 points,
all NC students scored above the median'score of 16 for the SC group
and well above the SI group Median of 14.2. 'Separation between the

and SI students was much Tess pronouced, with nearly a third of 'the
(;( students scoring at or below the SI g median.

4IP
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Instances of the reverse direction, .that is, ,lower competency students,

achieving higher TSI scores than higher competency students, were equally
infrequent: The NC group- appearedodistinct, lest than ore in ten(SI slu
dents and less than one in six SC'students scoring above the median NC,
nroup. Separation between the SC and Si students wasmuc0 less pronounced,
with approximately a third of the SI students at or above the 9C qroun.

Interpretations o4 the foregoing SI, SC, NC distinctions with respect
to TSI scores become less clear upon examination of recorded intellinTice
test scores available for 73 students in these three samples.
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Earlier TSI data for educably mentally retarded adolescent's revealed cor-
relations with IQ in the .40's and .50's (see supplement, Table 6).
The. product moment correlation between the T5I,score and IQ for the
present sample of 73 students was .59.. The 10 means for the TSI,sampies
of SI, SC, and NC students were 89, 101, and 114, respectNely. Re-
analysis of the TSI data using an analysis of covariance design with
IQ as the covariate yielded a non-significant of F.-of 1.63. The TSI
group means adjuster the linear offectjof IQ were'15.3, 15.5, and
17.7 for the SI, SC, and NC groups respectively.

Appatently, differences between the TSI means for the SI, SC, and
NC groups fail to maintain after statistical adjustment has t=en made
for the effects of IQ. This is not to suggest, however, that SI's,
SC's, and NC's do not tend to differ in their social inference as mea-
sured by the TSI (the Figure 3.1 data clearly describe these'differ-
ences) but that it is possible to account for much of this difference
in terms of concomitant 10 differences. Further discussion of TSI score
differences among the three social competency level groups is included
in the summary portion of this section which jointly consFders the
varied project data describlhg the samples of consensually identified
SI, SC, and NC students.

B. Information and Social Ratings re Important Others

A second major testing interest focused on measures of the student's
knowledge and appraisals of significant persons in his personal environ-
ment. The working assumption that an adolescent's adequate social func-
tioninq is in part dependent upon (1) information and understanding about
the other persons,in his social environment, and (2) examples or models
crf social interaction provided to the adolescent by those other persons, d/

has been discussed by several writers.. (Asch, 1952; Tagiuri, 1958)

Procedurally most relevant to the present project are two series
of studies completed by the wrIter involving differing populations of '

formerly institutionalized retardates, regular 7th graders, and delin-
quent adolescents. The first series investigated the relationship be-
tween information measures regarding institutionalized coillagemates
and'subsequent community adjustments of higher level post-adolescent
retardates (de Jung and Crosson, 1968). Extensive retesting of three
cottage samples of educable retardates revealed stable differences
between these patients both as to rate of acquisition and extent of
knowledge regarding their peers.

Follow-up assessments of the social and vocational adjustment of
these same retardates based on home interviews three to five years later
revealed a oenerally 'tive relationship between the retardates' earlier
other-person information s res and their subsegUent independent func-
tioning,in the community. is find'ng maintained for both sex group,.

thi)ugh certain scaling proble in easurinq social and vocational ad-
justment and, inherent sex distinctions in groupings based on residence
and empldyment stairs disallows a clear conclusion as to the role of
the interperson knowledge 'variable in affecting more optimum community

adjustments.
1
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The second series of studies involved delinquent and non-delinquent
7th graders and their descriptions of their "recalled persons" (de Juno,

,1867). kecalled persons were lists nrovided by the s sdents of all ner:7
sons they had "ever personally known". These lists, begun in class scis-
sions and completed at home, ranged from under a hundred names to five
and six hundred names, with an average for the nearly 200 adolescents
tested of around 300 names.

In one study based on this data (Trabont, 1968) delinquent and non-
delinquent students identified persons on'their lists who were espe-
cially important to them--persons they cared about--not necessarily liked
them but were concerned about what happened to them. These important
or "significant,persons" matched with samples Of,non-important persons
were then described in terms of their Value systems and social relattons:
The data revealed significantly greater negative male biases and positive
female biases on the part of delinquents as contrasted with regular 7th
graders in their ratings of important recalled persons on the four social
interaction scales.used in the study (Concern for Others, Helpfulness,
Reliableness, and Getting Along with Others).

The research concluSions recommend experimental us of r call popula-
tion data in the clinical counseliRg setting to promote ncrea d under-
standing of and treatment response to the interpersonal D oblems the
socially and vocationally maladapttve patient. r

1. Preliminar Examinations of SI and SC Differences in Descrilin
- Self and Others and in Estimating Teacher Descriptions

Exploratory extensions of the procedures developed in the foregoing
studies were trial tested in the spring of 1970; ,Two separate testing
procedures were involved, one in each of the participating schools. The
first procedure followed the.recall popUlation.7 significant other pro-
cedures mentioned above using-ten SI and ten .SC School F students.

riEleven seven-point social behavior continuums prepared for
ratings of ten significant, others. 'Examination of'these data, thougil

constrained by certain test administration problems1 and dependent upon
small samples, revealed consistently higher ratings made by SC students
than by the SI students; particularly for the 'rellable", "socially _

successful", and "perceived similarity" (to the. student) scales.

The second procedure, using a thecklist lormat,proviued for the
nupil's self-aescription and for his estimation of how others described
him. The checklist contained 40 positive andsnegative behavior descriptions
edited from those behaviors} commonly attributed;te the full project sam-'
nle of junibr high school:pupils by theix teachers. Pupils first esti-
mated what several of their teachers would say about themend then de-.
scribed themselves with -respect to these same statements. The planned'
sample consisted of 11 St and 11 SC School C students, but due to absences, '

onry 7 Si's and 10 SC's were actually tested.

1

The limited 50-minute class time for the complete testing, including the
listing of recalled names,resulted in short recall lists of 16 to 78 names
which quite possibly introduced distortions into the subsequent forced
identification of 10 significant persons using the brief, principally

classmate, listing.
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the students were tested in a group during a regular 50-minute class

Period. Pupil estimates were scored as either congruent or incongruent
with descriptions attributed tothem by their teachers.

In general, the data suggest that the SI's were not only very aware
that their teachers attribute certain negative characteristics to them
but they also tended to rate themselves as having many of these charac-
teristics. This agreement, however, was not so'high as to close out
an opposed finding to the effect that many SI's apparently felt -WO
were somewhat different behaviorally than their teachers would say they

were. The SC's were also aware of what characteristics their teachers
would attribute to them and described themseles,asJindeed having these

Characeristics, but they did not feel that they`Kad as many negative
characteristics as did the SI's.

Though any examination of specific item responseS risks an undue .

emphasis on the part of the examiner,'some behavioral self-descriptions
perhaps warrant mention as being either common to-both S.I's and SC's
or unique to either. Specific negative characteristics attributed'to
themselves by most SI's were: not liking school or obeying school rules;
engaging in frequent disruptive behavior, and being self-centered and
angering easily.

Howeyer, contradictions teem apparent. None of the seven SI stu-

dents indicated that he was not dependable, only two admitted to being
impotite,and only two conceded that they participated in disapproved
activities such as smoking, drinking, drugs, sex, etc. The SC students
were more self-incriminating in this regard. Six of the ten SC students
admitted to the "disapproved activity" question. However, they wer6
similar to the SI's with respect to the "dependable" and "impolite"
items, with only one SC student checking himself as not dependable or
as impolite. Only two of the SC students agreed that they didn't like,
school or broke rules.

,

With respect to school work and friends, only one SI as contrasted
to five SC's said that he was not working up to his ability, though
over half said they nut out little effort, have Inefficient work habits,
and have trouble following instructions. Four SI's but not one SC.
considered themselves less than average in academic ability. Another
major separation between the SI and SC students appeared to be with re-
snect to friendship, no SC saying he had no friends and only one even
saying that he had few friends, os contrasted with nearly half ithe
Si's saying they had no friends and two more saying they had few friends.

) k

On the more general level, analysesl of these data showed that*:

(1) SI punils more frequently described themselvesas having negative

1Using the Koimogorov-Smirnov two-sample test.
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and not having positive behavior, than did SC pupils; (2) SI's and Sf's
were both better than 60 percent correct in estimating how their teachers
described them; (3) both the SI's and the SC's predicted that their tea-
chars would describe them much as they described ,themselves, an average

agreement of 74 percent for the SI's and 87 percent for the SC's; and
(4) the SC's had higher anreeMent than SI's between their self-descrin-
tion rating and how they felt their teachers would describe them.

In summary, it needs to be recalled that these conclusions are baspd
on quite small samples and'must be regarded more as suggestive than
conclusive. Further reference to student self-descriptions will be made
in reporting the interview data later in this section.

2. Information and Social Ratings. Consideration of the earlier
recalled nersons and other-person information Studies sUggested'that

measures of the student's awareness and aprraisal of nersons who partici-
pate importantly in his phenomenological world might afford a further
interpretation of his social competence. The working assumption was that
the extent of information students hadcregarding individuals important
to them and their judgment ofthese persons' social" behaviors would be
related to their own social competence.

,
.

. To test this assumpti-on, the procedures and format for the snrinq
administration of the recalled persons testing were considerably revised
and exna ed to prdvide for an information -- about- others estimate by the
student a a set of student ratings of his important others. The fall
1970--' t Inc; plan called for testing all available consensually indenti-,
fi,ed School C students. Lack of parent permission and failure to return
*all lists reduced this sample to 32 students. ---

. .

The sex breakouts, CAland IQ means and ranges for these 32 students
are preSented in Table 3.4. As may be noted'by-comparing these data
with the total sample data in Table,,3.1, no apparent sex, CA, or IQ
biases were introduced in selecting this sample.'

Table 3.4

CA and IQ Means and Ranges for MalesapA Females Tested
on tt;ie Information and Social Relations Scales

. CA

N . Mean Range
IQ

Mean Range

Males iq 168.2 151-184 15 96.4 57-120.

Females 16 165.8 153-15 15 105.1 63-117

Comb. 32 167.0 151-175 30 100.8 57-120
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The focus of the fall testing procedure was on the student's know-
ledge of persons important to him and his assessment of the social re-
lations of these same persons. For each student a comparison sample
of "non-important" recalled persons matched to his important personS-
-in terms of sex, age, and, frequency of social intera'btion with the
student was also used. The testing involved a short 20-minute class
period, a two-day take-home interval, and a further 50 minutes of class
time.

In the first testing session each student was given a stapled set
of lined pages and asked to prepare a recall persons list, writing the
names of "all persdns you have ever known, persons you have met, talked
to and rdmetber knowing". He was also to identify his recalled persons
with respect to their approximate age (child, same.age, older teenager,
adult), sex, relationship (relative, friend,or other), and frequency
of speaking contact (daily, weekly, monthly, a few times a year or less).

After 15 minutes of writing, in class, students were instructed to t

take their lists home and complete them within two days, to have parents
or siblings help if they wished but to do their own-writing.and be sure,
all names would be Persons they themselves knew. Their final task, after
having written all their recalle6 person names, was toiunderline 12
to 25 persons on their list who were "especial ly important" to them.1

The second in-clats testing period was about a week later, allowing
the project staff time to prepare reduced listings for each student
of 12 of his significant recall persons and 12 matched nom-significant
Persons. This:24-name list was presented to the student on a rating
sheet containing seven columns in, each of which alternative grades (A,
B,C,D,F) were listed for the student to choose from in rating his 24
Persons. In each column for each of the 24 listed persons, C.was to bd
circled for average, B for above average, D for Lolow average, A for
especially high, and.r for very, very low.

In the first column the student was to choose either an A, 13, c",

1), or'l to indicate how well he knew each listed person's life history,
such things ac how old that person is, where he was born, his family,
his schooling, places of residence, and jobs which he may have had.
In the second column the student was to indicate how well he knew'each

'Oersons's likes and'dislikes, what pleases him and what,doeta't,.-whbt
things 'he likes and doesn't like: In the third column the gtudent was
to indicate how well he knew what the listed person really believes
and thinks.

The last four coJumnsdealtwjth the student's,judgmenI,of his listed
persons' ways of'behaving wPth others. The column headings were fair-
nes, dependable, domineering, and socially, successful.

1

15.
lhe in-class; and iake-home instructionq for completing the rf..call

together with a e,arn!-10 recall lict pane and ratibn pane are
pr,:cented in Appendix C.
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The fairness polumn was'further defined ac "dealing honestly with others;
not taking advantage"; the dependable column as "being reliable, doing
'what was promised or expected"; the domineering column as "commanding
others ; insisting that others do what he or she says"; and the soc124y
successful column as "being liked and respected and admired by others".
With the exception of the low IQ students, who apparently needed ( and
received) more careful supervision,1 the students seemed to be able to
follow these directions completing their seven sets of rating within
the planned class period.

in tabulating the students information estimation and social rela-
-'ins retina responses, A's were equated to 4's, 13's to 3's, C's to 2's,

to l's, and F's to 0's. fo simplify prr.sentation and discusr:on of
the data the 4, 3, 2, 1,.0 ratings for the negatively valued domineering
scale were reversed to 0,,1, 2, 3, and 4.

..Results. The inforMation and social ratings sample included ten
consensual SI's, 13 SC's, and 9 NC's. The average number of recall
names listgo for-these three competency level groups were 72, 319, and
405 names respectively. The smaller listings provided by the SI's were
principally names written during class time since few SI's apparently
r re willing to spend much home tir,ic on this task. These smaller lists
were considered sufficiently large, however, to provide the required
24 names for the retina tasks. The average number of important others
identified by three competency level groups were practically identical,
16 naMo)s for he SI's and SC's and 17 for the NC's.

As with the TSI scores, the major analysis made of the information
and social ratings data was in terms of comparisons between SI, SC, and
NC aroupsy The general guiding hypothesis was that higher competency
level students would have more knowledge regarding their significant
persons and would judge them more favorably with'respect to their social
imteracton behaviors than woi,ld lower competency groups.

The 'data were analyzed using the ANOVA mean square within subjects
as the error term for the individual mean comparisons to test hypotheses
of mean differences (Winer,.1962, p. 100). Siximaries of these analyses
for the three information measures and for the four social

andretinas of significant others are presented in Table 3.5 arid 3.6 respec-
tively.

.As may be noted from the mean column entries in Tables 3.5 and 3.6,
theSl student means were consistently smaller than those for either
the SC's and the NC's on all seven measures, confirming the expected
negative relationship between social incompetence and both information
about important others and social relations ratings.

1

These students also had individualized help in completing their recall
lists.
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Table 3.5

Summary Data for Individual Comparisons of
Information Scores Based on Sl, SC, and NC Students'

;stated Knowledge of Their Important Others

Sample
Size

Mean Information Scores
Life

History
Likes and
Dislikes

Rea

Beliefs

SI 16 2.58 2.55 2.16

SC 13 3.08 3.07, 2.91

NC 0 2.62 2.88 2.70 '

Comp.(F1,31)

SI with SC 3.684 5.72** 6.89**

SC with NC 2.90* <1 <1

SI with NC <1 1.75 3.00*

*Significant at the .05 level; "significa4t at the .01
level.

Table 3.6

',ummary Data for Individual Comparisons of Social Relations Scales
Hasad on SI,' SC, and NC Students' Ratings of Their Important Others

Sample
Size

Mean Social Relations Soales
Fairness Depend-

able

Domi-

,neering 1

Soc.

Success

SI 10 2.45 2.55 1.90 2.59

SC 13 5.24 3.28 2.62 3.28

NC Q 2.04 2.98 2.42 2.92

In,div. Comp. (F__

131
)

SI with SC s 10.64** 7.10** 3.94* 7.08*

SC with NC 1.39 1.16 1.92 1.77

SI with NC 3.49* 2.01 <1 1.38

" Significant at the .05(level; **significant a+ the .01 level.

1

Reported values for this scale are reversed,with 1.0=maximum
rating for domineering behavior and 4.0- extremely low.
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Equally consistent, though not anticipated, were the higher means
for the SC students than for the higher competency'NC students. Though
this difference achieved significance for only one of the seven compari-
sons (life history information), the repeatability of this findinn across
scales clearly implies a les's pronounced relationship between teacher-
identified social competency and information and social relations ratings
for the more visibly competent students.

Inspection of the individual student scores revealed a generally
low variability within the NC group, refuting the possibility of one
or two students in the NC group especially lowering their group means.
Though three SC girls were noted to be generally very high in their
knowledge estimate, and ratings, even without these highest raters the
SC means would remain higher than the NC means. Considering the SI-SC
group separations, very little score overlap was found; typically only
one SI student in ten scored higher than the SC group mean on any of the
seven scales.

The foregoing SI-SC-NC mean comparisons for important others are
Presented visually as unshaded portions of the bar graphs in Figures
3.2 and 3.3 for the information'measures And social relations ratings
respectively. The heights of the shaded portions of the graphs represent
the means for the not.,especially important persons.

As may immediately be noticed for all three social competency level
groups and for all scores and ratinns excepting only the dominance scale
for SC studeilts, the knowledge estimates and social ratings-made of the
students' non-important recalled persons were always lower than those
made of their important recalled persons. However, this generally large
within-scale difference notwithstanding, as with ttfe means for data based
on the studeM-s' important others, the matched-other means for the SC
students were always highest. SI,,SC, and NC separations were also found
to be less distinct for the non-important person data, though three of
the seven SI-SC mean comparisons did achieve significance.

Except perhaps in providing the students a lower reference point
in making their ratings, the use of a non-significant matched-Persons
sample appears to add little to the interpretations based on student's
descriptions of only persons especially important to him. The salient
finding here that low competency level students describe themselves as
least knowledgeable about their important persons and also see them as
lesS high (favorable) on all four social relations scales sunnests, for
the SI

1
student, both poor information processing skills and poorer

models for social relations. The extent to which these factors prescribe
poorer interperson behaviors for the SI student or are the products of
his imcompetent social behaving, or again, are products'of outside fac-
torssuch as family environmental restrictions are questions not answer-
able from the present data.

1

Phenomenologically poorer at any rate; no data was available as
to the veridicality of the SI students' ratinas.
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C.- Social Activity Questionnaire

A third major testing interest centered on the student's outside-.
school activities as these mightte related to his teacher-defined
level of social competence. This focus follows the broad rationale
and methodology for studying relationships between behavior and Social
settings advanced by Barker and Gump (1964; Barker, 1968) who had found
pupils to be differentiable both with respect to the variety of activi-
ties in which they participated and with respect to the "level of respon-
sibility" with which they performed.

More recently, Edmonson (1970) explored the possibilities of a
Social Activity Questionnaire and Social Activity Diary for use with
retarded adults to measure ranges of their social activities and the
levels of responsibility of their performance in social settings.
After several pilot trials with junior high school pupils and adults,
the questionnaire format was selected in preference to the diary as
being adequately reliable and the more efficient Instrument to terms
of tester time. The final sample in Edmonsonts study included 25.young
adult retardates living in private residential settings.

Poitive correlations were obtained between their vocational coun-
selor's ratings of social competency and the frequency of outside-home
performances (r=.65) 4nd the Ss' level of responsibility scores (r=.40),
and a negative correlation (r=-.57) with frequency of at-home perfor-
mance. These relationships suggest a possible remedial focus for
social incompetent adult retardates which possibly may extend to incom-
petently functioning junior high school age persons.

1. Instrument and Procedures. Edmonson's earlier Social Activity
Questionnaire was considerably modified for the nresent study into a

14-page Questionnaire booklet to be filled out by each student in group
,.iessions within the regular 50-minute claSs.period. Students with rea-
ding and/or writing problems would, of.cogae, require individual sup-
port in completing their questionnaire. This modified Social Activity
Questionnaire (SAQ) consisted of a series of'questions concerning the
student's activity at home and outside of his'home. Most questions were
accompanied by a multiple-choice listing of answers requiring merely
checking or circling. Other questions required brief written responses
such as names of friend or place. The SAO was administered within
the regular 50 minute class period. A listing of the 'SAO questions
Are presented in Appendix D.

Except for a preliminary' testing of 17 SI and SC School F students
in June, 1970, the bulk of the SAQ tests were administered the following-
fall.

60
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The test sample called for, all available NC's and SI's and those SC's sche-
duled for fall testinn on the TSI. Including theEprine samnle, the total
SAO test sample numbered 67 student, including 35 School C students

.

(19 boys and 16 girls) and 32 School F students (17 boys and 15 girls).
To provide data relevant to the stability of the SAO with a junior high
school Population, 34 of the Schobl C students were administered a second
SA0 two days followincitheir first testing. A summary descrintionof.
the SAO test sample in terms of sex, chronological age, and 10 is presented
in Tbble 3.7. As may be noted by comparing these data with the total
Sample data in Table 3.1, no sex, CA, or 10 selection biases were appar-
ently introduced in selecting the SAO sample.

Table 3.7

CA and IQ Means and Ranges for Males and Females
Completinn the Social Activities Questionnaire

CA . 10

N Mean Ranoe N Mean Range

Males 36 166.3 151-184 30 97.4 57-126

Females 31 164.6 152-184 26 1 .0 62-126

Comb. 67 = 165.5= 151-184 56 , 98:6 57 -176

24 Results. In summarizing the SAO data; information from the ques-
tionnaires was converted into three principal scores for each subject,
a home activities .score (HA), an outside activities score (OA) and a
level of responsibility score (LR). These scores are defined as follows:

1-1 - Home Activities: The number of different chores and
the number of different home recreation'activities reported

° were added together to make uo the HA score. Because S's
were asked to report both what they did weekly and what they
did less often, two diffbrent HA scores were obtained for each

'S and their differentiating power examined. t.xcent for the
reliability data, only the total HA score was used in the data

°'analyses.

(A - Outside Activities: The number of different outside home
recreation activities reported, the number of different types
of service agencies, stores and commercial eating places visited,
the number of different clubs or meetings attended (and jobs,
if reported) -were' added together to make up the OA score.

'
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LR - Level of Thasponsibrlity: LR was based upon the level
of activity reported in connection with each outside activity.

. LR does not take into account responsibility of performance
within the home. Each outside activity was assigned a sepa-,
rate LR score, from 1 to 6 (no S attained a, score higher
than 4) following the SAQ Scoring Guide (Edmonson, 1970),
The average LR was computed separately for each of the above
categories of outside activities,then the overall LR was oqm-.
puted as 10 times the weighted average of the categorical
LFt subkores.

Though 34 students received.a second administration of the SAO,
school commitments curtailed their testing time and few students fin-
ished the eritire'ratest questionnaire. Thirty-one of the pupils retested
completed the section on Home Chores and most completed Home Recrea-
tion (which together comprise HA), but few Ss completed the categories
Service Agencies, Commercial Meals, Meetings, Stores, Outside:Recrea-
tion, Visits and Noncommericial Meals) that together comprise OA.
Because the LR score is based upon the performance levels of these
several categories of outside activities, fhe lack of completion of OA
categories required prorating to compute a total LR score from the
retest questionnaire. To provide maximum information regarding the
retest stabilLty of the SAQ, product moment test-retest coefficients
were computed for additional SAQ subscores derived from the more com-
plete parts of the questroirmaire. These arepresented together with
their test and.refest means and sigmas in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8

Test-Retest Means, Sigmas, and Correlations for SA0 Subscores

Subscore 1
Mean , Sigma

Test Retest Test Retest

Weekly
Home ChOres 32 9.2 9.0 6.5 6.4 .92

Home Chores 31 1-5.7 15.7 5.1 5.0 .93

Total

Home Activities 15 16.5 14.6 6.5 6..3 .92

Service
Agencies

level. of

15 16.4 16.9 4.9 6.4 .90

esponsibility 28 20.5 22.3 9.0 8.3

In 62
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As may be noted from Table 3.8, the SAO subscores all were extremely
-ctabieover the two day,test-retest interval, correlations ranginn from
.88 to .92 and generally idAtical means for the two administrations.
'It minht be. added that because of unfinished reiet ';AQ's,the IR score
was computed from incomplete resqmnses and minht he expected to be oven
more stable given the full administrntion.

As with the preceding experimental test scores, the SAO score, were
nrincipalry examined for differences between the SI, SC, and NC greiuns. .

The guiding hypothesis was that higher competency level students would
report a greater number of home activities, a greater number of outside
activities, and maintain Wore personal responsibility For these outside
of home activities. AccorPdingly, the sikp data were pnalyied using the
ANOVA within - subjects mean square as the error term to test for mean
differences between individual groups. Summaries of these analyses
for the HA, OA, and y scores resented in Table.3.9.

Tab Ik 3.9

k

Summary Data for Indivi, al Cornea isons of SAQ Scores
for SI, Se, and NG S udents

Sample.114

Size
Home
Acts.

Outside
Acts.

Level of
Respobs.

SI 24 14.9, 27.6 23.0

SC 27' 19.6 29.0 24.1,

NC 13 20.2 30.3 24.3

Indiv. AMID. (F1,f,3)

SI with SC 8.26** <1 4.84*

SC with NC
I <1 1.11

4 ,

SI with NC 6.96*t <1 4.57*

* Significant at the .05 level. ** Significant at the .01
level.

The means renorted ift the upper portion of Table 3.9 for the HA,
OA, and LP scores in all instances,were highest for the NC students,
next highest for the SC students, and lowest for the SI students. The
F ratio for the comparisons of pairs of these means involving the SI
students /ere significant at the .01 and .05 levels of confidence for
the HA and'LR kores,respectively,but were below chance level for the
nA scores.
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The significant F's confirm the anticipated relationship between the
-students' teacher-assigned social competence level and. the number of
home activities he reports and the responsibility or self-direction
he assumes in his non-home activities. This confirmation, it should
he noted, is only for the SI student group; differences between the
SC-and NC groups, though in the hypothesized dijection, were too small
to achieve significance.

On the other hand, ad hoc considerations of the non- SI- SC -NC-

discriminating outside activities scores suggest perhaps a more mean-
ingful subbreakout of this score in terms of the leadership and follower
or participant and spectator roles of these activities. The Present
total OA score, including frequency counts of attendance at movies,
recreational. facilities, and shopping areas, etc., together with 'clut?
meetings and possibly more self-directing and creative events takes
no account of student roles within these activities.

In part, the effect -of such i'leader-follower breakout is reflected
in the significant between-groups differencft for the responsibility.
measure. Inspection of OdividualJA scores, however, indicates far
from clear competency level group separations, wi-rh a third to a half
of the lower competency- level students scoring above the mean of their
next highest competency level group 8nd:only slightly less overlap in
the opposite direction.- A very similar non SI-SC-NC separation of in-
dividual students was evident for the HA scores.

Intertorrelations between these three SAQ cores were generally
low, rs of .33 between the HA scores with either ie OA or LR scores
and an r of .14 between the OF and LR scores. The elationship of
;AO scores and IQ was also examined. The correlations were again
generally low to moderate, r's of .35, .10,and .46 between IQ and
HA, oA, and Li? resPectively.

Fxaminations of individual SAO and K) scores suggested some sex
.differences, with a stronger IQ relationship for the HA scores for boys'
than for girls but the reverse for the OA scores -- i.e., .stronner 10
relationship with the OA scores for girls. As might be expected from
the prevalent cultural sex typing of home choret and the greaterrestric-
tionsplaced on girls' outside activities, girls typically had higher
HA..Iscores than did boys (means of 21 for the nirls as contrasted with

151for boys). t should be noted, however, within the female nroup
considerable variability in the number of reported home activities was
noted, this variability clearly unrelated to 10. On the other hand,
sex differences in the mean OA scores were negligible, means of 29
ter boys and girls.

School differences appeared for the HA.score which were in turn
negligible for the OA scores; it will he recalled that School C was
more urban, located on the periphery of a larger metronolitan area and
drawine pupils largely from "blue collar", famile,.. whereas ',chop!
wa,, more rural with many farm families.
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A
HA mean scores for Schoo/s C and F were 18 and 17, respectively; their
OA mean scores, 32 and 25, respectively. Apparently the particular out-
side home-activities listed on the SAO favored the more urban students)
Similarly the LR score base0 on reported responsibilities in non-home
activities favored the more urban School C, with a mean LR score of 80
as compared, -to a mean LR score of 71 for the more rural School F.

Further related factors here are home c9nditions such as family
income. The latter data was obtained for 48 families of students tested
on the SAQ as part of a larger data collection effort to provide more
detailed socid-economic data regarding the total SI-SC-NC sample. Sort-
ing the home backgr.pund questionnaire responders according to state an-
nual income (high, $8,000 and above; middle, $6,000 to $7,000; and low,
$5,000 and below), means for the three SAQ measures were computed for
the three income groupings.

As anticipated; the mean HA and OA scores were lowest for the lower
family income students, though differences between the middle and upper
income groups were equivocal, highest for ttie upper income group on HA
and highest for the middle income group on OA. The LR mean did not quite
follow'the expected pattern; the middle income group was lowest, the
lowest income group next, and the high income group highest.

The interpretability of the SAQ - social competence relationship is
complicated by the fact that a much larger proportion of SI students
comes from low income%homes (see Table 3.15) and the concomitant effect
of fewer home and outside-home activities.

Descriptively, the data are clear that teacher-identified socially
incompetent students report fewer home activities and less responsibility'
and initiative in their away-from-home situations than do teacher -iden-
tified socially competent,students. The following subsectiOn on home
interview data includes some of these same students, and adds to their
descriptions.

1

And,.of course, the more urban-dwelling students are- involved in
more outside, the home activities.

2
A home background questionnaire was completed by only 48 of the

,families of the 67 participating (SI, SC, or NC) students due to a fair-
ly high incidence of refusals by parents who considered their school
history, occupational history, and income level to be a private matter.
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f. z

n: Parent and.Student Interview Data

Instrument and Procedures. A fines' description of the teacher-

identified socially competent and incompetent junior highstudents was
nr;Vided from interviews of a sample of their parents and of the students
themselves.'1Al1 of'the previously reported data was either based on
teacher reports or on student testing. The possibly biased and cer-
tainly restricted observational opportunities of the former Snd the
narrow, specified focusing of the latter quite possibly neglected
iroertant descriptions of the students. These considerations recom-
mended an additional student description source.

The structured interview affords an especially flexible prqbe
adaptable to interviewee i4iosyncracies yet is directed toward spec-
ified common imforthation. In deyelopina the questionnaire, converse-
tionally structured lead sentences were planned for each of the selected
areas of inpuiry.with a set,of more spetific questions to be asked if

4.
the initial questions were not understood, the interviewee was not
talkative, or if the desired information was not obtained in the gen-
eral tonversation:

rhe final interview fortn consisted of five sections (1),an intro-
ductory time chart designed to trace theostudent's activities on a
typical school day and on a typical Saturday; (2) a series of questions
focusing on the student's relatiorships with other people, his personal
habits and interests,,and his school activities; (3) two checklists,
ono dealing with the informant's satisfaction with the student'spro-
lre5s in social and academic areas and the second with the student's
household chores; (4) a final question as to what the school might
do to help adolescents with their problems; and (5) a rating sheet
to be filled our by the interviewer immediately after leaving the
interview, his ratings to be based on his total information provided

by the informant.

Because of time and cost limitations, the interview sample was
restricted to consensually nominated SI and NC students only. The
starting list included all available NC's and an equal number of SI's.
Selection among tt Si's was made in, terms of those students havino
the most complete test data. Eleven families from-the starting list

of 45 names were not able to be interviewed; 4 familes had moved, 5
refused interviews, and one student had been expelled and'Iacked an
address, and one enrolled student simply could not be found. In

terviews were conducted in 34 homes, 15 were those of School stu-

dents and19 those of School F. Generally only one parent was- inter-
viewed, though occasionally both parents were at home and contributed,

information about their son or daughter. All students from these fam-
ilies were also interviewed either at home or at school within a few

days of their parents' interview.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE!a
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The interviews were conducted during the winter of 1971 by three
staff members with considerable experience in testing and interview work.
Conduct of the interview was casual and friendly. Most of the parents,
were agreeable, cooperative, and eager to talk abou,. their children.
The interviewer adapted thellSngua9e of the questions to. suit the occa-
sion, used probe questions to clarify the lead question, to keep the
conversation going, or to elicit information which otherwise might not
have been touched upon. 'Generally, the interviewer,tried to be an encour-
aging and sympathetic listener, making a few notes on the schedule form
but being careful not to lose personal contact with the interviewee by
doing too much writing.

After the interview was completed the interviewer left the premises
but then stopped at'some convenient place" and immediately summarized the
interview data in terms of a series of ratings, using a five-point scale1,
based on the informant's statements as to how well the student was getting

with peers, with adults, with parents, with siblings, his general
behavior with others, his personal grooming, how well he was getting
along in school, and his' independence from home.- Also at this time,
the interviewer tape recorded a narrative report of the interview includ-
.ingra description of the home and environment and the interviewer's com-
ments on the response of the interviewee's) and any extra information
andanecdotes which seemed pertinent but were not necessarily covered by
the interview schedule.

The interviews generally lasted one and a half to two hours. As
a token of appreciation for their time, each family was given a magazine
subscription of its choice, either for their child or for the family
as a whole.

The 34.interviewed students were evenly divided between the SI and
N(;groupings, 17 students in each. Table 3.10 presents the sex breakout
and the CA and 10 means and score ranges for these students. As may be
noted by comparing these data with that for the otal sample data in Table
3.1, no sex, CA, or 10 selection biases were apparently introduced in
selecting the interview sample.

2. Results. Aside from adding various incidental items of background
information such as indications of socio-economic status fdiscussed in
a following summary subsection), the taped narratives provided a general
confirmation of the interviewer's ratings. These ratings were princinapv
examined for differences between'the SI and NC groups. The general guid-
ing hypothesis was that informants describing NC students would report
more favorable behaviors and express more satisfaction with tneir beha-
viors than would informants describing SI students.

1

These scales comprise the last page of the interv!ew schedule,
Appendix ,E.
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Table 3.10

CA and 10 Means and Ranges for Males and Females
in the Interview Sample

CA
I

IQ

"N Mean Range R Mean 'Range

_..L

Males 14 170.0 153-181 12. 93.0 74-120

Females 20 164.5 152-184 19 . 105.3 75-126

Total 34 166.7' 152 -184 31 100.5 74 -12'6

1

Fall, 1970.

a
s.

Since only two'groups were involved, 'the hypothesis was examined in terms
of t ratios: Summary data for these t tests are presented in TAble.

Table 3.11

Summary Data for Comparisont bf Interviei./ Ratings
for 17 NC's and 17 SI's

Interview
()ec.tion

Parents

Means Diff. . t

,NC SI

-Students

Means Diff. t

NC

Peers

Pdults

'Parents

Siblings

Neh.,with
Others

(;rooming

(,et. Alone

in School

I ndep.

from HOme

3.7 1.8 .9 6.94**

3.3 2.2' 1.1 t 3.06**

2.9 1.8 1.f 2.86**

2.6 -1.8 .8 1.91*

3.2 1.7 1.5 5.85**

23.0 2.0 1.0 3:89**

3.8 1.0 2.8 11.47**

2.6 1.9' .7 ?.13 **

3.6 1.9': 1.7 6.31**

2.9 1.6 ..1.3 4.46 **

2.6 125;, 1.1 3,06"

2.7 1.9 .8 2.i8**

3.4 1.6 1.8 ''6.78**

2.9 12.2 . .7 5.0*-

3.5 1.4 2.1 ?3.15**

2.5 Li .4 .1.00

'Significant at the .05 level; **Significant at the .01 level.
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As mqv be-noted from the Table 3.11 column headings, mean compari-
sons were made separately for ratings summarizing the parent responses
and student responses. In all, 16 t ratios are reported. Without ex-
ception, both for the parent's data and for the student's data, the in-
formant's statements were rated higher (more positively) for the NC sam-
ple than for the SI sample. All eight of the comparisons for the parent
data and all but the last comparison fo student data were significant
at^thD .05 level or beyond, confirming tr., expected negative relationship
between social incompetency and the favorableness of reports of the
various students' behaviors discussed In the interview.

'Examinations of the individual interview ratings revealed onl; occasional
instances of the "very well" ratings (11 of the 270' ratings) and not too
many more (48 of the 270) 'mcieratelv well" ratings made for the SI stu-
dent reports. Contrariwise, 1:)2 of the 270 report sections for these
students were rated either "pcIrly" or "very poorly". The NC students
behaviors, 6n the other hand, ware almost universally described as either
"very well" (101 ofthe ,270 ratings) or "moderately'well"(another 110
of the 270 ratings).

The only reporting areas with even a ten percent ratio of low ratings
were the gets along "with parents" and "with siblings" areas. Together
these two intra- family reports accounted for the one "very poorly" rating
and two - .thirds of the-sixteen "poorlv"ratings (out of a possible 270
_retina's) accumulated by the NC students. Clearly the home interview re-'ports echo the initial teacher identifications.

A question of ,interest partially answerable from the mean entries
in Table 3.11 is that of similarity of the interview ratings based on
the parents' responses to those of their son or daughter. Analyses
of these data were made in terms of matched t's. Table 3.12 presents
the_summary of these comparisons between the parent and student means
for the eight rated interview sections. These comparisons were made
separately for the -Si. and NC samples.

As may be noted from the mean differences columns in Table 3.12,
these,differences were typically near zero. None yielded a significant
t (at the .05 level), all these differences therefore being accountable
by chance factors. The closeness of the means suggests that to a con-

,siderable extent the interviewer ratings made of the parents' and of
the students' reports must have been the same or very.nearly the same.

Examination of individual ,I,nterview ratings supports this expec-
t ation. Fully half of the 269 pairs of parent-student ratings were
jdentical and nearly all (85 percent) of the discrepancies were only
a single scale difference.

1This 270 figure is based on interviewer ratings of 17 SI and 17
NC students described by parents and by themselves in eight reporting
areas, or a total of 272 ratings, minus two missing ratings, for ea -h

6 interview sample.

.2
One further pair lost due to missing data (see prior footnote).
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0
Table 3.12

Summary Data for Comparisons of Interview Ratings
for Parents bnd Students

Interview
Section SI 's

Means

Diff. t

Means

Diff. tParent Student Parent Student

,Peers 3.7 3.6 .1 .81 1.8 1.9 -.1 .32

Adults 3.3 2.9 .4 1.69 2.2 1:6 .6 1.50

Parents 2.9 2.6 .3 .99 1.8 1.5 .3 1.10

Sibling 2.6 2.7 -.1 .46 1.8 1.9 -.1 .69

F3eh. with

Others .2 3.4 -.1 .56 1.7 1.6 .1 .37

Grooming 3.0 2.9 .1 .04 2.0 2.2 -.2 .85

Get. Along
in School

lndep.

3.8 3.5 .3 1.57 1.0 1.4 -.4 1.51 '

From Nom, ',6 2.5 .1 .97 1.9 2.1 -.1 .56

Discrepancies were very similarly distributed for the SI and NC student's;
. the less favorably described SI student independently (that is, in pri-k

vate interview) 'agreed with his parent's statements about him as closely
as did the m--e favorably described NC student with his parent. 4

Excepting two of the eight reporting areas, .9screpancies were very
evenly distributed across areas and further more were about equal in
terms of the student's describing himself more favorably or less favor-
ably than did his parent. The two exceptions were the gets along "with
adults" and "with parents" areas which together accounted for nearly a

'third of the parent-student discrepancies and on which the parent most
commonly described his son's or daughter's behavior less famPrably than
did that son or dauohter. However, even in these least agreement areas,
nearly 40 nercent perfect agreement and only two instances of opposite
or nearly opposite reporting occurred. The predominate finding for
the eight rating scales for. SI's and NC's alike was very substantial
parent- student agreement.
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An especially interesting section of the interview report schedule
wa,. the "satisfaction" checklist. Unlike the previow.lv discussed
ratings /hich are based on reported behaviors, the concept of "satis-
faction" tends to confound present behaving with a less elicit goal
or standard. On the other hand, the checklist responses require less
interpretation by the interviewer.

-The satisfaction checklist used in the home interview schedule in-
volved seven areas, each a three-option scale, "sa+isfied", "generally
satisfied but want to see improvement", and "very concerned, needs much
improvement". The seven areas were: (1) home behavior, (2) school be-
havior, (3) social relationships, (4) attitudes and values, (5) dispo-
sition, (6) dependability, and (7) goals for the future. Rather than
reporting means, the simple three-option scale permits a more readily
interpretable frequency reporting of the different satisfaction options
checked by the parents of the SI and NC students and by these students
themselves. These frequencies are presented in Table 3.13.

Table 3.13

Frequency of 'NC and SI Parents' and Students' Checking the

"Satisfied", "Generally Satisfied but Wants Improvement",
and "Needs Much improvement" Options on Seven Areas
of Student Behavior on the Home Interview Schedule

"Satisified"
NC SI

"Gen. Satisfied
but Wants Improve."

NC SI

"Needs MuCh
Improve."
NC SI

Parent Responses

0.

Home Beh. 9 7 8 9 0 1

School Beh. 16 7 1 7 0 3
Social Relation. 14 9 3 8 0 0
Atti. and Values 11 8 6 7 0 2
Disposition 10 10 ,7 6 0 1

Dependability 15 6 2 9 0 2
Goals for Future 13 8 3 '4 0 1

Student Responses

Home Beh. 7 8 9 7 1 2
School Be 10 10 7 5 0
Social Relation. 13 11 4 6 0 0
Atti. and Values 10 9 7 5 0 2

Disposition 8 10 8 6 1 1

Dependability 14 11 3 6 0 0
Goals for Future 7 15 7 2 2 0
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Perhapr, the most striking information in the tabled frequencies
is the scarcity of "needs much improvement" checks; narticularly for
the SI nroup. This response option was used less than ten percentof.'
the time by the parents of the SI students and never by the parents of
the NC students. The students themselves were similar to their parents
in this regard, only seven admissions of "needs improvement" checked by the
SI students andthreety the NC students. Considering that both the
narents and their SI students had both just previously described their
sons' and daughters' bhavior (or their own in the case of student inter-
views) as poor and inadequate with respect,to nearly 40 percent of the
reporting areas rated by the interviewer, their failure to indicate
dissatisfaction and need of change is surprising. FVeri the "generally
satisfied but want to see improvement" option was used less than 50
percent of the time by parents of SI students and only p third of the time
by the SI students themselves.

The high frequencies of "satisfied" checks by both the parents and
their.SI sons or daughters, though a necessary counterpart given their
low dissatisfaction checks, also warrants comment. Though only 18 per-
cent of the Si behavior descriptions made by their parents or themselves
could be rated even "moderately well", the parents then checked "satis-
fied" over half of the time, the students over 70 percent of the time.
Apparently/a willingness to negatively describe another's or one's own
behavior oes not obligate a conclusion of dissatisfaction or desire for
change f r many of the parents and students interviewed.

E amination of individual parent-studert pairings of responses on
the s tisfaction checklist indicated very high agreement, that is, a
sizeAble majority of identical checks for both the SI and NC groups.
AboUt a third of the responses by either group disagreed by one scale
seParation, principally in the direction of students expressing more
dissatisfaction with their behaviors and attitudes' than did their narents.

In summary, the interview reports provided confirmation of the ear-
,,er teacher nominations and in-school test data. The following sub-

/ section will more fully discuss these several data together with school
record information not previously examined.

/

F. Summary of Eugene Area Testing of SI, SC, and NC Students

Before summarizing the preceding comparison data for the SI, SC,
and NC students from the two Eugene Area schools, further description of
who they are, their general school behaviors and family settings. needs
fo be entered.

1

Less so on such specifics as number of home chores where the cor-
relations between the SAQ home chore count and thoSe from either the stu-
dent's or parent's interview were below .22. However, change of season
(spring to winter) and the six month developmental growth of the students,
work against close repeatability for this kind of data.
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Table 3.14

Fi-equency Distributions of CA, IQ, GPA, Absences, and
Counselor General Descriptions of Academic and

Social Relations of SI, SC, and NC Students

CA
N Mean 156 154(.461 162-167 168-173 173

SI

SC
NC

61

59

23

167.0
165.5

170.1

10 (16)
7 (12)

2 ( 9)

9 (15)
16 (27)

5 (22)

9 (15)
11 (19)

6 (26)

16 (26)
14 (24)

6 (26)

17 (28)
11 (19)

4 (17)

. N Mean 70 70-84 85-99 100-114 114

SI 52 87.8 10 (19) 13 (25) 14 (27) 10 (19) 5 (10)
SC 50 102.5 3 ( 6) 4 ( 8) 10 (20) 21 (42) 12 (24)
NC 22 '114.5 0- . 0 0 13 (59) 9 (41)

GPA
N Mean 1.0 1.0-1.99 2.0-2.99 3.0

SI 60 1.6i 9 (15) 31 (52) 20 (33) 0
SC 56 2.50 0 8 (14) 36 (64) 12 (21)
NC 23 3.41 0 0 4 (17) 19 (83)

Absences
N Mean 0-4 5-14 15-24 25-34 34

61 58 15.08 10 (17) 25 (43) 13 (22) 4 ( 7) 6 (10)
SC 51 6.76 25 (49) 19 (37) 7 (14) 0 0
NC 21 4.52 14 (67) 6 (28) 1 ( 5) 0 0

N

Counselor Descriptions (How is Student Getting Alonn
Academically With Students With Teachers

Pooc/F.Wetl/Satis. Pooc/F.Well/Satis. Pooc/F.Well/Sati5.

SC 32

NC 15

20 6 , 7

(60) (18) ( 21)

3 5 22
(10) (17) ( 73)

0 0 15

(100)

9 16 7

(28) (50) (22)

0 10 22
- (31) (69)

0" 1 14

( 7) (93)

10 10 12

(31), (31) ( 38)

4 2 26
(12) (,6) ( 81)

0 0 15

- (100)

Note: Parenthetical entries to the right of or belOw the frequencies
are percentages.

1A=4, B=3, C=2, D=1, F=0.

?Two "Don't know" replies for SC student, underlAcademically" and
ne for an Si. student under both "Students" and "Teachers" are omitted:
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These data-raise summarizations from school record information, school
counselor interviews, and a one-page mailed socio-economic survey.
Table 3.14 provides abbreviated distributions of scores and/or tallies
for these various data.

As earlier r orted in terms of means and ranges (see Table 3.1),
the 67 SI's, 59 SC and'23 NC's constituting the study samples, though
very similar with respect to age distributions, are clearly not alike
th respect to sex or IQ. Regarding sex, roughly a third more boys

han girls were nominated SI, and the opposite, approximately half again
as many girls were nominated NC as were boys. Regarding IQ, nearly all
the 29 students with IQ's below 85 are to be found in"the SI sample,
only seven are in the SC sample, and no student with an 10 below 100
is in the NC sample. Though students with 1 Is above 114 were to be
found in all three samples, they accounted fo 41 percent of the
NC students, 24 percent of the'SC students aly1.10 percent of the SI
students.

...

School grades provide a more directly relevant school performance
measure. As might well be anticipated both by the IQ distributions and
by the teacher descriptions and PSIC responses, the samples are very
different with respect to GPA. Eighty-three percent of the NC students
bui- not one SI student had a GPA. 3.0 or above. Sixty-seven percent
of the SI students but not one NC student had a GPA below'2:0. The
SC students were a middle group with 64 percent earning GPA's.in the
2.0 to 2.99 range.

School absences again provided pronounced NC, SC, SI sample sep-
arations with only one NC student having missed more than 14 school
days as contrasted with seven (14 percept) of the SC's and 23 (39 per-
cent) of the SI's. At the high attendance end, approximately two-thirds
of the NC's, half of the SC's but only one in six of the SI's missed
fewer than five days of school.

At the time the teacher descriptions were being'collected, the
school counselors in both schools were interviewed using a general stu-
dent description check list form. The fourth section of Table 3.14
summarizes school counselor replies to the question, "How is the siu-
dent getting along?",, asked with respect to his academic work, his
relations with other students, and his relations with his teachers.
Counselor replies were tallied as either "satisfactorily", "fairly
well", "poorly" or "don't know". This latter category was used for
only 4 of the 237 replies and is not included in the table.

As may be seen from the tabled frequencies, the counselor descrip-
tions were much in agreement with the independently collected teacher
descriptions. With only one exception in the "student relations" area,

1

These figures, of course,.apply only to the 125 students having
10 data in their school records.
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all the NC's were described as getting along satisfactorily in all three
areas. "Satisfactorily" replies were also very frequent for the SC
students, roughly three out of four in each area, and the "poorly"'
response was chosen only, seven percent of the time. Pretty muchthe
reverse was true for the SI students; roughly only one student in four
in each area received "satisfactorily" descriptions, and the "poorly"-
response used nearly a third of the time for describing relations with
other students and with teachers and 60 percent of the time with respect
to academics.

Table 3.15 presents frequency distributions for descriptions of
the SI, SC, and NC samples obtained from the replies on the social-
economic survey completed 'by the students' parents. Though coMPara-
ble generalization to the full SI, SC, and NC samples is precluded be-
cause of the large number of non returns (possibly due to the some-
what private nature of the data) and particularly because of the
disproportionately smaller number of Si replies, the data is reported
here as the only data available to the project concerning these charac-
teristics of the three samples. The frequencies presented in Table -'
3.15-contrast the number of family members at home, annual family
incomes, and years of parents' formal schooling for the SI, SC,'and
NC study samples.

As revealed in Table 3.15, the distributions of family sizes re-
ported on their socio-economic survey forms were about the same for.
the three competency level groups, with roughly half of all families
having either four or five at home persons. Annual family income,how-
ever,varied considerably between groups, with en average reported in-
come of nearly $10,000`for the NC families and below $6,000 for the
SI families. One-fourth of the SI families reported incomes below
$4,000, one-twelfth of the SC families, and none of the NC families.
Only one SI family reported an income above $9,000, as contrasted with'
nearly a third of the SC families and nearly half of the NC families.

These intergroup differences, though somewhat less pronounced,
maintained for number of years-of parents' formal schooling. The
basic similarity -is -that two-thirds of-the parents of all three groups
completed- -high school. However, only one SI family reported continuing
Wayoffe-high school as contrasted with nearly a third of the SC and
NC groups. Further, the percentages were practically reversed at the
low end of the scale; 29 percent of the'S1 families reported that
they left school at or below the 8th grade, half that percentage of
Sr' families, and only one NC family.

In summarization, the foregoing school records, counselor descriptions,
and family data reveal the teacher-nominited socially incompetent stu-
dent as more likely a male (6 out of 10), having below average IQ (7 out
of 10), typically doing failing or near failing school work (7 out of 10),
infrequently having good school attendance (2 out of 10) and infre-
quently considered by his counselor as getting along satisfactorily
either academically or with other students (2 in 10). His family's
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Table 3.15

Frequency Distributions of Size of Family at Home, Family Income,
and Parent's Education Reported by Parents of SI, SC, and NC Students

N x

SI 23 5.0

SC 40 5.0

NC 15 4.8

Size of Family at Home
3 4 5 6 7 >7

5 3 7 6 1 1

(22) (13) (303 (26) ( 4) ( 4)

2 15 13 - 5 3 2

( 5) (38) (32) (12) ( 8) ( 4)

2 6 3 2 2

(13) (40) (20) (13) (13)

. Annual Family Income
N 7(. <4000 4-6000 7-9000 >9000

4

SI 24 5,8 6 (25) 4 (17) 13 (54) 1 i 4)

SC 35 8.1 3 ( 8) 6 (17) 16 (46) 10 (28)

NC 15 9.9 0 2 (13) 6 (40) 7 (47)

School-Years of Parent's Education
N x <9 .9-11 12 >12

SI 24 10.7 7 (29) 1 ( 4) 15 (62) 1 ( 4)

SC 34 11.6- 5 (15) 6 (18) )3 (38) 10 (29)

NC 15 12.7 1 ( 7) 2 (13) 7 (47) 5 (33)

Note: Parenthetical entries below or to ills right of frequen-
cies are percentages.
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annual income'is likely lower than that of his ayeraoe classmate (1 in
4 below 1.4,000),1nd there is a reasonable chance that his parents
did not receive any formal schooling beyond junior high school
(1 out of 3). From information Oased on the several school and family
descriptors just discussed, he would be indistinguishable from his
classmates only in terms of age or family size. This aroun represents
roughly ten percent of the total student population.

At the other extreme, the student nominated by his teachers as
competent is more likely a female (6 out of 10 NC's), always above.
average IQ, commonly receiving high grades (8 out of 10) --never bejow

st-= a C average, typically, missing few school days (7 out of 10), practi-
cal_ always considered as doing satisfactorily by his counselor in
both academic and social relations areas. She is unlikely to be from

-\,a home in which the annual income is below $7,000 (2 out of 15), or
in which the 'parents have not at least completed high school (3 out
of 15). This group represented roughly five percent of the student
population.

The SC students, thoLigh more like the NC than the SI students,
fell in between on all these school and home measures. This group
represents about 20 percent of the student population./

Essentially, the Section II data documents a high degree of inter-
teacher agreement and repeatability in separating these poorly per-
forming students from their average and above ..verage classmates.
The separation dimension given these teachers, however, was social
incompetency. In further.describlea the "behaviors" of their;;Ticted
students, the favored competent students received only positive de-
scriptions principally dealing with their personal traits such as
pleasant disposition (happy and smiling, etc.), sensitivity to others'
feelings, and helpfulness and cooperation. The behavioral,focus of
the teacher descriptions of the socially incompetent students differed
for the two schools sampled, with one school emphasizing poor social
relations to the near neglect of deportment and the second school quite
the reverse. For neither the NC nor the Si students was academic fun-
ctioning emphasized nearly as much as were social relations and deport-
ment.

Returning now to a' consideration of the data presented in this sec-
tion, without exception, means for students identified as socially
incompetent were lower on all the experimental tests and outside school
activity reports and home interview ratings than were means for their
more .avorably identified classmates. Distinctions between the SC and
NC groups, though generally favoring the !:+ter students, were not as
clearly drawn. Considering first the experimental tests, the social

1

This middle SC group was selected from the 129 students not
nominated either SI or NC by any of their teachers.
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inference measure revealed the SI student as less able to correctly in-
terpret social cues, the information measures as describing himself'as

less knowledgeable concerning persons important to him, the social rela-
tions measures as viewing these persons as less favorably interacting
with others. Together these measures suggest a deficit (as contrasted
to his higher scoring classmates) in apprehending his social environment
both in terms of content and support.

The non-school descriptions of the SAQ add to this deficit in terms
of fewer home activities and less individual responsibility and initia-
tive in the away-fr '-home activities for the teacher-identified social
incompetent. The home interviews conducted with parents and the students
themselves further enlarged upon this description by providing predomi-
nantly negative reports of the Si's relations with his peers, adults,
parents, and siblings. Only for the latter two family persons were the
behaviors of any of the NC students described at less than getting along
"moderately well".

School achievement reports perhaps most widely separated the NC-Si
interviewee groups, SI parents describing their son or daughter and SI
students describing themselves as getting along less than satisfactorily
in school. Only in teems of "satisfaction" were seeming inconsistencies
in their data obtained; few SI students and fewer of their parents admit-
ted to "needS much improvement". Expressed dissatisfaction apparent;/
does not necessarily follow froM admittedly unsatisfactory performance.

In the introductory section, the problem of definition of social
incompetency was posed as a major first task to its measurement. It

was further suggested that in large part this definition resided in the
selection of the arbiter, i.e., who the judge was. In support of project
emphasis on the school setting, the classroom teacher was selected as the
central arbiter. His identifications were oriented toward school per-
formance.

In both schools studied, poor school achievers crowded the ckncompe-
tent nominee lists. Students from poorer homes and less me!! educated
parents were also disproportionately represented. In writing behavioral

descriptions about their teachers stressed deportment problems
and poor social relations ahead of low academic achievement. Tests re-

lated to social comprehension and awareness discriminated against these
"incompetent" students. But differences between teacher nominees ektended
to their behaviors and activities outside of school as well. School

counselors noted these students' poor peer and adult relations. So did

their parents. So did the students themselves.
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The data may generally be summarized a, revealing an "incompen-
fence syndrome!' composed of unsubstantial school work, disruptive school
behaviors, negative school and home environmental responses, noor social

relations, deficient social understandings and awarenesses, and negative
(deprecating) self appraisal. The following chapter will examine the
generality of this incompetence, syndrome for adolescents attending

predominantly bladk neighborhood schools in an urban area.
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SECTION IV

DESCR!PTION AND ANALYSIS OF PORTLAND TESTING DATA

A. Portland Testing_Program

The present section deScribes the Portland testing program involving
the total attending eighth grade populations in two Portland elementary
schools serving the Albina District in Portland. This.testing program
was Harmed both as an extension of the Eugene area testing described
in the previous sections and to provide evaluation data for trials of
experimental social competency.units in these two schools.

The Albina District is a highly concentrated, low income, predom-
inantly black community in the northeast section of Portland. The nine
elementary schools in this area, identified as having among the lowest
achievement levels and lowest income levels in the cityl, had been se-
lected in 1966 as Model Schools to receive assistance directed at help-
ing pupils achieye greater school success. The two schools providing
the study samples were recommended by the Office of the District Super-
intendent as best fulfilling both the project needs for several' classes
of upper elementary students, a sufficiently' flexible schedule for test-
ing and trialofftunits, and an especially cooperative and supportive
staff. It perhaps should be added that these schools were among the
more difficult schools in the district, with high rates of absence and
suspension and low reading and writing skills, and would perhaps espe-
cially profit from trial of the remedial units.

The first school, School N, had an enrollment of 540 pupils, includ-
ing 85 eighth graders, and a teaching staff of some 45 teachers. Its ratio
of black pupils to white was 98:2. The second school, Schoo! M, had an
enrollment of 650 pupils, of whom 83 were eighth graders. It had 35
teachers. .Its ratio of black pupils to white was 75:25. The adminisira-
tors of b6th schools welcomed the project and fully agreed to support the
testing program and experimental units during the fall of 1971. A
description of the Portland testing sample in terms of sex, race, age,
and recorded IQ is presented in,Table 4.1.

1"...The percentage of children from families receiving public as-
sistance with low income in these schools ranges from 10.5% to 43% and
school achievement'means ranged from .85 to 2.62 standard deviations
below the city -wide school means." (Report to the Board of Education,
School District One, 1968).
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Table 4.1

Description of the Portland Test Sample in Terms
of Sex, CA, 10, and Race

N
Race CA 10

1

Black White Other, Mean Range Mean Range
,

School N

Male 141 39 2 0 163.8 153-181 90.5 65-98
Female 44 40 3 1 162.9 155-177 87.3 74-103
Total 85 79 5 1 163.4 153-181 89.5 65-103

School M

Male .35 24 11 0 162.1. 155-176 97.8 70-125
Female 48 33 11 4 163.2 155-182 89.6 84-113
Total 83 57 22 4 167.7 155-182 93.0 70-125

Total

Sample
..168 136 27 5 163.0 153.;182 91.3'65-125

1

1Q's were'.avalable fOr only 57 tudents. These 10's were princi-
Pally based on the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test as .recorded in the stbdent's
school record' folder..

Aside from.the uniqueness of the Eugene area samples tested '(stu-
dents from relatively-Small, semi-rural, all white junior high schools),
a serious limitation'of the initial experimental testing data wasthat
it,vs not suited to simultaneous examination of various test scores
-obtained for the different competency level students. 'Because of the
time consuming individual testing, only a limited number of students
had received all tests, too few to recommend.multivariate analyses;
of the 149 consensually teacher-identified School B and C student
only 41 had full data from as many as three of the four major experi-
mental measures. (accordingly, a requirement of the project's second
testing effort was to maximize student sample size.

The testing program for the predominantly black student popula-
tiOns in Portland was planned during the summer of 1971. Continuity
with the Eugene arep samples was desired, but because of differences
in the testing settings, and most particularlybecause of the intended
lame sampling of students and the concomitant reguireMent for groulf
testing ipstead of individual testing instruments, close approximations
of the testing instrumerit,, used earlier were precluded.
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As was reported in Section Iii, the testing of the Eugene Area lam-
, 0es-involved experimental measures of (a) the students'' social=inferen-

.tial ability using the Test of Social Inference, (!)) his self-descriptions
and estimates of how his teachers would describe him, (c) his knowledge
of persons important to him-and his judgment of those persons' 'social
relations, (d) his reports of non-school activities both in terms'of
number of activities and his initiation and self - direction of these ac- .

tivities, and (e) interview reports of his parents' and his own destrip-
tions of and satisfaction with how well he was getting along with peers,
parents, and other adults, and with his schoolactivities.

Generally, the Portland testing plan followed these earlier test
emphases. A social inferehce test for.-grOup admimistration was developed
to measure the students' ability to interpret social situations'. This
test involved a multiple choice format using a set of ,pict(ires of social
activities requiring student interpretation.

Using a partially experimenter supplied, partially student supplied
listing of peers andodults, student ratingS of how well. they (the stu-
dents) pet along with their,listed persons were obtained. Teachers' made
similar ratings of their students., Student estimates of how these listed
persons, including their teachers, rated them were also obtained. 'These
rating and esti.matFne procedures provided a number of measures of social
relationships, how the students preceived themSelves as relating.to var-
ious groups of other persons Aciassmates, other similar age acquaintances,
school aduits, other adults they had Fisted), hOw they believed these
other persons considered them, how their 'classmates and teachers rated -'
their sdtial interactions, and how aware they were as to how others
rated them.

In addition; student self-descriptions were obtained both using a'
self-apprdisal inventory with subscaler. pertaining to family, scholastics,
peers, and general self-concept, and an attitude-towards-school scale
with sutiscaies focusing on attitudestoward'teachers, School in general,
school work, and peers. As with the Eugene students, scholastid reports
and teacher comments were abstracted from the Portland students' school
records to provide a broader base for describing these students' school
.behaviors'.

A major data addition for the Portland sample was the daily teachers'
ratings of their students' class preparation, ContributiOn, and disrup-
tive behaviors. Liter interviews with eighth grade home room teachers
and with unileaders concerning their students' social behaviors provided
more sumMatie student descriptions. Individual'home'Intervie*s with parents
and students were not conducted for the Portland-sample, principally
.because of time and cost limitations.

. .

Though al) eighth grade classes were tested both before and after.
conducting trials of two experimentaleducational units, one in each of
two classes, the intended evaluations of these units using pre-/post-
test differences were not made due to management problems in conducting
the experimental units'(see Section V).
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The first testing was scheduled during the fourth week of the school term,
the post-test eleven weeks later', one week preceding the Christmas holiday.
To increase the observational periods and the stability of the classroom
teacher ratings, these ratings were made during three different five-day
periods, the week of th pre-testing, one to three weeksl prior to the
post-testing, and the fifth week after the Christmas vacation. The tea-
cher - unit leader interviews were con,-!'acted following this third rating
period. The school record data was examined first during the fall and then
more briefly in May the close of the school vear2 to note additional
teacher entries.

The following subsections afford a more complete description of tce
experimental tests used; class and student score distributions on these .

tests, and a description of the interrelatedness of these test scores with
teacher - centered- measures of the student's school behaviors. ThE develop-
ment and trial testing of the experimental educational unit is dCscribed
in the next section of this project report. The final section offers a
tying in of the results and conclusions from both the Eugene area and fort -
iand data.

B. Testing Instruments

1. Picture Interpretation Test. As described in Section
the Test of Social Inference (TSI) is an individually administered picture
interpretation test scored to provide measures of the student's social in-

ferential ability. Though attempts to develop a slide projection admini-
stration of the TSI to educable retarded adolescente'have been unsuccess-
ful,

4 this method was nonetheless tried as the simplest method for group
presentation and possibly feasible with nonretarded eighth grader,. A

further departure from the earlier croup presentation attempt was the pre-
naretion of bets of multiple choice response alternatives to accompany
the picture presentation and the question asked abOut each picture.

In preparing the P:), several hundred pictureS appearing in adverti-
sing and story sections in recent editions of popuilar magazines such as
Life, Look, Ebony were screened for possible use as stimulus pictures for

1

This variable period was occasioned by changes in class schedulings
due to parent conferences and related special events.

2
The 1971-1972 public school year in Portland ended May 11 due to a

reduced school budget.
3
Also see the supplement to this report for an extensive examination

of the TSI scores for some 1,000 LMR adolescents: in terms of sampling gene-
ralizations and re,dtionships various concdmitant variables.

4
Personal communication from B. Edmonson. Reference to other unsuc-

cessful variations for administering the lc,1 are reported in ldmonson,
de Jung, Leland and Leach.1971, chapter ?.
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testing the adolescent's recognition and understandings of what was
happening in a social scene. Current TSI pictures were also consid-
ered. A major selection criterion was the project staff's ability
to create a set of five, reasonable, brief alternatives to some general
question about the picture such as, "What's happening here?", or,
"Why is this hanpening?"

(Ile first exnerimental set of 19 nictures, each reproduced as
a 2x2 black and white slide and shown with an accompanying guestion
and set of alternatives was trial tested in the late spring of 1971
in three junior high school classes in a school district suburban
toJacoma, Washington. On the basis of item difficulties and item-
total test relationships, some pictures were deleted and response
alternatives rewritten.

The modified test was again trial administered during the summer
to a small pru-curriculum trial sample of black School N eighth
graders. On the basis of that administration further changes were
made in the response alternatives and 15 pictures were retained, the
first as a practice picture. In both trial administrations, a mimeo-
graphed test booklet with the stimulus questions and their five alter-
native answers were distributed to the students. A copy of these
questions and alternatives is presented in Appendix F. To assist
students wifh reading problems, each question and alternative was read
aloud to the class as the corresponding picture was shown. The stu-
dent's task was simply to circle his preferred response.' The test
administration required approximately 15 to 20 minutes of class time.

These procedures were retained for both the pre-and post-testing
in the Portland schools. In all, 157-students were tested on at least
one of the two testings: Testing conditions during the PIT admini-
strations were. not Ideal, however. One nroblem was that room lighting
and student distance from the nrojection screen varied in each of the
six classrooms, though no student complaints were noted regarding visi-
bility of the pictures. Imprecise focusing and unsteady projection
aIso occurred for teachers less adept at using the slide projector.
Student recollection of their earlier trial testing was apparent from
some of their remarks during the testing.

1

An attempt to more expansively measure the student's understandings
and interpretations of the PIT pictures by allowing open-ended, free
responses to an added set of four pictures was abandoned due to problems
with illegible handwriting and the extreme dependence of these re-
sponses upon written language abilities. Trial scoring of these free
responses correlated only .35 with the multiple choicenart of the
PIT for 67 School N students with readable papers.
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The PIT was scored'simply as the number of items correct with a
maximum possible score of 14 and a minimum of zero. The pre- and post-

, test PIT means for the six classes of Portland eighth graders are pre-
sented in Table 4.2. As may be noted from the generally low means of
five or six items correct in Table 4,2, the PIT wasa generally difficult

Table 4.2

Pre- and Post-Test PIT Means for Six Classes of Eighth Graders

School N School M
Class No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

N* 28 27 25 25 27 25 157

Pre-Test 5.9 5.4 5.4 6.4 5.6 5.6 5.7

Post-Test 6.2 6.7 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.4 6.3

*Number of students completing either the pre- or the post-test or
both.

test for the eighth graders tested. A chance score for the 14-item
test would be 2.8. The class standard deviations of approximately two
items in all classes indicated a reasonable spreaa of scores. For the
total group, PIT scores ranged from zero to nine on'the first testing
and from four to tenon the second testing. Comparison across clas.., reveals

fairly constant means both for the first testing and again for the second
testing.

In all dlasses,'fewer errors were made on the retesting, second
test class means consistently being higher than first test means.
However, examination of individual score changes reveals considerable
individual variation here too, with a third of the students achieving
lower scores on their.second testing and another twelve percent with
unchanged scores. Though nearly half of the students changed their
score by only one item or less (another 21 percent changing by two items);
this variability in direction resulted in a pre/post-test correlation
of only .28. Quite possibly the variable room lighting and imprecise
focusing of the slide projector may have affected different students
differently. Though the unsatisfactory retest coefficient suggested
minimal usefulness of the PIT score in further analyses, the possibility
that a sufficiently improved score stability would result from combining
the pre-and post-test scores into a simple double length measure led
to its retention as a combined pre/post-test score in examining the
interrelations among the other test scores.

2. The Self Appraisal Inventory. The Self Appraisal Inventory
(SAI) was developed by the UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation,
Instructional Objectives Exchange,as one of several experimental mea-
sures for assessing educational programs designed to improve learners'
self concepts. The inventory contains 80 fairly direct self-report
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statements written in the first pe
tained to the dimension of family
generated from family interactions
i.e., one's self-esteem associated

a scholastic dimension, i.e., one'
failure in scholastic efforts, and
i.e., a comprehensive estimate of
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rson. Twenty of the statements per-
self-concept, i.e., one' self esteem
, a second set of a peer dimension,

with peer relations, a third set to
s self-esteem derived from success or
a final set to a general dimension,

how self is esteemed. (10X, 1970, pp.5-6).

The, inventory is administrable either as a true-false scale or as
a fooir-point Likert-scale of strongly agree, agree, disagree, and
strongly disagree. Scoring guides, are provided for the scoring of
four 20-item subscales (family, peer, scholastic, and general), as well
as a total 80-item score. On the basis of the summer trial testing
with the small School N sample, the simpler true-false administration
was used for the pre-test. The lack of apparent problems during this
testing and the considerable loss of possibly discriminatory data

:mitigated against continued use of the dichotomous response form.
The lack of student difficulty in usinr the four-point Likert response
form on the post -test administration of the SAI supported this decision
to'modify the testing procedure) For both test administrations,
all statements were read aloud to the students, the test administra-
tions each requiring approximately 20 minutes. The 80-item Likert
scale form of the SAI is. presented in'Appendix G. The pre- and post-
test SA1 means for the six classes of Portland eighth graders is pre-
sented in Table 4.3.

For the first test, the subscales of the SAI were scored simply as
the number of favorably worded items the student checked as true of
himself plus the number of negatively worded items which he checked
as not true of himself. The possible range of subtest scores was from
zero to 20 for each subtest. On the post-test, "strongly agree ",
"agree", "disagree", "strongly disagree" for positively worded items
were scored 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively, and the reverse,l, 2, 3, and
4,for negatively worded items. The possible range of subtest scores
on the post-test was therefore from 20 to 80. A neutral score on the
true-false and Likert type scale administration would be 10 and 50,
respectively. As may be noted from the Table 4.3 class means entries,
with a partial exception of the scholastic subscale, all classes averaged
consistently above the neutral area of the scale.

Correlations between subscale scores were generally moderate,
ranging from the low .40's to the mid .60's, suggesting reasonable
independence among the four sets of SA1 items. Inspection of indivi-
dual student scores on the peer, family, and general subscales for'
the true-false administration revealed less than one in seven students
selecting more negative than positive SAI items in describing them-
selves. For the scholastic subscale, this ratio increased to one in
four students. Inspection of the individual student subscales scores
for the four-point scale readministration of the SA1 revealed nearly
identital low proportiOns of students scoring below the neutral score
of 50 on each of the four scales.

However, in terms of the pre
tion to a four-point scale did not
interscale score discriminations.
being considered oy the UCLA'test

sent Portland data, this modifica-
appear to add to interpupil or
Revisions of the SAI are presently
oggopers.
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Table 4.3

Pre- and Post-Test SAI Means for Six Classes of 8th Graders

Class No.

School N School M
Total1 2 3 A 5 6

N* 25 2 23 26 26 24 149

Peers

Pre 14 13 12 13 12 14 13

Post 55 55 56 55 52 57 55

Family
Pre. 15 16 13 15 13 15 14

Post 56 57 56 55 55 58 56

Scholastic
Pre 12 13 12 12 10 14 12

Post 54 53 51 50 54 54 53

General
Pre 14 13 12 , 14 14 14 14

Post 56 55 55 58 55 57 56

Total ,

Pre 55 55 50 54 49 57 53

Post 220 220 218 219 214 226 220

.1111

*Number of students completing either the pre- or nost-test
or both.

Examination of- the stability of SRI subscale scores over the ten
week retest period was difficult de to change in response format.
Scatterplots of individual subscales revealed roughly a fourth of
the students earning retest scores within two score points of the same
relative position they received on the basis of the first testing.
Approximately an equal number of students had higher or lower relative
pose' -test scores, most (approximately half of all students tested) with
retest scores within another five score points of the scatternlot dia-
gonal representing no relative change.

Product moment correlations between the first and second admini-
stration SAI subscale scores were .54, .54, .60, and .39 for the peers,

family, scholastic, and general subscales,resnectively. Since these

coefficients may be regarded as a lower estimate of the subtests'

reliability (involving as they do a change in test response format

and a ten-week interval), improved score stability is to be recommended

.before further analysis. Accordingly, "double length" scores were

computed for each student for each of his four SAI subscaleS. In

effect, these new subscale scores were summations of standard scores,
the weighting equation roughly equivalent to adding half the second

administration score to the first test administration score.
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3. Pupil Opinion Questionnaire. The Pupil Opinion Questionnaire
(POQ) is a 60-item Likert scale, developed' y the Kang-as City Youth
Development Project (Glick, 1967) far use with upper elementary school
children. The authors describe the items.as designed on an a priori ba-
sis to tap distinguishable attitudes toward four "aspects" of the school
experience, teachers; school in general, school work, and peers. The POQ
accordingly provides four subscales, each based on 15 items. Intercor-
relations among thecsubscale scores were reported as ranging from .55
to .70 and stability coefficients for pupils retested after a seven month
interim similarly in the .51 to .71 range. The test authors suggested
that the shorter range stability nay be considerably higher. A valid-
ity study of the total POQ score supported the POQ assessment otatttudes
as consistent with independent teacher nominations of their "best" attitude
and "worst" attitude students.

The POQ was included in the Portland sample test battery to provide
measures of the students/sevaluations and feelings about their classroom
experiences. Though surface similaritiesiippear among some of he Self
Appraisal Inventory and POQ items, the two test formats clearliiffer,
the SAI written in the first pers4p stressing the respondent's personal
involvement and the POQ written mostly in the third person as descriptions
of the school setting and the behaviors and feelings of teachers and
other pupils. The POO items are presented as Appendix H..

Students responded to the POQ items by circling a letter next to
each statement' indicating the extent of their agreement or disagreement,
very much, a little, or neither. As with the PIT and SAI, though
students received a copy of the questionnaire, items were nonetheless,
read aloud to assist poor readers. Approximately 15 minutes of elaSS'
time were required to read and answer the 60 items. Both the pre-test'
and post-test of the POQ were administered as part of the two half-days-
test battery.

The pre- and post-test POQ subtest and total score means for the
six classes.of Portland eighth graders are presented in Table 4.4..

The subtests were scored according to a key designed by the test
authors which provided for pdssible maximum and minimum subtest scores
of 75 and 15, respectively, for pupils consistently reporting high agreement
(or high disagreement) with subtest items reflecting positive attitudes
and high disagreement ( or high agreement) with those reflecting nega-
tive attitudes. A neutral subtest score would be around 45. As may
be noted from the Table 4.4 entries, class, means for most of the sub-
tests were around a score value of 45, none of the 48 class means more
than 4 scc'e points above this neutral point and only one class mean more
than seven score points below.1

1

These Portland class means were typi-'lly about ten score points
lower than those reported for the Kansas City classes of predominantly
inner-city stulents (Click, 1967.)
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Table 4.4

Pre- and Post-Test POQ Means for Six Classes of 8th Graders

Class No.
School N School M

Total1 2 3 4 5 6

N* 24 25 24 26 26 25 150

'School in
General
Pre 46 49 41 45 35 40 43
Post 44

I

44 41 38 38 40 41

Schoolwork
Pre 46 46 45 46 41 45 45
Post 47 48 41 4? 42 44 44

Teachers'

Pre 45 49 42 43 38 40 43
Post 46 45 38 44 39 44 42

Peers

Pre 49 48 46 46 46 46 47
Post 48 , 47 47 48 45 47 .47

Total
Pre 186 192 175 180 160 170 178
Post 184 183 166 171 164 175 174

*Number of students completin either the pre- or post-test or
both.

In effect, very little interclass difference in subtest means was ob-
tained, though one class (Class 5) most typically provided the lowest
means.

Inspection of individual student scores on the four POQ subscales
revealed that by far the large majority of students' POQ subtest scores
fell quite close to their class means. Less than one in ten students
received a score below 30, representing an average response of "a little
anreement" (or disagreement) with positively (or negatively) worded
statements. Subscale POQ standard deviations for both the pre- and
post-testing tended to vary between 6 and 11 score points with a median
sigma If 8.6. Correlations between subscale scores were reasonably
hi , ranging from the high ..50's to the mid .70ts for paFrings of the
sch o1 in general, schoolwork, and teachers subscales but were consider-
ablrlower for all pairings of,these subscales with the peers subscale,
these latter correlations ranging from .13 to a high of only .33.
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POQ subscale scores over the ten week retest period were examined
for stability in termsof pre-/post-test score scatterplots, which re-
vealed that roughly one-fourth of the students received post-test scores
within two score,points of their first scores. Another two-fifths of the
students had post-test scores within another five score points of their
pre-test score. As may have been expected from the generally similar
pre- and post-test means, approximately the same number of students had
higher (more favorable) pre-test scores as had higher post-test scores.

Product moment correlations between the first and second admini-
stration POQ subscale Scores were similar to those for the SAl subscales,
in particular, r's of .53, .48, .55, and .32 for the school in general,
school work, teachers, and peers subscales, respectively. In a sense,
these POQ retest coefficients, too, may be interpreted as conservative
estimates of the subscales' reliability given a briefer retest interval.
However, the somewhat higher coefficients reported for the Kansas City
students based on a seven month retest interval (Glick, ibid.) suggests
instability problems related more to the particular student sample tested
and perhaps to the less than perfect test administration.procedures fol-
lowed.1 In any event, as with the preceding tests, in the interests of
improved score stability "double length" scores were computed for each
student for each of his four POQ subscales by summing his pre- and post-
test scores.

4. Peer Ratings and Es+imating Procedure. The basic format for
the peer ratings and estimating procedures used in the Portland testing
was the same as that used with samples of Eugene area students described
in subsection III. B.3, namely, developing a long list of persons known
to the student and requiring him to assign letter grades of either A,
B, C, 0, or F to each name according to a selected aspect of that per-
son's social relations. Experience with the Eugene area sample had shown
that requiring the students to prepare long lists and allowing them a two-
day take-home period in which to complete theM necessitated repeated re-
minders, especially to the Si students, to return their lists; therefore
the Portland procedulls simplified the list writing by beginning each
student's recalled persons list for him. He received a booklet in which
were the typed names of all other eighth graders in his school and all
of the teaching and adult support staff he was likely to know. In effect,
each student list thereby began with 75 to 80 names of peers and another
15 to 18 names of adults. The student thentdeleted names of persons un-
known to him and added as many more peers and adults as he could recallin 15 to 20 minutes of his class testing period. Generally, students
were cooperative in this regard,typically'adding from 0 to 20 peer names
*and 5'to 15 adult names. In the same class period, +h pupils were in-

, structed to grade each person bn their lists by circli g either Ai 8,
C, D, or F in terms of"how well you get along with thmi --- not if that
person is 'good' or lba7-17L7t only how well you twolget along together".

1

For example, the examiner's reading of all /'60 questions probably
slowed down more enthusiastic resp,nding, as dip the tail position'of
this test on the second afternoon of testing./
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The rating sheet had provided for columns of A's, B's, C's, D's,
and F's next to the typed and added names. These completed columns
were cut off by the examiners prior to the second testing day.

On the second day his list of names was returned to the student
and he was instructed to again give each listed person a grade of
A, Bp C, D, or F but this time according to how the student believed
that person would, or did, grade him "on how well he or she gets along
with you". This estimating task took approximately 5 minutes. During

all listing, rating, and estimating tasks, two test proctors moved about
the room offering further instruction to slower.or ss responsive

students. The complete recall ratings and estimating instructions to-
gether with a copy of a rating sheet page are presented in Appendix I.

The tallying of student ratings and estimates provided several
social relations scores. To begin with, the ratings a student made
of others provides a.self-despription of his "socialability",in par-
ticular, how successful he perceives and reports himself to be in in-
teracting with other persons. Averages of these "ratings made" were
computed separately for ratings made of same sex and of opposite sex
persons, and within this breakout, for peers and for adults, and again
separately for his grade peers and school edults and for his recalled

persons. Because of the smaller number of recalled adult persons,
sex breakouts were not made within this subgrouping. Since some stu-
dents had added few names, in a given subgroupinq or had neglected to
rate very many of them, an, arbitrary minimum of four rated names was
required for computing averages for any subgrouping.

The same subgroupings were made for the student's estimates.
In contrast with the averages for his "ratings madd" which focused on
the student's self-description of his interactions wilt, others, the
average estimates provide measures of the student's perception of how
well he is functioning socially in'terms of others accepting him, how
he believes various groups of other persons like And support him. Both

the average ratings made and average estimates are, of course, pheno-
menologically prescribed measures, that is, bound by the student's
unique constructions and interpretations of "what'is out there". The

difference is simply one of perspective. In effect, the estimates

were obtained to add the further dimension of reciprocity, the stu-
dent being instructed for his second testing session to consider and
report not his getting along with "them", but their judgment of him-

self. The general range of modeite to low correlations between average
ratings made and average estimates in part support this distinction

as-An Operational difference.
.

,..

The estimates were obtained for a further reas'n, to pe'rmit mea-

sures of the student's accuracy in describing Low oAers consider him.
Nn,a sense, this accuracy is an informational score, knowing how others

1
rate onesel!. Operationally, the accuracy score was defined as the

everage of the differences (ignoring signs) between ach estimate made

for another'and that other's rating made of him. Sice ratings of the

(
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students were made only by other eighth graders and by teachers having
these students in either theiT social studies, mathematics, reading,
or physical education classes , accuracy measures were limited to these
subgroups. More specifically, average accuracy scores were computed
only for subgroupings of same sex and opposite sex peers and for school
adults, combining the sexes in the latter subgrouping.

The final set of social relations measures was similarly limited
to subgroupings of same sex and opposite sex peers and school adults.
These were the averages of ratings received by a student from those
rating him. Characteristically, only moderately low correlations obtain
between the ratings made by a rater and those received by him (Gardner
and Thompson, 1956; Meyer and dig Jung, 1963; de Jung, 1966). The former
are based on ratings made by one person describing how he gets along
with many other persons while the latter, though descriptions of the
same social diads,-i.e., the same pairings of two person interactions,
reflect the perceptions of many persons. More succinctly, the former
are self-description measures and the latter group descriptions, how
the group says they get along with the rater. The popular, well-liked,
sociable student would surely receive higher ratings than his socially
unattractive peer.

The foregoing paragraphs have introduced 15 measures derived from
the rating-estimating procedures, five average.ratings made, five average
estimates made, three averages for accuracy, and two for ratings received.The eight different averages based on grade peer data were first exa-
mined separately by class to note whether same class members gave each
other higher ratings or es*imates than they did'students in the other
two eighth grade classes. For none of these measures were same class -
other class differences systematically or sufficiently large to warrant
maintaining separate ratings and estimating means according to the same
class - other class designations of the rater-ratee or estimator-esti**
matee pairings. Accordinyly, all the grade peer mean ratings and esti-
mates (and accuracy measures) discussed in this report will be based
on all eighth grade ratees and/or estimatees combined.

Examinations were also made of differen'tes in ratings and estimates
made according to the sex matchinn of rater-ratee and estimator-estimatee
pairing, i.e., boys rating or estimating other boys or adult males
as contrasted with boys rating or estimating girls or adult feMales,
and similarly, airts rating and estimating same and onposite sex ner-
sons. As with earlier rating studies (de Jung, 1967; Cross, 1966), stable
differences favoring the same sex pairings were found Though product
moment correlations between ratings or brween estimates made of the
same-sex persons and of opposite sex persons were moderately high (in
the .50's and .60's), the fact that typically higher ratings and esti-
mates were made for came sex nersons warned against combining same sex
and opposite sex data. Excepting the recall persons raighas

1

These teacher rating procedures are described in the following
subsection.
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and estimates, where the smaller listing of persons rated or estimated
precluded stable sex subgrouping of ratees and estimatees, the same
sex-opposite sex means were retained i'n this report.

The class means for the 16 pre- and post-test social relatiOns mea-
sures derived from the rating and estimating procedures are presented
in Table 4.5: In computing these means, the letter grades of A, 8,
C, D, and F were converted to numerical values of 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0,
respectively. Higher mean ratings or mean estimates therefore indicate
more favorable ratings or estimates.. The 'reverse is true of the means
for the accuracy measures which reflect differences between estimates
of ratings made and the actual ratings made, that is, lower accuracy
means indicate greater accuracy.

As may be noted from,Tabte 4.5 means, the major differences in rat-
ings appeared to be between the different social, relations measures
rather than between classes. Persons whose names they had added to their
lists consistently received the students' highest average ratings and
also their highest average expected ratings. These ratings averaged
midway between an A and a B. Apparently students predominantly added
names of their favored persons, or at any rate, persons with whom they
got along better,. Generally the class mean estimates tended to mirror
the mean ratings, the classes with the highest ratings also expecting
the highest ratings in return, and_vice versa.

Though the bulk of the ratings and estimates wereA's and Ers, con-
siderable interstudent variability did occur. Class steno .-6.0eviations
typically approached 1.0 score points or the equivalent of a change
in one letter grade. Slightly higher sigmas were obtained for the
opposite sex ratings and estimates. A perhaps related finding was the
anticipated lower mean ratings and lower estimates for opposite sex peers
than for same sex peers. This boy-boy and gift-girl preference was
true for all six of the eighth grade classes

Class means of ratings made and those received were less related,
particularly for ratings made and received from chool adults, the latter
(ratings received) being higher for every class. it should be noted
that the same list of'school.adults is not involved in both the ratings
the student makes and those he receives, 1.q., he rated from 14 to 18
listed names but he was rated by only four School adults, his social
studies, math, reading, and p.e. teachers.

1

This had not been true in eariier regal' studies in white middle
class schools (de.Jung, 1967).

2
It perhaps should be added that to the extent that the mean ratings

made and the mean ratings received are both based on the same full groups
of raters (as in the case of the means for all classes combined), these
group means will be identical (except for rounding errors) since both
would be computed from the same matrix of ratings:
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Table 4.5

Pre-Test and PosT-Teqt Average Ratings Made,
Average Estimates Made, Average Ratings Received,

and Average Accurcy Means for Six Classes of 8th Graders

N\ School N School M

1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
N1 : 29 29 27 27 28 28 1.68

Ave. Ratings Made of

4Same Sex Peers
Pre 3.3 3.0 3.4 2.3 2.5 3.4 2.9
Post 3.3 2.9 2.4 2.8 2.9 2.9

Opposite Sex Peers
Pre' 2.8 2.5 3.0 1.1 1.9 2.5 2.3
Post 2.6 ,2.4 2.7 2.0 2.1 2.5 2.4

Recalled Peers
Pre 3.5 3.4 3.7 3.1 3.3 3.7 3.4
Post 3.5 3.1 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.8 3.5

School Adults
Pre 3.0 2.9 2.7 2.4 2.6 3.4 2.8
Post 3.1 2.8 2.6 2.5 2.6 3.0 2.8

Recalled Adults
Pre 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.3 3.1 3.8 3.6
Post 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.6 3.5 3.7 3.5

Ave. Est. of Ratings by

Same Sex Peers
Pre 3.3 3.0 3.6 2.5 2.6 3.4 3.1
Post 3.7 2.9 3.2 2.5, 3.0 3.1 3,0

Opposite Sex Peers
Pre 2.9 2.6 3.3 1.3 1.8 2.4 2.4
Post 3.2 2.6 3.0 1.9 2.2 2.6" 2.5

Recalled Peers
Pre 3.6 3.3 3.8 3.4 3.3 3.7 3.5
Post 3.9 3.2 3.5 3.3 3.6 3.6 ,,' 3.5

School Adulte,

Pre 3.3 3.0 3.3 2.4 2.6 3.4 3.0
Post 3.5 2,9 3.1 2.6 2.9 3.0 3.0

Recalled Adult$
Pre 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.3 3.3 .3.9 3.6
Post 3.8 3.7 3.2 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.6

1

Number of students completing either pre- or post-test ratings
or both.
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Table 4.5 (continued)

Ave. Ratings Rec. from School N School M Total
1 2 3 4 5 6

Same Sex Peers
Pre% 3.2 3.3 3,1 2.1 2.4 2.7 2.8
Post 3.0. 3.1 2.9 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.9

Opposite Sex Peers
Pre 2.6 2.7 ?.6 2.1 2.1 2.0\ 2.4
Post .: 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.1 2.1 2.4 2.4

School Adults
Pre 3.3 3.1 2.9 3.3 3.4 3.6 3..3.

Post 3.6 3.2 3.1 3.0 2.9 3.3 3.2

Accuracy in Estimating
Ratings Made by

Same Sex Peers
Pre .8 .9 .8 1.1 1.1 .8
Post .8 .9 .8 1.1 .9 1.0 .9

Opposite Sex Peers Aa#

Pre 1.1 1.4 .9 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.2
Post 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.0 1.2

School Adults
Pre .8 ,8 1.4 .4 .7 1.0
Post .4 1.0 .9 .9 1.0 1.0 1.0

Note: A=4, B=3, C=2, D=1, F=0; a lower accuracy score indicates less
estimating error.

Accuracy means, i.e., the class averages for estimating how other
eighth graders rate oneself generally Were about 1:0, car an average
error of one letter grade. These class means typically varied among
classes less than 0.5. As with the mean ratings and estimates, same sex -
opposite sex differences were obtained with all classes revealing greater
inaccuracy (higher means) in predicting ratings made by opposite sex peers
than by same sex peers.

Considering now the pre-test and post-t entries together, a
. ,

reasonable stability of class means is to emoted in nearly all instances.
Judging from the total classes columns at the right of Table 4.5, post-
test changes are about evenly distributed in terms of "gains" and "losses",
the total class means remaining nearly identical. Pre-;est/post-test
correlations for these several social relatiogs measures, however, varied
considerably with high of .77 for estimates made of same sex peers and of
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oppOsite sex peers to slightly lower for the refiner. made of grade peers,
lower again for the estimates and ratings of recalled peers, and lear,t
for Wings and estimates involvidg adults. These latter socia! relations
measiFes are expectedly the least stable inasmuch as each student's score
tends to be based on fewer persons rated or estimated for. The median
test-retest correlations Ubr these social relatiOns measures was .60.

As with the previous data', the individual student ratings, estimates,
and accuracy scores on his two test administrations were further examined
for changes In terms of scatterpcots for each pair of pre- and post-test
measures. Half-point score intervals were used in preparing these scatter -
plots,'and counts made of the number of studentsfalling in the major
diagonal cells, i.e., receiving a post-test score on a social relations
measure within 0.5 score points of their firt test score.

For most of the social relations measures, this half °rade. differ-
ence atcounted for more than 60 percent of the students. Both the high-
est and lowest percentages of 'very nearly identical scores occurred for
the accuracy scores. The highest percentages were for the same sex and
opposite sex accuracy scores and the lowest percentages were for the
estimates of ratings made by their classroom teachers. As with the cor-
relation coefficients, the factor of fewer others tO rate or estimate for
appears to dit-ectly relate to the instability of that ratingor estimate.
In the absence of systematic test-retest changes and to support both data
reduction and increased score stability for further statistical analyses,
all orthe social relations measures were "double-lenothed" by summing pre-
and post test scores.

5. Teacher Ratings. Three daily teacher ratings and two weekly
teacher ratings were ortained for the Portland sample from four of their
classroom teachers, their social studies teacner who was also their home
room teacher, their mathematics teacher,.reading teacher, and physical
education teacher.

The first set involved three classroom behavior ratings recorded
daily by the teachers for a one-week period. The first rating concerned
classroom preparation and was made on a four-point scale with scale
positions,identlfied as "well prepared ", "adequately prepared ", "poorly
prepared", and "shows no evidence of any preparation ". These categories
were scored 3, 2, 1, and 0, respectively. The second rating concerned
class contribution. This scale also involved four descriptive categories
to guide teacher ratings: constructive participation..."the class better
off for his having been'there", "the claSs a little better off for his
having been there", "the class would have been the same wilhout
and "the class would have been better off without him -- he interfered
with the class activities". These categories were scored 2, 1, 0, and
-1, respectively, but later converted to a 3, 2, 1, 0 system to avoid
negative numbers. The third ratings concerned disruptive ,behavior and
were made on a three-point scale. The rating category descriptions
were, "interrupts class-activities", "engages in attention drawing be-
haviors which do not seriously interrupt class activities ", and "exhi-
bits no disruptive behaviors". These categories were scored 1, and
0, respectively.
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In addition to the three daily ratings, the four classroom teaclers
were asked to maketwo more global weekly social ratings of their stu-
dents on a five-point scale. The first summarized the teacher-student'
relationship in terms of "how well does he get along wjth you "and the
second summarized the student-student relationship, "how well does
he get along with his classmates ". The five scale positions recorded
as. 1 to 5 were worded very similarly to the student social rating and
estimating scales described in the previous subsection. The rating
instructions to the teacher are provided in Appendix J.

To provide a more complete sampling of classroom.behaviors, h)o
subsequent reporting weeks were planned for the teacher ratings, the
first scheduled a week precedingthe DeCember post - testing and the
second another ten weeks later. In all, excepting occasional Missing
data due to prolonged student absences or rater oversight, each student
received fifteen daily classrooretehavior ratings and two more general
social interaction ratings from each of four of his classroom' teachers.
for each of three reporting periods spaced approximately 10 weeks apart

In examining this data for reduction possibilities, averages of
each teacher's daily ratings were first summed as a weekly rating for
each student and correlations between teachers and between rating scales
were computed for the first rating; second rating and third rating data
separately. For eachof these sets of ratings, correlations between
ratings made of the same students on the same scales but by different
teachers were found to be positive but generally low. The median of
la_ interkeacher,correlations for the classroom preparation ratings
was .18; for the class contribution, .21; for the disruptive behavior,
.22; for the getting along with classmates ratings, .26; and for the
getting along with teacher ratings, .16. On the other hand, correlations
between individual teacher ratings and the composite sum of all four
teacher ratings were considerably higher for all scalet and reporting
weeks. The median r for tile 20 individual composite teacher ratings
correlations was .64 for the September (first) ratings, .66fcr the
November (second) ratings, and :68 for the February (third) ratings.
These high to moderately high part-whole correlatisons suggest data
reduction by summing the four teacher retinas for each scale into
simple composite ratings for that scale. Excepting the interscale
correlations summarized in the next paragriaph, all further hating anal-
yses in this section involved such composite ratings.2

1

Since the testing involved an interruption from regular classes
of two full afternoons, the daily teacher ratings could not be obtain-
ed that same week and since the following Week was a short pre-Christ-
mas week, the closest recording week necessarily preceded the testing.
The initial project concern that testjng and classroom teacher rating,s
be eicronologicallysmatched became of lesser importance upon subsequent
chadge in focus of pre-post test score ohAnqs-23.

2For simplified reporting the descriptor, "composite", is to be
undorstood in referring; to the .classroom teacher ratings discir,1,0
in the remainder of, this section.
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The, interst4le differences were similarly examined. For eachof the
three sets,of ratings (September, November, and February), correlations
were computed between rati.ngsnmade by the same teacher of the same stu7
dents but on different scales. These interscale correlations were found
to vary depending on the pair of scales correlated. More specifically,'
interscale correlations were typically high for the class preparation-
class contribution ratings with a median L of .78. Median is for all
other pairings of scales were in the .30 to .46 range. In the interest
of further data reduction, the class preparation and contribution ratingS
were summed into a single classwork rating /for further analyses.

Table 4.6 presents the three sets of classroom teachers' rating means (
for the six cla'sses of Portland eighth graders. For the class prepara-
tion and class contribution means, the maximum peSsible value (based
on all %ellprepared or all "constructive participation" ratings,
respectively)-would'be.3.0;. the minimum possible, zero. For the disrup-
tive behagior means the maximum possible (based on all "interupts class
activities" ratings) would be 2.0; the minimum (and most positive rating).
would be zero. The two, teacher rating means are scaled simila'rly to the
student ratings with a maximum possible favorable rating of 4.0 and.a
minimum possible rating of zero.

As may be seen from the Table 4.6 entries, the first (September) class-
room teacher ratings of students' class preparation and of their class
contribution were generally similar for the six classes in the two schools.
For both ratings, all class means were above the scale midpoint of 1.5,
ranging les than a half a scale :value on either scale. Though inter-
class variation in class means increased slightly for the two sets al
subsequent.(November and February) ratings, typically class means remained
quite similar.

The disruptive behavior ratings similarly yielded only minor differences
betweeh schools or classes. All class means were quite low,, inUicating
most students were rated at the non-disruptive end of the scale. The
subsequent sets of cla s means were each even slightly lower, suggesting
fewer negatively rated tudents as the term progressed end/or upon repeated
use of the rating,i ubent. the correlations between repeated ratings
on these two scales varied somewhat with the individual teachers, but were
typically in the low .60's.

Class means for teacher ratings of their students as to how well each
of them gets along with each other and as to how well each of them gets
along with that teacher baking the rating Were all on the favorable side,
typically above the "fairly well" scale position of 3.0. These favorable
mean ratings generally maintained for the two subsequent scale administra-
tions. Interclass variation among means wes moderate though generally
less than for the student ratings on the same five-point scale.(see
Table 4.5).

The correlations between repeated sets of ratings on the various scales
were slightly higher for the second and third administration pairings
of ratinns than for the first and second administration pairings. The
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441'
Table 4.6

,

, . .

Aveiage Teacher Ratings ot Student Classroom Behaviors
in Three Weekly Rating Periods for Six Classes of Eighth Graders

School N School' M

Class: 1 2- 3 . 4 5 .6 Total

N
I

.28, 29 24 26 28 27 162

Class Preparation
,

Sept. 2.2 2.0 1-.9' 1 1.8 2.0 1.8 2.0
Nov. 2.5 2.1, 1.8* 2.0 2.0 2.'0 2.1

Feb.

Class Contribution

2.6 2.2 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.9 2,0

Sept. 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.0 2.2
Nov. 2.3 2.1 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.2
Feb..

t
4

.

2.6 ,2.4 2.2' 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.2

Disruptive Behavior x 4

Sept. e4 .4 .4 .3 .3 .4 .4

Nov. .2 .3 .3 .3 .2 .4 .3

Feb..
,

.2 .2 .3 .3' .2 .3- .2

ctI12J.11122.1i2.11 ..

Classmates

3.2 3.0

,

2.8 3.2 3.5 3.0 3.0,.-,..bt.'

Nov. 3.5 3.5 3.0 2.8 3.0 3.0 3.0

Feb. 3.5 3.2 3.0 2.8 3.2 3.0 3.0

Gets Alonq With
Teachers

Sept. 3.2 3.0 2.8 3.2 3.5 3.5 3.2

Nov. N 3.5 3.2 '3.0 3.0 3.0 3.2 3:2
Feb. 3.8 3.2 ,3.2 2.5 2.8 2.8 3.0

ings.

0

Number of students receiving at least on set of classroom rat-

r

-

c
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individual teacher median retest correlations between the various pairs
of scale administrations%or the five scales rangCd froM the .40's to
the lo0 .60's. Combining teachers on each of tht five scales, the Novem-
ber-February test-retest correlations were .60 for the class preparation,
ratings, .5efor the class contribution ratings, .52 for the disrLipith/e_
behavior ratings, .59 forhe gets} al with ciassmateg ratings, and
.58 for the gets along with teachers rat ngs.

Examination of the individual st ent test-retest changes iry the
average rattntistheyreceived from their four classroom teachers revealed
that from one to two-thirds of the students received identical average
ratings upon retests on the five different rating scales. Only occasion-
ally did a studeht's average rating change as muchas a full scale value.
In the absence of systematic test-retestshanges and to support both data
reduction and increased score stability for further statistical analyses,
all the classroom teacher ratings were "triple-lengthed" by summing the
three sets (September, November, and December).

6. Teacher - Unit Leader Interviews. Unlike the teacher ratings,
whi..11 were confined to specific weeks of in -class behaviors, the inter-
views with the three eighth grade home room teachers in each school and
with their unit leaders, who served as eighth grade coordinators and ad-
ministrative assistants, were relatively unstructured, encouraging broader
identifications and descriptions of problem and nonrproblem students.
These interviews were'conducted in February the week-following the third

-set of teacher ratings and involved from one to one. and a half hours of
each teacher's and unit leader's time.

In conducting these interviews, The project representative met sep-
arately with each teacher, explaining that we had collected ratings frail
the teacher but now wanted to fill out the data with specific behavior
descriptions so that we could interpret their ratings better. Eacn home-
room-teacher was giveh a copy of his class roster and asked to read
through the names and discuss any student who was having or causing 1-rou-
ble--"What kind of a kid is he? Illtiaf'does he do; exactly, that causes
trouble to himself or others? What do the other kids think of him?"
All six teachers appeared pleased to cooperate and expressed apnroval
of this procedure, saying they felt thewstraightrating'datanwould not
give us a very good picture of the students' behavior.

The interviews- took notes as statements were Aide. Most teachers
went straight through their lists and discussed almost all of their class
members including their more competent students. A few of the students
who evidentlif were not problems or were not remarkable in any way were
not mentioned. The interview with the unit leader in each school followed
a similar procedure bui asked for comments on all problem students in
the kith grade.
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Teacher ad unit .leader statements overlapped. considerably, parti-
ularly with respect td the more prominent behavior prpblem students.
Though a number. of remarks were made with respectto socialization,
schdool work, homeorditions, health and appearance, by far the'bulk
of the statements referred to behavior problems, such descriptions as:
"Very impatient with:and disregacds teacher's directions.k.will pull
Something off and get other kids blamed for it...nasty-mouthed; dirty,
obnoxious--tries to shock and_irritate...makes accusations and fights
with. other girls...pushy and smarty--trouble in hallways, not in clas.s...
severe attehdanCe problem...tan be annoying because wants recogn:tion
so badly...knocked down unit leader and kicked him."

From notes..made during these interviews, students'were categorized
under one of seven headings:

(1) "hard-core" behavior problems (delinquent, vicious,
extremely disruptive, etc.)

(2) "fairly serious" problems
*(3) "moderately serious" problem
(40 "less serious" problems
(5) "minoeproblems-
(6) "no negative comments"
(7) 4noticeably competent ".

Tese seven,categories'approach a continuum of behavior problem sever-
ity and provided a pivotal variable for contrasting groups for the
initial bivariate analyses of the several other'student measures.

7. School Record Data. Student files were made available to the
project staff for the purpose of providing academic and personal back-
ground information regarding the six classes of eighth graders being 6

tested. Thes'e.files were examinsd during the fall term and a project
file' tor each student containing the student's age, number of siblings,
number ormonths in present school,, previous and present terms' attendance .

record, medical record, recorded IQ, verbal, numeric, and total scores
on the School and College Achievement Test'(SCAT), MetropolitanAdvanced '
Reading Test score, and those teacher comments made about.him by pre-
vious teachers was _set

Parent occupation.was rot included because of its doubtful current
validity. The medico, record data identifying only.six students hav-
ing serious health problems and only another three 'having even minor'
medical problems was also deleted from further analysis. These students
were distributed evenly between the more serious and less serious be-
havior, problem students. as identified by theirJlome room teachers and
unit leaders. ,

Current attendance was computed for the first four months of the
1971-72 school year (73 school days) as a percentage of enrolled days
to equate for students beginning school a week or so late. Current
.teacher comments were also obtained for the six classes.of students
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but were deleted from the analysis. These statements .added to ttie stu-
dent's.schocY record at the end of the schobl year (principally by home-.
room teachers) proved to be too geperal, non-discriminating, and incom-
plete to recommend their inclusion.

Attendance records were avallable.for primary grades, intermediate
grades, and for the seventh oracle.. These were,recorded as absences and
were coded either less tha'n 10 days, 10 to 19 days, 20 to 29 days, or
mote than 29 days. The SCAT and reading scores were in a standard score
for with a mean of 50 and standard deviation of 10 baged on the diStri-
buil of all similar grade Portland students.

The previous teacher "comments" were grouped as "schoolwork", "socia
adjustment", or 'behavior problems "; and then coded into one of four
categories. The "schoorwork".Codes were, very poor 0), poor (2), satis-
factory-(3) and excellent (4)pt The "social adjustment" codes were, poor
(1), fairly goOd (2), satisfactory (3); and very good, (4). The "beha-
vior problems" codes were, no negative remarkse(), minor problem's (2),
fairly serious behavior problems (3), and serious behavior problems (4).

C. Data Analyses .1

1. High-Low Behavior Problem Comparisons. The foregoing subsection
described the experimental measures ddveloped from repeated tests, repeated
ratings by classroom teachers, interlfiews withjont)errZrn teachers and unit
leaders, and school record data. As has been noted, because.of the (ack
of apparent differences between the.first and retest scores and to increase
score stability, all repeated measures were combined into single compo-
site scores. After these,combinations andpledeletionS noted-above
the resultant 47 variables were retained fail- further analyses.

Three analyses were.made of the retained variables, a series of
singlevariable examinations of score differences between."high" and
"low" behavior problem students, an exploration of canonical relationships
among selected-subgroups of variables, and a principal factor analysis

,

of 37 variables. Though computationally interrelated, these three anal-
yses each probed the question of definition and measurement of social
incompetency of junior high school age adolescents somewhat differently.

The first analyses focused on the teacher and units leader interview-
-based descriptions. As noted'in preceding subsection 6, these descrip-
+ions had been coded according to severity of behavior problems, permittitig
student classifications along a seven-point continuum from "noticeably
competent" to " serious behavior problems". The seven categories diVided
the-158 still-enrolled Portland eighth graders into groupings of 7 stu-
dents classified as "noticeably competent", 19 students as."no comments ";
43 as "minor problems", 24 as "less Serious" problems, 27 "moderately
serious" problems, 19 "fairly serious" problems, and,9 as "hard-core"
behavior problems. CombiniIng the first'three categorieg as a single low
behavior problem grouping and the last three categories as a single
high'behavior problem grouping resulted in 69 students coded "low", 55
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students coded Of:At...leaving .24 students in an in cate-
gory. Excluding these "middle' students, comparisons were made of
tthe low and high students with respect to'their score diste,ibuttons
and means on all 45 retained variables.. - -

I

..,

.

In essence, the question being aS1,ed, by these,compriSons was,
"Are students currently identified by their teachers and unit leaders
according to their reports of behavior problems differentiable iith
respect to thlietaPned variables ?" In terms of the project focus
on social competency, these comparisons are, in effect', using tlAe tea-
cher and unit, leaders as arbiters. and "accepting" tfleir.firIncipal con-
cern with apparent behayior problems. Though a limited and therefore
challengeabie consideration of social competence,ithi. tocut is a,d,irect

.reply to the demands of the public schooj setting. What do the nega-
tively identified students look like on the measures at hand'?

Tables 4.8 through 4.12 present the frequency distributions and
means for the 45 retained variables for the..5ublsampfes-of low and
high behavior 'problem Students. 't ratios computed for the mean diffee-
ehoVeS between the low and high groups are reported in the middle

columns of i*ese tables. The variablWare grOuped under five headrhgs,
Table 4.8 containing the demographrc Or personally descriptive variables,
Terie 4.9; the more directly academic variabPes including teacher_de-
scriptions focusing on schoolwork, Table 4.10, the self-description
variables, Table 4.11, the social relations variables including tea-
cher dekriptions of the student's relations with his peers and with
teachers, and Table 4.12, the social awareness-variables, partly in- .

tellectIve and partly social. These groupings are for the purpose'of
'presentation and discussion and do not imply ana priori "factoring"
of social incompetency dimensions.

The personally descriptive variables fitted in Table 4.8 are
age in months Oar. 90); sex (Var.-2); race (VAr. 80); number of;sib-
lings tVar 91); months since entering present elementary school (Var.:
92); absences in the primary gradfs (Var 93); in intermediate grades
(Var. 94); in seventh grade (Var.95); and eighth grade absences (Var.
115).. The latter is reported as.a percent of enrolled days during the
first half of the 1971 -1972 -term in categoriesroughly equivalent to
those used for the earlier attendancedata.

As may be seen from Table 4.8 means and frequency distributions,
excepting only the more recent absences, the high'and low behavior
problem student groups are relatively sftilar with respect to the sev-
eral personal descriptors. Both student groups.viere almost Identical
with respect to age, 13.6 and 13.5 years;,race distribution,each with
81.percent black;xnumbe'r of siblings 4meahs of 2.6 and 2...7 for the
high and low groups,respectiyely)-, number of months enrolled in their
elethentary school; and earlier school absence records.
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Table 4.8

Means, Sigmas, 'Os, and Frequency Distributions forl5ersonally
Descriptive Variables for High and Low Beovior. Problem

/,Portland Students asefined by Teacher - Unit Leader interviews

Variable ,N

90 - CA

High
Low

2 - Sex

High

Low

89 - Race

High 55
Low

91 - Siblings

92 - Time"

47

67

55

69

69

High 39

Low 47

Enrolled

High 46
Low 68.

'Mean tr Frequencies

163.6 5.5

162.2, 5.4' 1
'
25

93 - Days 1
Abs., Prim.

High 49
tow, 41

94_7.Daysl
Abs. Int.

High 44
' Low 5'7

95 - Days 1

Abs., 7th

High 43
Lot! 61

113 - % of Time
Abs s 8th

High 55

Low 69

I

i9 18 6 4
39 18 7 3

<162 162-, 168- >173
167 173

Males. Females
. 26' 29

30 39

Black White Other

45 6 4

56 11

<2 .2 3 4 >4

2.6 1.6
<1.0

9 13 9 3 5
2.7 1.6 11 16 ,6 7 7

1-2 3-6 7-16 >16
mos. mos. mos. mos.

'3.4 1.0 6 1 7 W.<1 0
3.3 1.1 ' 10 3 10 "045-

0-9 10-19 20-29 >29

2.4 t.0 9 15 10 7
2.2 1.0 4.1 *0 : 1.3 21, 7 8

2.3 1.0 11 15 T2 60
2.1 .9

<1.
15 24 13 ". 5

2.3 1.2 16 11 4 12
'1.7 .9

2
'
67**

30 22 5 4

0- 5- 12- >16%
4% 11% 16%

.11.7 '.10.4 18 16 '5 16
6.4 6.3 3'53 37 21 8 3

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence; ** igniffcant at the :01
level.

1

Means and sigmas based on values of 1, 2, and 4 for categorized
data.

t

a
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4

Only with. respect to the more recent absences did a,difference
between the two groups appear. Figure 4.1 presents the Table 4.8 at-
tendance data as percentages of students with differing absences for
the four'school periods4. The shaded portion of each Figure 4.1 bar
represents the proportion or percentage of high behavioral problem
students and-the unshaded poPtion., low behavioral problem students havn
ing a given number of absences: The categories for the half-year ab-
sences for -che eighth graders are proportionately equivalent to those
based on the full school year. The 1.6-tat of the heights of the bars is
200 percent, since the shaded and unshaded areas represent proportional
frentlencies of their particular sample (high or low BP) within each inter-
val.

Figure 4.1

Relative Frequencies of School Absences
for High and Low Behavior Problem 8t0Oraders

O4'

SO- VAR. 93

70..

60-

50-

40-

30-

20-

10-

0 <10 10- 20- )30
19 29

No. Days Absent, Primary

410 10- 20- ?30,*
19 29

WI. Days Absent, Intermediate

VAR. 113

50

0- 00 10_
29

>30 5-
15

>15,
1 11- '

No. Days Absent.7thGrade Perc'ent. of Ahcence, Ath Grade
Note: Shaded areas represent proportions of high behavior problem students

in each score category. Unshaded areas represent proportits of
low behavior problem students in each ''score category.

1

Ihis i, also true of Figures 4.2 through 4.6.
Mr. 4 0
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Considering the four sets of graphs together, an interesting pattern'
.

of changing percentages of high absences. is to be noted. The approximate-'
ly matched abOnce records for toe low behavior problem and the high
behavior problem students in 1114 earlier grades clearly change over the
school- years, with the proportion of low BP students having excessive
absences reducing 16,40 9 to 7 to 4 percent and the proportion of high
BP students increasing from 17 and 14 percent in the earlier grades to
28 and 29, respectivell, in the upper elementary grades. ,Though these fi-
gures,do not reveal, whether or not the sameestudents contributing to the
17 percent for the earlier-grades continued their high rate of abSences
into the eighth grade,- the fatt that a near third of the more prominent
behavior problem students are absent an average of one or more days a week
accentuates a serioUs.and established school delinquency problem.

The academically oriented variables comprising,the, Table 4:9 data
are recorded 1Q's (Var. 101); the verbal (Var. 97), quantitative' (Var. 98)
and total (Var. 99) SCAT'scores;, the Meti=opolitan'Reading score (Var.
100); the teacher comments from 'student files regarding schoolwork (Var.
103); and the classroom teacher ratings regarding 'class contribution and
preparation (Var. 300). As may be noted, both' the IQ's (combinedsample
mean of 89.3) and the SCAT and readihg scor'es,(combined sample means in
the low 40.'s as contrasted with the total Portland schools eighth grade
mean of 50) suggest a generally below average scholastic achievement of
the students tested.

Neither the IQ nor the SCAT nor reading test scores'differentiated
between the high and low beheivior problem 'groups. Not only were the high
and low group means very similar but the freq.dency distributions f^r these
five measures (drawn in Figure 4.2) were also quitealike. An exception
is the quantitative SCAT score distribution.wrth a very narrow range of
scores for -the low BP students. -

Both earlie'teacher comments regarding school work and the'teacher
classwork ratings, however; differentiated the high and low groups. Using
the category codes 1, 2, 3, and 4 for the.tepcher comment variable yielded
means of 2.5 and 2.7 for the BP and low OP students and.a t of 3.63 sig-

,'r.ificant at the ..Q1 level. Similarly, the:teacher2rati_ngs means for .the
BP and low BP groups were 2.7 and 1.9,respectively,and a t of 5.24
significant at the .01 level.

, .

Though both teacher-description variables provided significant mean
differences, reference to their relative frequency distributions in Illgae
4.2 reveals one clearly superior in discriminating between high BP, and
low BP students. The teacher comment variable affords at best a moderate,
separation, with opiy 44 percent of the nigh. BP. students described as
less than satisfectdry in' their schoo) work cas contrasted. w1th 29 per-
cent of low BP students).# The teacher classWork rating separations are
considerably more distinct, with nearly half the higfi'BP's receiving ratings
aVFaging below adequate, as contrasted wJfh just under a fifth of the
loW BP's; and *r a third of the low BP's receiving ratings averaging
near the most faLorable rating, "good ", as contrasted, with only 4 high

0-udents''(1 in 14). - I '-
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Means,* Sigmas, t's, and Frequency Dis'tr'ibutions for Academic
Variables for High and Low Behavior, Problem Porfland

Students as Defined by Teacher - Unit Leader_lnterviews
. -

. 4

.e.
I

Variable N Mean Frequenci.eW

V.

,

. -

!

.6

101 IQ

'4I"

71-84 85-99 >99

High 23 89.5 .10.5
Low 16 89.0 11:4

5

7

15 3

6 3

97 - SCAT

.47

<35 35- -45- 55- >64 .
44 54 64Verbal

High 411 3f3.4 9.4
Low 53 41-.4 §.8

14

18

12

. 2

15

16

7.

11

18 6 3.

12 18 5

16 8
/

4 1

,31 17 3. 0

17 7 2 J

17. 18 4 0

18 11 2 0
25 15 4 Q

,

98 SCAT

<1.0

Quant.-

High 41 41.2 11.2'
Low 53 42.9 6.8

99 - SCAT

1.27.

Total

High 42 39.1 9.
.Low 55 44.6. 9.2

100 - Met. Reading

1.0
-

High 38 41.5 7.7

Low 55 41.5 9.3

163 - Teacher Commentst
..

,

1.72*

Very
. Poor

,

.7

.

Poor Satis. Exc.Schoolwork

High , 45%4/2.5 ° .6

Low 58 2.7 :.5. 2
0

)8 24 1'

la 40 1

300 - Teacher RatIngsl

`.

<1.92 1.92- 2.11- >2.28
2.10 2.28Classwoi* .

High 55 1.9 .3

Low° 69 2.2 4*
.26

1.3

14 .41

6 25 25

*Significant at the..05 level of confidence; "signifepant a the
.01 level.

I

Means and sigmas based\on values 1, 2, 3, an0 4 f9r categorical'

107

data.
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Hgure 4.2 ..

.

\

Relative Frequencies
of Academically Re I atad Scores

and Ratings Received by High and .

Low Behavior Problem 8th Graders
-

- ,

%

100 E

75 -.

50 -

25

A

VAR. 101 - IQ
.

,

0 11-41* /15-19 >19

*/*

125

100 --

75

25 -
c.

0

.

VAR. 97

.

. ,..

'
VAR. 98

.

VAR. .103

,

.

,

E

.

, 1111 mi.=

v NR-31. 55-44 4544 55- >41- 0-31- 55 45-54 53-64- Not V.INse Nor Wis. Eig4
t

SCAT - Ve'rba1 SCAT - Quantitative T. COWL - S'choolwk.
%

125. ".

100

;.

VAR. 99
.

VAR. 100

-

'VAR. 300
,

,
,-

75 -:
.

50 -
25 ,-

. s
_

.

. . ii ..

.

A*

Mt Qs
0-34- 3544 45.34 5544 >(4 0-34 35-1* 45-34 63-101 2491i <1:92 Wit- 2.11- >4.21240 221

,.. s.SCAT - Total MET. READING -- T. RATS.
-

- Classwk.

Note: Shaded areas reprpsent proportions' of high behavior problem students,
: unshaded areas low behavior Probliam,students..

4.

1*

r-

-: .
>14 i A

Among the reasons for the superior d i sei-:,imi nat Ion otrthe rat i ries mi ght
4 , be the differences i n daia format (one d v e d from .written fl l o comments

and the :.oc«.1 ,t rem .p,teed sofa; of da i lyirat i nor.;) and particularly the
( urrenry of ho rail rib.`data .wi th respect to the . i ntery iew-hased hieti- low
categor:i7at)ov. Howoyer, data
reason takes precedence.

is ni51,-.available to conclude, that either
1 .' . a'

)
,

At

.108
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Table 4.10
.4

Means, Sigmas, 14.s 'an& Frequency Distributions fdr Self Description
Variables for Hi*gh and Low Behavior Problem Portland
Studenti as Defined_byTeacher - Unit Leader Interviews

Variable 1V Mean Q t

,
414//:37

,"

.."'"-Y

Frequencies

IC

1

308 - SA1

, 48

66,-

38.9

P3.5
6:7

6.0

37-39 40-42- >42
Peers

15

16

11

17

11

14

11

19

High

Low

309 SA1

48

66

41.8
42.5

7.2

529
<I.a

<40 40-43 44-47 >47
Family

18,

,19

12

14

ti
7

19

11

14

High
w

3 0 - SA1

48

66
38.,8

43.0

- /
8.5
5.8

3.13**

<39 39-42' 43 -46 >46
Schooi

26

16

4

12

11

. 16

7

22

High

' Low

311 -'SAL

48

66
40.5

41.8
5.4
9.3

/[34

<39 39-41 42-44 >44
Gendrar

16

15

12
12

9
16

11

23

High
Low

304 - POQ,

-u

51

66
32:7

39.2

12.3

1.1.6
2.88**

<30 30-35 36-41 >41
General

21

12

5

9

10
, 13

15

, 32

High
Low

305 -.POO

511

661

35.4
41.7

11.9

11.1 2'91141'

<33 33-38 '39-44 t>44
Schoolwork

22

14

4
3,

12

19

13
0 30

High

Low

306 - POQ

51

66

33.8
39.9

13.3

1 1.8,
2.60 **

<31 31-.)u 37-42 >42
Teachers

23

16

8

7

,

6

12

14

31

High .

Low .

307 - POQ

51

66

39.1

43.0
2.1.
-10.4 1 .

*

<36 36-41 42-47 >47
Peers

18

1.3

3

4

'11

20

19

29

High

Low ...

*Sianificant,at the .05 level of 'confidence; **significant at the
.01 level. ..,,.,

-' '1.09
....
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The self-description variables in Table 4.10 include the four sub-
scores from both self-appraisal inventory (SA1) (Var. 308-311) and the
pupil ()Pinion questionnaire (pw) (Var. 304-307). As may be noted from
the table data; the low BP stUdeilts typically scored higher on all these
eight measures; though differences between group means failed to reach
significace (at'the .05 level) for the peers4 family, and general self-
appraisal subtests. The generally similar proportions of high BP and
low BP students in the various scoring intervals of these four least
school-related subtests (see Figure 4.3) reveals this'non-differentiat-
ing pattern over the full test score ranges.

Figure 4.3

Relative Frequencies of Student Appraisal Inventory and Pupil Opinion
Questionnaire Subtest Scores for High and Low Behavior Problem 8th Graders

%
t

8°.

60 ,

40 :

20

.

VAR. 308

.

VAR. 309

.

VAR. 310

4

,

0 <37 7-39 40-42 >42 . <40 404.3 44-11 >47 <I, 3942 4314 744

SA1 - Peers SA1 - Family SA1 - School.

,

% _

80

60,

40

20

.

VAR. 311 VAR, 304

.

.

VAR. 301

. . II
[1

,
.

MININO

0 <39 39-41 4144 74-4 -< 30 30-33 34,-41 >41 <35 33.31 39-44 >44

SA1 - General POQ - General POO - Schoolwork

%
. .

VAlip 306

. ..

.

VAR. 307
.

,

N

Note: Shaded areas'
represent propor-

'ticins of high

behavior problem
students, unshaded
areas low bohaviov
problem students.

80
60 .

40-

.20 --

,

,

U -_-,

.
am

-0 <31 31- 6 31-42 >42 , <3. 3' 4247 747

'1:;(x) - Teachers POQ - Peers
.

.1,1.0
I.
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Though yielding significant mean differences (at the .05 level),
the POQ subtest afforded.the weakest high-low BP separations, these
operating only for low scores. For the three POQ subtests focusing
on school in general, schoolwork, and teachers, and for 'the single SA1
subtest dealing with self-concept as a student, much more substantial
score differences were found; all four mean differences were significant
at the .01 level.

The extent of these differences is revealed in the Figure 4.3 bar
graphs. Proportions of high BP and low BP. students for these four sub-
tests are generally similar within the middle score intervals but reverse
strikingly-AZ either extreme. Over;40 percent of the high BP students
score toward-the negative end of these attitude and self-appraisal, sub-
scales and generally less than half as many low BP's. Conversely, high
scores indicating positive attitudes toward schoolodhoolwork, and tea-
chers and towards oneself as a student were earned py generally twice
as many low BP's as high BP's, though this difference is least strong
for the attitudes toward teachers subscale.

The 17 social
*
relations measures in Table 4.11 represent the larg-

est block of experimental variables. Five of these are teacher descrip-.
tions, two based on former teachers' comments concerning the students'
social adjustment and behavior problems (Var. 104, 105) and three on
current classroom teacher ratings made during three widely-spaced weekly
peribds (Var. 301-303). For all five teacher description variables,
appreciable differenCes were found between the NO BP and low'BP student
groups both in terms of significant mean differences lat the .01 level)
and in terms of frequency distributions.

The extent of...these differences is evident by comparing the shaded
(high BP) and non-shaded (low BP) bar graphs drawn in Figure 4.4. For
example, if may be'noted that forMerteacher comments in student files
regarding social' .adjustment (Var. 104) indicated "satisfactory" or better
for 90 perdent of the 16w BP students as contrasted to 39 percent of
the high BP students. At the negative end of the scale, the reverse
was true, only two low BP students (4 percent) as contrasted with 42
percent of the high BP's.were described as, having "poor" social adjust-

ment. High BP studehts similarly received a disproportionately high
percentage of negative comments regarding their behavior (Var. 105),
with only one low BP eighth grader receiving more than a minor problem
comment in his earlier school records as contrasted with 30 percent of
the high BP students.

These disprbportionalities at both ends of the scales, i.e., a
much greater percentage of high BP's described negatively and a much
greater precentage of low BP's described positively, clearly extends
to the frequency distributions for current classroom teacher ratings of
disruptiv9 behavior (Var. 301) and of how well the student gets along
with those teachers (Var. 302) and how well he gets along with his
classmates (Var. 393). The similarities in frequency distributions

hr-
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Table 4.11

Means, Sigmas, t's, and Frequency Distributions for Social Relations
Variables for High and Low Behavior Problem Portland Students.

as Defined by Teacher - Unit Leader Interviews
A

Variable N Mean c t frequencies

104 - Teachet Comment

1.97

2:89
.91

.50 **6.14

Poor Good Satis. V. Good
Soc. Adjust.

15

2

7

4

14

47
0

2

High 36
Low 55

105 - Teacher Comment

2.17
1.33

.92

.51
5.84**

No Neg. Minor F. Ser.
Remarks Probs. Probs.

Ser.

Probs,Beh. Problems

High 47
Low 57

11

t 39
22

17

9

1

5

0

301 - Teacherjeatings <.51 .51-.88 .89-1.27 A.27
Dis. Behavioir

High 55 .23 13
6.68** 10 6 ' 9 30

Low 69 .09 .09 40 13 6 10

302 - Teacher Ratings <2.9 2.9-3.1 3.2-3.3 >3.3
Get Along w Teacher

High 55
Low 69

2.91

3.36
.48

.47
5. 20**

28
9

9

10

9

- 12

9

38

303 -6 Teacher Ratings
Get Along w Classmates

High 55 2.81 .59 **= 26 10 , 10 9
Low 69 3.27 .42, .

02.
9 10 19 31

313 - Mean Ratings Made .<1.55 1.55- 2.55- >3.50
of Same Sex Peers _2.50 3.50

High 51 2.87 .58 0 13. 30 8
Low 69 2.99 .55

1.14
15 39 15

314 - Mean Ratings Made
of Opp. Sex' Peers

High 51 2.42 .76 6 '22 21 ,2
Low 66 2.23 .86

1.24
16 19 . 28 3

3)5 - Mean Ratings Made

of Recelled veers

High 45 3.45 .71
<t

1 '4 2 18 24
Low 65 3.50 .51

.0
0 5, 20 40

{continued?
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Table 4.11 (Continued)

Variable N Mean

316 - Mean Ratings Made

of School Adults

High 50 2.69 .91

,LoW 69 2.87 .74

317 - Mean Ratings Made

of Recalled Adults

High 26 3.54 .52

Low 59 ,3.56 .58

323 - Mean Estimates Made
'of Ratings from Same Sex Peers

. .

High 49 2.95 .59

Low 67 2.93 .59

324 - Mean Estimates Made '

of Ratings from Opp. Sex Peers

High 49 2.50 :86

Low 64 2.40 96

325 - Mean Estimates Made
of Ratings from Recalled Peers

High 43 3.50 .41

Low 63 3.51 .45

326 - Mean Estimates Made
of Ratims from School Adults

Htgh s. 48 2.82 .'79

Low 64 3.07 .70.

327 - Mean fstimates Made
of: Ratings from Recalled Adults

High 26 3.71 .30

Low 54 3.66 .41
.

318 - Mean_Niting Received
by Same Sex Peers

Hrgh 55 2.72 .55

Low 69 2.94 .52

319 - Mean Ratings Received
by Opp. Sex Peers

High 55 2.34 .52

Low 69 2.39 .52

Frequencies

9

1 18

<1.55 1.55-
2.50

2.55-
3.50

>3.50

5

5

0

0

1

0

13

15

1

3

,
J

9

14

20

14

0

3

9

9

0

1

12

14

29

26

*22

33

8

17

27

52

'17

29

19

22

27

30

6

12

38

38

23

37

10

16

17

39

--)

12

21

7

7

24

38

8

,22

20

41

2

16

0

0

<1.0

<1, .0

<1.0
5

14

0

0

4

3

0

0

3

1

<1.0

226*.

<1.0
3

6

. .

*Significant' at the .05 levelfofiridence; **significant at the .01
level.
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Figure 4.4

Relative FreguenCies of Descriptions of-Social Relations
of High and LowBehavior Problem 8th Graders
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studeflts, unstiaded areas low behavio: *robliol students.
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for teacher comments concerning prior terms and current classroom

teacher ratings. suggest persisting social behavior problems for many
. BP students. 1

.

;

. The remajning'12 social relations variables altli all derived from
students' rating and estimating of various subgroups of peers and :.

adults. The first five variables are averages of ratings made by the
student of other eighth graders'of his own sex (Var. 313); other ,

eighth graders of the opposite sex (Var. 314); peers he. added to his
recall list (Var. 31'); school adults (Var. 316); and adults he added.

' to his recall list (Var. 3f7).:....e.Simi tarty, the 'next fiye variables

are averages of estimated ratings,iwhich the Student expected to re-
ceive from these same subgroups, sametex eighth graders (Var: 323),
opposite sex eighth graders -Oar. 324, recalled peers (Var.325),

oischool adults (Var. 326), and recalls adults (Var. ,327). The last
&two social relations variables are averages of the ratings received
by }he student from other same sex eighth graders (Var. 318)0and from

- other opposite sex eighth graders (Var. 319).

44 . ,

As may be noted from the Table 4.11 means and frequency distri.-
butions.,_differences in these social relations measures between the .

high BP and low BP'grbups were generally negligible. Only. Tor their

expected,ratings from school adults and for their ratings received from

',7 same sec eighth graders were the differences significant (.05 level).
This general lack of differences between the high behavior problem and

',low behavior problem sdents' ratings made of others and expected from
others is revealed in 'the similarity of relative frequency distributions

presented in figure 4.5. Even the two measures with significantly dif-
ferent means do not afford'much high-low BP discrimination, the differerices
apparently being principally high ratings expeCted,from school adults
by more low BP's (34 percent) than by high BP's (17 percent) and more low
,BP's receiving high.ratings from same sox eighth'graders (23 percent)

A than high BP's (4 percent):
-...

.,

Most generally forboth the BP's and non BP'S,(1) their average
expected ratings mirrored the ratings they made of others, (2) few
students made 3t,high ratings of opposite sex eighth graders as of
same sex eighth gceders, (3) both peer and adult recalled persons were
especially melt eSted (students predominantly adding names of persons
they got along with especially well), and (4) very few students n-
dicated that they typically do not get along weal with most of the
same sex eighth graders in their schoolor for that matter with most
school adults. Judging from the somewhat preferential ratings re-
ceived by the low BP students, both from their same sex peers tVar.318)

Though it will be noted In furt4. summarizing these several
high-low BP comparisonsdit perhaps should be emphasized sooner that
this repeated identifica ion is far from complete. A good half of
the students, although Ontified as behavior. problem eighth graders,
regaived*non-negative escriptions and are therefore undifferentiable
from similarly describ low BP students.
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Figure 4.5. 4.37

Relative Frequencies of Social -Relations Rating and Estimating Measdres
for High and Low Behavior Problem 8th Graderse

125 VAR. 313 - itatiog, MoAo,
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,,041,41111.1.3
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AM111111

CI 53

VAR. 317
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<155 1.5S- 1.65- >3,50
2.50 3.50

VAR. 324 Ea-time-Ns,
Opp. Sc,.

41.55 (.56 - 2.55^
2.50 3 So >3.50

VAR. 325 - Ea++ mat+es,
Rec. Peers

41.55 1.5S- 2.55- >3.50
2.60 3.50

125 -
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ci 55
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[-NJ
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>
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Shaded areas, represent proportions of high behavior pr8blem tu-
dents, unshaded areas low behavior nroblem students.
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and from their teachers(Var. 302; see Figure 4.4) these expectations
are probably more realistic for the low problem group than for the high. .

The last set,q4 experimental variables is presented in Table 4.12.
These include meagures of the awareness or accuracy of the student's
estimates or ratings he is receiving from same sex eighth graders (Var.
320), from opposite sex eighth graders (Var..320, and.from his class-
room teachers (Var. 322). In addrion, Table 4.12 includes the score
from the Picture Interpretation Test (PIT) as a further, non rating
based social awareness measure.

I

As may be noted fr6m the Table 4.12 means and frequencies, excepting
the mean accuracy scores for estimating the ratings they would receive
from opposite sex eighth graders (Which were typically least accurately
estimated), differences between the high BP and low BP students on the
other three accuracy measures were significant at the .05 level.

Table A.12

Means, Sigmas, t's, and Frequency Distributions fob, Awareness
Variables for H gh.and ,Lowlaehavior Problem Porftand Students

as Defined by Teacher - Unit Leader' Interviews

Variable N Mewl' Frequencies

320 - Accuracy in Estimating

2.

<1.55 1.55-

2.50

2.55-
3.50

>3.50
Same Sex Peer Ratings

High 48 1.00, .27

Low 67 .85 .29

0

0

0

0

11

1

11'

14

9

11

31

37

36

48

25

31

/

6

34

2

0

6 .

23

321 - Accuracy in Estimating,

<1.0

Opp. Sex Peer Ratings

High '49 1.20 .56

Low 62 1.20 .32

322 - Accuracy in Estimating

3.68**
5

0

School Adults Ratings
......,

High 45. 1.29 .86

Low 65 .78 .58

312 - PIT

2'39--

10 11-12 13-14 14

High 52 11.4 3.3
Low . 66 12.8 3.0

14'

29

10 f,

13

10

16

18

8

**Significant at the .01 level.
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These differences are further described 4n the Figure 4.6 histograms
where by far the greater proportion of low ,error scores are earned by low
BP students and higher inaccuracy scores by greater proportions of high BP
students.'

Figlre 4.6
/* Relative Frequencies of Measures

of Accuracy in Ratings and
of PIT Scores for High and

Low aenaVior Problem
8th Graders

75

50

25

go 11-12.

PIT

15-14 >14

V.
150 - Var. 320 Var. 321

125 7.

100

75-

50-

25-

0 2.50- 4'6° <2.45 2.50- 145- 4.
1.50 .30 1.50 .S0

Acc. - Same Sex

>2.45 2.30- 1.4S^ 4.00
1.50 .50

Acc. Opp. Sex Acc. - Adults

Note: Shaded areas represent proportions of high behavior problem
students, unshaded areas low behavior problem students:-

1

A constant artifactual danger in this type of difference score is'
that general estimating behavior (in this instance, predominantly high
expected ratings). Can result in persons appearing to beaccurate by coin-
cidentally rather than deliberately agreeing with a generally high rater.
Consistent high-low BP.differences obtained for the PIT error score sug-
gest perhaps a more individualized than general accuracy score, i.e., that
this danger is less applicable than theoretic in the nresent instance.'
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Whether or not this inaccuracy contributes to the student's behavior

problems can only be conjectural at this writing. All that these and
the foregoing obtained differences between high and low behavior pro-
blemistudents can indicate is the extent f these differences,,not their
effect. The following .multivariate corr lational.analyses will further
examine relatedness among these Portland student measures.

(
2. Canonical Correlational Analyses. Limitations of the fore-

going high-low group comparisons are the single one-at-a-time considera-
tion of a large number of variablesi, the exclusion of intervariable
relationships, and the difficulty of summary. ,Examination of the matrix
of intercorre4ations of these 45 variables indicated general indepen-
dence among all except subtest scores for the same test and therefore .

probably limited data reduction possibililies. However, the extent of
the data reduction should not be concluded in advance of more through
analysis.

Pkoblems in the simultaneous consideration of multiple measure-
ments for considering differences among individuals or groups of in-
dividuals has been succinctly described by Cooley (1971). In a simpli-

fied sense, the problem is one of reducing the.huffiber of dimensions

needed for describing indiVidualor group.differences. Themore recent
availability of high 'Speed*computers has led to the development of a
.number of multivariate,techniques affording olution to this problem.
Cooley's review includes a summary of the logic and algebra of the
two alterpate multivariate analyses used.with the current data. These
analyses involved an examination of the canonical correlations between
selected subsets of variables and an examination of the factor struc-
ture of the variables Olidied using a principaimponenl,procedure
with varimax rotation. Though Certainly not independent of their Sto-
lutions, together these two analyses permit a broader interpretation
of the intervarlable relationships among the several test score,rating,
and background measures obtained for the Portland eighth grade sample.

In considering the matrix of intercorrelations among the large
set of variables used'in this study, a question of paf-ticular interest
was that of extent of overlap between subsets of variables. The pro-
blem of maximizing the relationship between two subsets of variables
is solved by the canonical correlation procedure which provides a si-
multaneous optimum weighting (in a least squares sense) of the varia-
bles within each of two subsets and the extraction of additional pairs
of orthogonal linear functions until the "independent dimensions of
informational overlap between the two subsets are exhau?ted" (Lohnes

and Marshall, 1965). In particular, the question answered by the canon-,
ical R is how much'of the variance of two linear.composites is shared.
This proportion of variance represented by the squared canonical R' is
not-to be confused with the "shared variance of the two sets".

1 These analyses were supported by the instructive assistance of
S. David Farr and the programming assistance of Dick Genardi.
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4 4 Stewart and Love (1968) have outlined a canonical correlational
analysis adaptinginformati9nal theory concepts for dealing with canon-
ical correlations. 'In their analysis they considered the terms similarity,
redundancy, and correlation to tie analogous. 'These writers recommend a
non-symmetric measure of,redundancy. Their analysis was generally-fol-
lowed 'in examining the relationship among'paies Of each of seven subsets
of two to five variables. These subsets of variates were'each selected
as forming somewhat intradependAnt measures. ;These, were: (1) current
teacher descriptions, -including:the interview-based rating of behavior
problem severity used As the focalwariable in the preceding single
variable analyses (-Var. 106, 300-:103), (2) earlier teacher commentary'

.

in school records (Var. 103-105), (3 sybtests on tRe.W (Var. 308-611),
(4) subtest on.-the POQ (var. 304 -307), (5) student ratings of how well
he gets Along with' others'(Var. 313-317) , (6) estimates of how others
ratedhimself (Var.'323-327), and (7) rafinos'actually itJecetved from
other eighth grades (Var. 318-319). A summary of thet.esultino'canonical
.correlatioRa analyses is presented in Table 4.13. .

4

To reduce the length of Table 4.13, data rows. for .roofs providing.
no further (zero) redundancy are not included. The first column entries'
are the canonical correlations, R, indicating.,the Maximum linear 'Ilalafion-
ship between the, two sets of variables. Excepting only the set.ofstu=
dent ratings of various groupings of other persons (s&lookpeers orf same
and. opposite'sex, recalled peers, school and recalled adults) paired with
'estimates these students made of these same ratee groups, which yielded
an R of .90, these maximum'coefficients typically only reached the .40's'
and ..50's.

,

'
The second column, R2 , expresses the propbrtion of variahcesh ared

by the linear composites of the two sets of variables: For a19%the pair -.
ings of the seven sets of variables, excepting again the student ratings
and estimate's pal,eing, these percentages were generally low typica4y
only about 26 percent.

:f
(

-
.

The third column reveals the percent of Variance extracted by each
succeeding..canonical variate. It should be noted.that.thd=total proportion
of extracted variance for tie .set containing the fewer variables always
will sum to unity, since the diialYsis extracts asAany factors-as.' there
are variables. For example; in the first canonical bnalySiS of Table

' 4.33, 76 percent of the variance (.57+ .17 .22) of the f.ive tether
descrietioii variablecomPrising the left set was utilized in forming
the three'canonPeal variates,while'100,perdent of the three feather com-
ments variables comPrisinc the righf et was utiliZed. A ,

/6
* ,

.
,

The redundancy columns contain perhaps the most meaningful summary
d.-,ain the exploratory context of the present analysis. These eritries
reveal the percent of variance of the left set predicted by the 'variance
6f the right set (and the reverse for the right column. entries). The
percent column to the right of each redundancy column indicates thj.pro-
portion of total redundancy accounted for by the first canonical variate,
then'the proportion accounted for by.the second canonical variate and,So
forth. For example, the sum of the first left set of redundancy values
is .19, indicatinythat given all three canonical vari%ts4 only 19 percent

i120
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Table 4.13

Summary of Canonica' Coi-relation Analysis

4' ow
.

*

R

Left, Set Right Set

4

.

Var, Redun- Prop. Tot.
Extr. dancy Redundancy.

Var. Redun- Prop,. Tdt.

Extr; dandy -41

.64*

.3Z

.26

.49

.27

.19

.46

.39

.40.

.11

.07

.24

.47,

.04

.21

.15

Current Teacher Des.' Tedc:ther' Co inents

.37 .15 . .32

.17 .02

.22. .02 .08

*rent Teacher Des.

.54 .22 .85

*.23 .02

.23 .02 .06

SA1

.45 .11

.20 .01

.14 .00 .04

,Current Teacher Des.

440 ,09 .82:
.15 :01 :10
.25 .01 .08

4
Log

.781 16 .91

.10 ,.01 .08

.44 .09 .73

.20 ( .03 .23

Current Teacher Des. Mean Ratings Made

.5.4 .29 .34 .10 .70 .15 , .D4 .45

.35 .12 .10 , '.01 .09 .29 .04
.27 .08 .36 .03 .19

..37
:19 .01 , .14

Current Teacher Des. Mean EttimatesMade

.48 :23 25 :06 7'63 .16 .04 .54
.41' .03 ..31 .30 .02 '.31

.19 :04 .11 .00 .04

4.

.22 .01 .12
A

33 -11

Teacher Comments, SAI

.19 : .03 .72.58 .06 ! .82

1
.22 ..05 .22 .01,' .14 .14 .01

Teacher Comments

139 415 .23 .04 .65 %21 .03 .58
.19 .04 .50* .02 .33 .60. .02: '.42

Teacher Comments Mean Ratings Made

.40 '.16 .32 '.05 . .62 .20' .03 .84

.26 .07 .42 .03 .36 .08' '.01 .16

Teacher Comments Mean Estimates Made '

,43 .18 .21 .04 . .51 .16 .03 .69

.27 .07 .45 .03 .43 .18 .01 . .31

Teacher Comments Mean Ratings Received

..41 .17 .52 .09 .94 .73 .12 .96

_e
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Table 4,13 "(Continued)

R R2

Left SE, Right Set ..
Var.. Redun- Prop. Tot.
Extra, dancy. Redundancy

Var. Redun- Prop. Tat.
Extr. dan,cy Redundancy

, N

. S
'SA1

.46

..29

.21

.08.

..16 .04 ' .55
%.31 .03 ,41

.09 :12 .22
. a.79 a, 7 -.79ke

. SAI 0
'' Mean Ratings Made

.44 .19 .51' , 10._ .78 , ,.31 ".06 .71.34 .12. .17 .02 .16 , .12 .01, .17

.22 A .11 .P -. .05 . .15. ".01- 498 °
SA1

',. Mean Estimates Mad" .

.40 .16 .14 ,.07 , .,70 .26 '.04 .60,.27 -.08 .18. .01 .12 .18 .01 .18.24 .06 4 .181: .01 v .10 .13 .01 .11

.16 \03 .25 .01 .07 .-.26 .01 .10 -A,
' SA1 ' Mean Ratings Received-,4T

..'35 .07 1.00 ';65 .13 , :99 .
..44 .20

,

.

P00 Mean Ratings Made
.48 :23 .33 .08 .84 .16 .04 .53 .*.38, .15 .03 , .00 .05 .17 .02 ,;35
.14 .02 .55 .01

&
.11 .33 .01 ;09

'POQ
. ,Mean Estimates Maae

.38 .14 -.35 .05 :66 .12 ' .02 .55

.21, .04 .56 .02 .33 .13. ,01 ,19.

.13, :02 .03 .00 .01 ':44 '.0.1 - .22 .

M. Mean Ratings Received
.28, :08

,

.66 .05 .91 .43 :.03 ..72
.11 .02 .22 .00 .09 . . .57 .01 .28

Mean Ratings Made . . Mean
.

,'.90 i81 , .30 .25 .48/ .37 .30 .55
.74 .56 .28 .15 .30 .26 .14 - .26
.60 .37 .24 .09. ".17- , ,.21 08 .14
.54 .30 ,06 002- .04' .07 412 .04

Mean Ratings Made Mean Ratings Received
.52 .27 .2.2 ;06,- ..89 .75 .20 .95

,...21 .104 '.17 .01 .11 - . .25 .01 .05 '
''''' Mean Ratings Received '' Mean Estimates Made -,
.56, .31 .75 .24' -, .96 .32 .10 .91 ,
.20 .04' .25 ..01 .04 .24 .01 .09 --

#
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of the variance of the teacher description'variables (the left set)
is predictable from the teacher comments variables (the right set).
Of this 19 percent, 82 percent (.15/.19) is accounted for by the first
canonical variate and 10 percent (.02/.19) by the second. Typically in
the Table 4.13 data, the second canonical,varlate accounts for very lit-
tle additional variance. For the right set, the total redundancy is 26
percent, indicating a slightly better prediction of earlier teacher com-
ments from current teacher descriptions.

Thesi values of 19 and 24 percent are both quite low,, though, and
,.suggest a lack .of relationship between these two sets of variables,

and the probable futility of further attempting to develop a simplified
structuring between these two sets of variables. Considering that the. I

.redu'ndancy entries for all sets of variables except the ratings and
estimates are evtn considerably lower, the conclusion for these near -

zero redundancy pairings must be one of non-relatedness among the sets
in the informational sense of overlapping informatloh. Of the several

sets of variables only the student ratings and their estimates of
ratings made of them are interpredictable. The extreme independence
amongthe various sets svngly suggests lack of a simplified factor
structure for the several variables, studied.

.
3: Principal Components Analysis, The principal components analysis is

a widely used technique for examining differences among sets of measures"
using a limited number of dimensions. Computationally, the analysis pro-
ceeds'from a matrix of.intercorrelations to develop a factor structure
accounting for a maximum amount of the total variance with the fewest
'number of factors. Essentially, the question asked throUph this procedure
was, "How are the various experimental measures of the Portland student's
academic achievement, teacher interaction, deportment, self-appraisal,
school attitude, social relations, and social awareness organized?" In 4

other words,"What is the factorial structure of these many studeAt descrip-
tion variables?"

The Pdrtland testing program jnvolved an extensive data collection
in six classes of eighth graders attending school in a predominately black
urban area. The'data, reduced to 45 variables by combining test and re-
test scores (see preceding subsection C. 1.), was further reduced to 37

variables by retaining only the current attendance measure, eliminating
the IQ (available, for_ only 52 students), the subtest SCAT scores, and number
of siblings, and CA (nearly all.students were either 13 or 14 years old).

The principal components analysis of these 37 retained variables
utilized an SPSS factor program Supported on an IBM 360/50 computer at
the University oz' Oregon. Factors with eigenvalues greater than unity
were rotated 6y normalized varimaic procedures to simplify interpretations

of factors. Ten factors were extracted representing 74 percent of the

variance. The faCtOr loadings that largely determined these ten factors

are shown in Table 4.14. For'reader convenience, loadings of .30 and less

have been deleted. The obtained communalities representing the propor-
tion Of each variable's, variance explained by the ten extracted components

wfir- 123
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Table 4.14

Rotated Factor Loadings of 37 Student Description Variables
That Largely Determine Ten Factors

Rotated
Factor.

,Loading Variable
. Description of Variable

Factor 1: Self-Descri tion of Social
Relations

.91.(.87) 314 Reports getting along well with opp. sex
8th graders.

.73 (.77) 313, Reports getting along well with same sex
8it graders

.44 (.74) 316 Reports getting along well with school
adults

.85 (.87) 324 B:pects to receive favorable social rela-
,

tions, ratings from opp. sex 8th graders
".69 (.76) 323 Expects to receive favorable social rela-

tions ratings from same sex.8th graders
.46 (.65) 326 : Expects to recOme favdrable social rela-

tions ratings from school adults
.37 321 Accurate in estimating social relations

ratings of himSelf by opo. sex 8th
graders

-.40 (.47) 113 Relatively godd school L'tendance

Factor-2:. Current Teacher Ratings
-..-.63 (.76) 106 Described by his teacher and unit leader

' as a non-behavior problem Student
-x.80' (.73) 301 Described by,04,classroom teachers as non-

f'disruptingfin class 1

.74 (.65J 302 Described by his.classroorii teachers as
getting along well with them

.63 (.70) 300
, Described-by his classroom teachers as pre-.

.

pared or contributing to class work
.32 303 Described by his classroom teachers as

getting along well with his classmates
.44 (.74) 316 Reports getting along well with schoor

adults
.36 326 Expects to receive favorable social relations

ratings from school adults
h"4,.. .37 322 Relatively accurate in estimating social rela-

tions ratings of himself by his teachers

(coniihuf.ld)
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Table 4.14 (continued)

Rotated
Factor
Loading Variable Description of Variable

.94 (.92)

.94 (.925 305

.91 (.911 306

.88 (.86) 307

.82 (.75) 327.

.77 (.76) ' 325

.36 326

.31 323

.77 (.71) 317

.72 (.72) 315

.85 (.79) 311

.78 (.78) 309

:6'7 (.62) 308

.67'(.69) 310

.83 (.78)' 104

-.7? (.71) 105

103

Factor 3: Self-Description of School
Environment

Expresses favorable
*school in general

Expresses favorable
school work

Eipresses favorable
teachers

Expresses-favorable
peers

attitudes toward

attitudes toward

attitudes toward

attitudes toward

Factor 4: Self-Description of Social
Relations with, Recall Persons

%-fli4cts to receive favorable social rela-
tions ratings from recalled adults

Expects to receive favorable social rela-
tionsratings from recalled peers

rxpects'te receive favorable social rela-
tions rating; from school adults

Expects to receive favorable social rela-
tions ratings from same sex 8th graders

Reports getting alpng well with recalled
adults

Reports getting along welt with recalled
peers

Factor 5: Self-Appraisal Regarding
School and Family

Expresses favorable self-concept in
,general -

Expresses favorable self-concept
regarding family

Expresses favorable self-concept regarding

peers
Expresses favorable self-concept regarding

school work

Factor 6: Behavior Reports by Former
Teachers

Described favorably by former teachers
regarding social adjustment

Described favorably by former teachers
regarding behavior problems

Described favorably by former teachers
regarding school work

125
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Table 4.14 (continued)

Rotated

-Factor
Loading

a

Variable Description of Variable

Factor 6 (cont.)

-.55 106 Described by teacher and unit leader as a
non-behavior problem student

. 44 303 Described by his classroom teachers as pre-
pared and contributing to class work

Factor 7: Minority Race Problems
(Not Being Black)

.79 (.75) '89 Non-black
-.73 (.77) 318 Receives unfavorable social relations ratings

from same sex 8th graders.
-.55 (.7,0) 319 Receives unfavorable social relations ratings

from opp. sex 8th graders
,, 7.3) 323, Expects to receive unfavorable social rela-

tions ratings from same sex 8th graders
-.42 320 Inaccurate in estimating social relations

.ratings of himself by same sex 8th
graders

-.50 (.64) 303 Described by his classroom teachers as not
getting along well with classmates

Factor 8: Academic Achievement t

.89 (.85) 99 Achieving higher verbal and quantitative SCAT/
scores , i

.87 (.85) 100 Achieving higher reading test scores /

. 61 (.61) 103 Described favorably by former, teachers reg ard-
ing school work

Factor 9: Social- Awareness

.62 (.50) 312 Achieved higher PIT scores

. 60 (.68) 322 Accurate in estimating social relations ratings
from school adults

.57.(.68) 320 Accurate in estimating social relations ratings.
from same sex 8th graders

. 42 (.55) 321 Accurate in estimating social relations ratings
from opposite sex 8th graders

Factor 10: Maleness

. 82 (.81) 2 Male
-.50 (.70) 319 Expects to receive unfavorable social rela-

tions ratings from opposite sex 8th graders
-.58 521 Inaccurate in estimating social relation',

ratings from opp. sex 8th graders

Note: Communalities are noted in parentheses next to that variable's
largest factor loading.
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are noted in parenthesis to the right of the largest factor loading for

that variable. To-aid in summarization, the factors are presented with
descriptive names and the variables as student behavior descriptors.

The multidimensional nature of 37 student description variablesis
evident in the dispersion of factor loadings presented in Table 4.14.
Ten factors had eigenvalues greater than unity. Over two- thirds of the

37 variables had communalities greater than .70; nine had conimunalities

above .80. Most of the ten,factors are identified by two or three high
,loading variables with relatively little additional loading from variables

common to more than one factor.

The first factor largely' consrists of the peer social relations mea-
,

sures,,ip particular, ratings made by 8th graders of how well they get
along with other 8th graders of same and opposrte'sex and estimates they
made of how these other 8tli graders rated them. j'his factor also had mi-

nor loadings from student ratings and estimates regarding getting along

with school adults and on their accuracy in estimating how peers (partic-
ularly opposite sex 8th graders) rated them. School attendance, which also

loads somewhat on this first factor,thas generally negligible loading on
any other factor and a total common variance of'only 47 percent. In all,

the first factor accounts for 19 perbent of the total variance of the 37

variables.

The largest loadings on the second factor were for those variables
based on current teacher rati4s_and descriptions of their students' in-
class disruptimeness, general 'behavior problems, and teacher-student re-

lationships. Student ratings as to how well he gets along with school adults,
the ratings he expects from these adults, and his accuracy in making these
estimates all have minor loadings on-this teacher rating..factor. This

second factor accounts for'13 percent of the variance.

The four subtest scores from the Pupil Opinion Questionnaire band
together to form the third factor, a self description of thestudent's

schooi environment. Alt four subtests have loadings in the riTa-75R517

or .90's and these subtests remain clearly separate from all of the 33
student/descriptors.' This factor accounts for eight percent of the var-

iance.

The fourth factor principally consists of student social relations
ratings, estimates, and accuracy measures all involving recalled persons,
that is; adult and peer persons personally known,,to the student and added

by him to his-rating and estimating list. Apparently, ratings and estimates

made of these recalled persons e're factorially distinct from ratings and
estimates made of school adults and other 8th graders, though estimates

of ratings made by school adults and, by same sex 8th graders have minor
loadings on this recall persons factor. This factor accounts'for eight

percent of the variance.

As' with Factor 3, Factor 5 involves only subtests from a single stu-
dent description instrument, in this instance, the Self Appraiwy Inven-

tory. Items on this inventory 'were designed to measure the student's

12;7
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self concept regarding family, peers, schoolWork, and self-in-general.
These measures apparently separate from all ot the other 33 student
descriptor variables included in ttfe analysis. The self apparisal factor
accounts for six percent of the variance.

Three of the five variables with non-trivial ( >.30) loadings on
Factor 6, are derived from teacher commentaries regarding their student's
social and school behaviors in earlier terms. The remaining two varia-
bles are Current teacher descriptions. The distinctness of this factor
appears to be continuing or persisting adjustment problems in the school
setting rather than the more current focus of Factor 2. This prior tea-
cher report factor accounts for five percent.of the variance.

Factor 7 is especially interesting that it has a singularly pos-
itive high loading from race (non-black coded high) and high negative
loadings'from ratings received from other 8th graders of both sexes.

c The classroom teacher ratings of how well their students get along also
loads negatively on this factor, as do the student's expectations of ratings
from same sex 8th graders and his accuracy in estimating these ratings.
Apparently this factor reflects problems'in min9rity race relations,
the'less than 25 percent of non-blackstudents receiving and expecting
to receive lower social relations ratings from the other 8th graders.
This factor accounts for five percent of the variance.

Factor 8 is clearly academia achieveinent,oriented with major loadings
from the SCAT total score anti the Metropolitah Reading Test score and
a further substantial Heading from the teacher cements rboareno previous
terms' schoolwork. No other student description yariable.has more than
negligible loading on this factor, the largest of these being only .23
for present term schoolwork ratings. The academic achievement factor-
accounts for a brief four percenf of the variance.

The Picture Interpretation Test score and the three measures of
accuracy of estimation of adult and ,peer social relations ratings of
Oneself together comprise Factor 9. In reporting that this social, aware;
ness factor 'accounts for only three percent of the variance, it should
be recalled these measures, before combining Into a composite-score of
first and second test scores, all had relatively low test-retest coNcele-
tions. The extent fp which error variance may have depressed this fac-
tor is, of course, unknowable 'from the present data.

The only variable with a high loading on the final factor is sex
(males coded 1, females 0). The two other variables Idehtifying this
maleness factor are expected social relations ratings from opposite sex
8th graders and accuracy in making these same opposite sex estimates.
Both have moderate to low negative loadings. This final factor also
accounts for only Three percent of the variance.

In overview it must be concluded from the foregoing factor analysis
summary that the 37 student descriptor variables fail to reduce to but
a few generally distinct factors. Though the analysisAwas.instructiye
in identifying some unsuspected groupings or dimensions such asisocial
awareness, social relations with "recalled persons" as separate from
those involving school .peers and adults, distinguishing between present
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and prior term teacher descriptions, a minority race factor, and sex

as a separable (though unclear) focus; the major finding was that of
the,m0tidiMensionality of the many measures taken of student social

and school behaviors, attitudes, an skills.

_Following a description of trials' of two experimental educational

units initiated in Schools N5and M, a final-section of -this report

(Section VI) wiJI offer a summary of the socialcomnetendy measure ,

ment efforts in both the PortIpnd and the,Eugene area schools.
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"Section V

DhVtLOPMENT AND TRIAL OF EDUCATIONAL UNITS

A. School .Settings

The final phase.of the project was an exploration of two possibili-
ties for educational units, each of which ight lead to a larger curricu-
lum for the'remediation ofssocial competency deficits of 8th ,graders,
,These units werethe outgrowth of extensive discussion with school and
community informants regarding the behaviors and needs of the students,
particularly as these related to school performance and peer relations.
For both units, 8th,grade teachers were directly involved in the planning
and mapping out of the intended daily classroom activities. The two units,
one ten weeks long and the othef eight weeks tong, were trial run as part .

of a regular social studies class in two Portland elementary schools in
The fafl of 1971.

The school settings have already been described in the first-pages
of the preceding section, - Schools M and N each enrolling approximately
600 elementary children from the predominantly black Albina disfrict'of
Portland, Oregon. Each school had three classes of'8th graders of approx-
imately 28 students each. 'One class in each school was, selected as a
trial ,class for the experimental. Units.

Both experimental class teachers were white and had several years of
teaching_ experience. Both were assicined.practice teachers to assist them
in coneucting the educational unit. The class N teacher was female; her
aide wag a white male completing his practice teaching in a lower grade/
in School M. The class M teacher was male; his aide was a black female
also completing an elementary education degree program by practice teach-
ing in School M.

The School N class consisted of.16 boys and 13 girls, all black ex-
cept for one white boy and one American Indian girl. The School M class
consisted of 11 boys and 15 girls,,all black except,4 white boys and 3
white girls. During the trial period, six eXperimental class students
withdrew and three new students entered. In addition, both classes had
a high rate of absences (some due to suspensions), averaging 4 or 5 stu-
dents out -,of clas on any given day.

As described generally by their teachers, the students in these .t6Lools
are considered to be emotional and responsive, but not thoughtful aboUrE
their actions. They live very much in the present. they are extremely
active physically arid seldom hold sti1.1 for more than a few minutes.
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They are impatient with any hesitation or delay and things must be kept,

moving at a rapid pace to keep their attention. These is little pressure

from the family to do well in school (appoximately half the students
do not live with their parents) and most bf these students cannot see
any present or future valbe in academic pursuits; consequently, most

are notgood students even if they could be. These negative attitudes
'toward authority, and school in general are so great that peer pressure
does mot allow a student to express any interest in academic activities
even though he may actually feel some interest.

Teachers seem to feet that their control of the,class is constantly
in jeopardy. They tend t9,go along with the mood of the class, waiting

for the group to "settle down" before they.try.to do anything related
to schoolwork; after 0 particularly exciting.event which stirs the
students up--such asa serious street fight--this settling down period
may take several days, during which the teachers often fall back on
structured studies such as spelling lessons on an individual basis.
These students.have had almost no experiencalimorking in Groups; they
have ndt examinedthe possible desirability of working with someone
they do not especiblIV like .in order to get alcertaln job.done.

B. Cooperative Production Unit for School N

1. Development of Unit. inthe spring of 1971, the project co-
director moved to Portlind and.spent three months investigating the
School system, contacting-community representatives, and 'working with
adminiitrators and teachers in the selected schools to develop an edu-

cational unit to be sdheduled for the-next fall. Her assistant was

a black woman who was past finishing her final year of teacher training

in School N and would.be-teaching social studies.there as a regular
teacher the next fall. In reviewing several possibilities for curri-
culum development, additional teachers and school personnel were con-

sulted. They concurred inrecommending a proposed ten week production-

managment unit.

The project codirector worke00d closely with her assistant to out-
line an educational unit--its focus, methods, and hoped for results --''

then moved from Portland, leaving the-working up of specific daily lesson
plans to the assistant to complete over the summers As these plans

were produced, the original idea was modified into a cooperative pro-

duction unit in'which the class would form several small' coops, each
manufacturing and selling a simple craft item. Under this arrangement,,,

the emphasis would be upon group cooperation--the groups would have
to work out their own problems andtwould receive help with discussion
skills in order to do this. They would work'toward developing an ap-

preciation of different kinds of talents and personalities, and hope-
fully they would discover the satisfaction of working together success-

; fully.
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Emphasis upon development of group cooperation was well supported
by the.consulting school personnel as a social competency clearly lack-

-

ing among their 8th grade students. The unit design called for ten weeks
of daily sessions of approximately one hour each, with Fridays left
openas an extra period which might be used to catch up otranything not
completed during the first four days of the week. All activities were
planned for the afternoon home room social studies class, which comprised,
a trio -tcrthree-period block of class time.

The unit's activities were designed to involve the students in making
group decisions and analyzing how well their group is working. Group
discussions were at first to be based on making practical decisions about
the products, and later students were to be encouraged to discuss their
own and others' feelings., In this way, they would develop a greater
awareness and understanding of each individual's importance to the group
effort. :Y

The unit activities were also meant to'develop a sense of responsi-
biliy in the 8th graders. Each small group of approximately five students
would be responsible for organizing itself--choosing its own officers,
making its own decision about what article to manufacture, and setting
Up its own worksehedule and.production system. Any personaLproblems
'between group members, or such decisions as what to do about the member
who is not working, were to.be worked out by the group itself.

Incentive for the students to carry through the manufacturing pro-
cess and continue to produce he articles even after the novelty of doing
something different in class had worn off was to be provided by the ex-
Pectation that their articles would be purchased and the profits divided
among the group members. -A buyer from a craft shop was scheduled to
visit the class during each of the two production periods (the first one
of six weeks, the second of four) to diScuss prices and quality. Then,
at theend of each period-, he was to ,return to do the actual buying.
Buying was underwritten by the research project, but the articles would
actually be'put on sale in the craft shop.

After the introduction to the unit had been presented,to the'clas,
the teacher and the curriculum aide were to play low-key roles', encour-
aging the pupils when needed but not forcing them in any particular direc-
tion. In effect, the teacher and aide were to serve as impartial moder-'
ators in pointPng out what was actually happening in group.discussions.
and in offering technical assistance during work sessions. The students
would have to live with the results of whatever they did and did not do.

When the groups reorganized for the second production session, stu-
dents in those groups which had had bad experiences-would have the chance
to analyze their group's problems and do better the next time. Thesec-
ond production session would also provide a chance for each student to
work with new partners and reduce the monotony of the group interactions.
The teacher wet to arrange the composition of each of the first set of
groups, breaking up cliques and separatingproblem children, but the
second set of groups was tobe organized by the students themselves after
they had a chance to see how and which people work together. Possibly,
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they would have learned that best friends are not necessarily the best
workers and would have learned to appreciate'the abilities of some
students they did not know before. The entire process, then,was to be
one of encouraging students to organize and to make group'decisions,
to solve both practical and social interaction problems, to look at
their own and their peers' behavior and decide what kinds of behavior
will bring successful results, and to learn to discuss these matters
openly and honestly. °

4 1

2. Schedule of the Cooperative Production Unit

a. First 91x Weeks Session
0

Week 1. Introduction

Introduction and practice of discussion and analysis
skills by means of game-playing, graphic illustration
of chains of events, audio-vlsuat material's.

Introduction to production unit, what students will be
doing, explanation.of how a cocp organization works,
emphasizinglimportance of individual to effectiveness
of whole group.

. .

Division of class into five groups of five or six mem-
Ors each, composition previouslywdetermined by the tea--.
cher.

Introduction and practice of techniques of probleM-
solving.

'Week 2

Field trip to three or four downtown shops to have stu-
dents investigatetydes of products which are selling;
prices, materials, etc.

Election of officers in each group.

Discussion within groups of what products to make, Broups .

each make decision on product and prepare a list of 'sup-
plies needed.

First work session. (Supplies have been obtained by
teacher.) Group decision on manufacturing, procedure,
time schedule, etc.
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II

'Week 3
-e

8

Alternate work sessions and discussions.

Class discussion of problems that arose'during first
work session. Each.group tries to work out solutions
to its own problems.

1

1

Discussion of indiVidual
problem-solving attempts
student.

Week 4

contributions to groups' ...

and writtA report by each

Alternate work sessions and discussions.

Analysis by group members of
indi-e

vidual Inember contri-
butions.

Week 5

Class, discussion of progreSs.of manufacturing and pro.:
duct quality and saleability.

Visit from buyer, who talks to each group about the .

quality of its goods, what he is looking for, possible
pricing, grading of goods.

'Group discussions regarding what buyer has pointed
'out,need for production changes, whether or not to
accept his price offers, etc.

Continue work sessions.

Week 6

Alternate work and discuision sessions.

Group discussion of individual contributions to com-
pletion of products.

I'
Finat visit from buyer, purchaie of goods, and distri-
bution off profits among group membeirs.

4

Evaluation by each group of iis 'productioe-tnd inter-
personal relationships during the entire six weeks.
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Last Four Weeks Session
O

Generally, this will be a repeat of the entire pro-
cess, but without the need for introductory materials
or the field trip. Since the students have had prac-
tice'in decision-making, the shorter production session
,of.four weeks should be adequate. This time students

will, choose their own small groups, with the one restric-
tion that each group be balanced by seZ.. Once again,
discussions and work sessions will alternate or combine,
the buyer will come during the middle of the session,
irfd group members will be asked to analyze their own
and others' contributions.' Students will also be asked
to discuss whatever went wrong-during their first ses-
sion and how to avoid these mistakes in the new groups.
Buyer will return at end of four weeks to select goods
for purchase, profits will be divided, and each group
will prepare an evaluation of. its activities.

3. Trial of Experimental Unit (School N)

a. Introduction to Unit. The cooperative production unit was

introduced into School N during the afternopn social studies period
in the fifth school week of the fall 1971 term. The introductory games
and problem-solving exercises of the first week of the curriculum went
well) These consisted of a "falling game", in which one student would
allow himself to fall and be caught by the others; a towerlof blocks
in which each block represented a student, used to illustrate group
strength arising from Interdependency of its members and leading into
a discussion of the nature of.a coop; and problems for group decision,

(1) to arrange a list of desirable occupations and (2) 1'o decide what five'
items would be most necessary for desert survival.

The students enjoyed talking about the problems as a total c'ass,
espetially, when there was no obvious answer, but When they separated
into their small groups, discussion fell apart and the group leaders

became tyrannical. Each group then chose a spokesman tq get up in ,front

of the class and explain why his group Made the choices it did. These

students were listened to with interest and attention,by the others.

During this first week, the teacher had.decided.the composition

of the first small groups. The most IMportant consideration was sim-
ply that the groups should function, so she created five groups of

1

A one-week tryout'of some of thdse activities had been conducted
during the summer invoivimq seven School N eighth' graders.
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five, or six member's each around the nucleuS'of a strong personality whom
she predicted would becpme the group leaders (which they did). Other
considerations were balancing the-sexes and different levels of abiCity
within each group{ and breaking up some of the friendship groups already
formed by the student&e.

The,choosing of a group leader and a recorder was done by a process
of mutual consent. Someone would suggest who should fill the position
and the reslylof the group.would agree or disagree orally until they hadagreed on someone. The teacher reports that these choices were made on
the basis 6f ability, not necessarily on popularity.

b. Selection of Candlemaking. Because these students had. Mad lit-
tle experience in Making things, they needed to-get some, preliminaryAdm of what kinds o* articles they might be, able to make,-what materials
would be needed, what they would cost, and how long the manufacturing
nrocessWould take. A field trip to- downtown craft shop was arranged
so that the studehtS' might see and inquire about the articles for sale;
It was planned.that the students' completed pieces would be placed for
sale in one of these shops,andlrom this trip the student could get
the idea that their project had some connection with the real world,
could be more than just a school assignment.'

Two shops which hadbeen contacted in advance were visited; two,-
thfrds-of the class went to one shop and one-third to the other. Each
student was given a dittoed form stapled. to a piece of cardboard on which ,to take notes, They enjoyed the trip, especially since few of them had
been ND this downtown area before,-and returned to class with several.
ideas of what they would like to make. Each student handed in a list
of choices to the teacher, who read, through them and noted the items'
she felt were' impossible to complete. Suggestions at this time included
leather items, macrame, pottery, popcorn and candy, belts, posters,
candles.

A demonstration' by the respresentative of' a large'craft supply house
caused, a major difficujty, in the sense of compelling a departure from
the intended organization and purpose of the unit; His, overwhelmingly
colorful andlemaking display so,inspired the studAts that they all
insisted on making candles and nothing else, saying that if all groups
were not allowed to make dandles, none Of them would do any.thing,at all.

'

In retrospect, it is unfortunate that the teacher agreed to 'this demand.

The choice of candlemaking in effect Jedfrto individualized rather
than group production. 'The fact that candlamaking required a hot plate
And a panful orhot wax meant that each student had to ,be individually
supervised by ai adult. Each student brought his-own container from
home, went by himself to where the curriculum aide was tending the hot
wax and poured his candle quite independent of his group. The teacher
aide was actually more involved with him art this activity than any class-mate. The only small group structure that survived this procedure was
in seating arrangements and in the fact that one group per day was sched-
uled to pour its candles; with the group leader setting up turns for his

+iv
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group members. The rest of the class continued its regular social stu-

dies work under the teacher's direction.

Further breakdown of the small group system came about because

of absences and susmnsions. There were often as many as 5 or 6 stu-

dents absent from class, with the.reSult that more than one person

Was missing in some groups. The leacher reported that some groups

were resentfdl when absenteesim caused them to lose their turn, but

there was evidently not enough pressure to be present placed on the

students by their peers to cause the general oa+tern of absenteesim

to change--and the absent members were often the group leaders. In

fact, the original class leader, a girl who was clearly in charge and

whose cooperation could have'made the entire unit work, transferred

to California. Her replacement was more temperamental; sometimes co-
operative but sometimes controlled by her violent temper. Another

person who might have inspired the class to areater efforts was an

artistically talented boy, who was so turned off by other aspects of

school that he rarely came.

c. Buyer's Visit. The unit outline called for a classroom visit

from the "buyer ", "an individual hired by the project to play the role

of a buyer from adowntown shop. He was to inspect the prpducts, dis-

cuss their, quality, give advice on how they be improved, and,

discuss possible.prices. He was'to announce that he would return at

the end of the six weeksl,session to purchase the better pieCet for

a downtown shop. It was intended that this visit woule reinvigorate

the students after the first enthusiasm had died down, that it would

excite them to try_to improve quality and increase productipn by once

more emphasizing That they might actually make some profit if they

would work for it.

The buyer, a black local church leader, apparently gave-some stu-

dents such bad'time about their work that the entire class came to their

defense; remarks were made to the effect that "if you don't like it,

'we'll sell it to someone else". After his visit, the class decided

they would do their own selling. Several students independently found

buyers for their ci..ndles before the project was finished.

d. Vandalism. There were no secure storage facilities in this
overcrowded school and neither teacher nor aide could readily carry all

the eiuipment back and forth (and the candles had to remain where.they

were for several hours until set). Supplies and products were there-,

fore left exposed in the classroom. This prOveto be quite unfortU-

natc,. Before the end of the six weeks, most of-the.finished candles
had been stolen or destroyed, mainly'by students from other ciasses

who were using the room temporarily. One final instance of vandalism

in effect ended the actual candlemaking operation. While the room was

unattended, a student who had recently transferred into the experimental
class melted a piece of wax directly ontothe_burner of the hot- plate,

letting it run down inside and then turning off the burner and removing
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the wax from the 'top of the plate. When the hot plate was next used
it burst into flame and was ruined.

Though this ended the candlemaking project, the students seemed
to accept such disasters as a normal part of life and were not par-
ticularly discouraged. They did not even seem to consider it as a-mone
tary loss. Possibly the idea of making money was too far in the future
to be of much concern to them. Several students expressed regret that
the groups had not functioned well, and all students were wiliing to re-
form their groups and try°s.omething else. Therefore, a revised plar
was prepared for the last four weeks of the unit.

e. Revised Plan. The revised plan called for a return to the ori-
ginal intent of the unit, to emphasize each group's making its own de-
cisions and learning to work as a group for the profit of all. This
time only two groups were to be formed, making each group large enough
so that absences (' few members would not cause the group to be inop-
erable. Each grout. iId be required to choose a different product and
work independently the other'group. Each group would have a spec-
ific problem to solve every day, either one relating to manufacturing
the item or one set-up to make the members aware of the dynamics of the
group. The buyer would return at the end of the ten-week session as
originally planned and pick up whatever candles were left from the first
session as well as the saleable articles from the second; or, the stu-
dents might decide to do their own selling, in which case the:Problems
of organizing the sales and distributing the profits could take up a
good part of the group discussion exercises.

Groups were formed thit time by.the students themselves. The highly
vocal, strong leader types of students formed one group with their friends
and others having similar personalities; the rest of-the class formed
the other group, but they were not merely "left-overs"--at least some
of them Were the students who wished to work with each other because they
felt they were the ones who would get something dcne.

.

Again, there was a period of investigation and discussion of what
to make. Students looked through craft catalogues and instruction books
and then made their decisions--one group wanted to make pillows and the
other aprons. Once again enthusiatm was high and this time the groups
did a much better job of organizing themselves.

Unfortunately, nothing further came of this preparation. One week
was completely lost because nine students who had been suspemed returned
to class on the same day and so unsettled the class that everyone was
given individual work assignments for the rest of the week. The following
week, the curriculum aide was absent and the teacher did not feel she
could continue working on the curricuium unit without help. After this,
time until Christmas vacation was too short to start on a new activity
and the students' interests became diverted. Oue to limited project
time and budget thn unit was not continued following Christmas vacation.
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4. Evaluation and Recommendations.' In spite of failure to produce
items for sale and to function on a small group level, the experimental

chess did achieve some positive results. Both teacher and al-de agreed

that the class had developed a unity as a total class that had not been
there before the curriculum began. Student written comments collected
during the trial period indicated considerable support and 'numerous
expressions of group feeling. The students took an interest in each
other's work and would encourage and defend.even those students who

were not in their own friendship groups. In short, they appeared to
have gained a start in the techniques of working together. Given fewer
interruptions and more focused classroom activities, a much more sub-
stantial gain could surely be expected. Further trial of a revised

unit is to be recommended.

In preparing\a further revised unit; four major problem areas re-
quire careful consideration. First, there needs to be a responsible
project representative on the scene at all times to support the teachpr,
facilitate solving of problems on a daily basis, make,on-the-spot re-
visions in the unit plan, and generally force continuity of.the unit
regardless, of interrupting events.

Second, the educational unit itself needs'to be more tightly struc-:
tured--students must have something definite to do each day. It should

have a fast pace and varied activities to hold the students' attention.
Too much planning should not be left to the teacher, who operates in
a constantly tense atmosphere and has many other things to consider.

Third, though full class discussjont worked well, small groups
generally were not able to make decisions on their own. More specific

exercises in group decision-making-are needed, including practice as-

signments. The teacher or aide would probably need to work ciosely
with each group as it practices group discussion each day, develop
records of progress (and problems), and increase or Improvise practice

as needed. In this regard, pre-unit special teacher and aide training
in group discussion techniques might be required.

And fourth, the unit activities must be better accomodated to the

problems of the particular setting. During the experimental trial
high absentee rates frequently left the small groups inoperable, and
new students transferring.ip.in the middle of ,the unit were not easily .

absorbed. In general, the curriculum must be designed so that the
absence'of one or two out of a group will not destroy the entire ac-

tivity. For example, there might be alternative exercises written
in, the choice of which one to use each day depending on the number

of students present. In the present situation, Storage and protection

of materials were also needed.

C. Videotape Unit for School M

1. Development of Unit. As may be recalled, School N and M dif-
fered in that the latter school was. located in a more birtIcial neinhbor-

hood and enrolled 75 percent non-black children. ltre nrevioty. school

vPar (1070-71) had witnessed considerable racial tension both in the
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neighborhood and school. Though lack of group functioning skilLs' was
considered a primary social deficit of students in both School M and
School N, the special atmosphere and kinds of problems at School M re-
garding racial conflict seemed to call for the development of a curri-
culum with a double approach. Not only'did the students need work on
group function but they would also benefit from a program emphasizing
different ways of looking at a situation, involving people, at the prob-
lems deriving from interactions among persons with differing concerns
and biases.

The utilization of role-playing experiences has been extensively
documentei in recent literature supporting personal involvement in
dramgtization as a means of improving social understanding and interperson
behavior, If students were required to place themselves in the roles
of people unlike themselves and try to imagine what actions could bring
about different outcomes- to a situation., then possibly they would in-
crease their understanding of how to get along better with each other.
If students were obliged to work together, delegating and assuming re-
sponsibilities for task completion and group achievement, with guidance,
these activities should promote group functioning skills.

The video tape educational unit for School M developed from a blending
of these two broad intensions. A white male' social studies teacher in
School M with some experience in dramatics evinced a special interelt
in the proposal. Working with the project coordinator, together they de-
veloped an outline for an eight week unit to be tried with his fall clas.,
A black female practice teacher with experience as a professional enter-
tainer was assigned as his aide during the trial of the experimental
unit, and was als6 involved in working out the specific plans.

The unit called kir an eight Week planning and production of video-
tape vignettes of scenes based on experiences the students have had.
The scenes were to.be of various kinds of social relationships, conflicts,
problems and resolutions, etc., that the students have, come across, prob-
ably in school but possibly in the family or other out-of-school settings.
Planning, enacting, and'editing of the scenes were all tobe done by each
of four groups of seven or eight classmates. Through their roles as group,
members--officers, writers, actors, and technicians--the students would
be learning that personally satisfying interaction requires that they
depend on others and in turn be dependable. And through analysis of
their own experiences-- situations and motives and feelings of the char-
acters in the vignettes--the students would be learning about themselves
and perhaps be able to look at a situation from more than one point of
view.

1See floies, 1977 for an excellent review of role-playing aq a hnhavior
change technique.
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2. Schedule of the Video Tape Unit

a. First Week's Activities. The first week of the curriculum

was to consist of introduction of the unit to the student, including

a definition of "vignettes" and some exploration of how they are made.
The students would view prepared films and discuss them to think about
what situations from their own lives'might be appropriate for filming.
The teacher and the curriculum aide would act out a situation in front

of the students as a demonstration; this situation would be enacted
from several viewpoints and with several different. outcomes so that
the student would start thinking of how-04M0,,behaviors may cause
different results.

Also in fne first week, students were to be divided into four groups-
of approximately seven members each. The teacher would have chosen

group member's beforehand, making groups as heterogeneous as possible

and keeping the clique members apart. After being presented with a
review of officer responsibilities and viewing a film on "Groups Working
Together" and discussing the function of a group, each group would

choose its officers--president, vice-president, secretary, and.assist- .

ant secretary. Each group would be responsibl foe developing and .

presenting its own vignettes and thi students ould eventually'choose.

which members were to be actors and which techn cans. (Groups were

to remain formed for two weeks, and then students would change groups

so that everyone had a chance, to work with everyone else during the
eight weeks.- Also, students would be encouraged to change roles with-'
in-the group so that each individual had a chancetcotry each position.) ..

On the first Fridiy, students would go on an orientation visit

to the filming studio. Students would become acquainted with the tech-
nician who would be helping them with the filming, be introduced to

the equip nt (which they would eventually learn to use tthemselves)

7and take art in a sample filming which they would immediately see on

the playback machine.
,

b. .Following Weeks. After the curriculum had been. introduced.and

the vignettes were being produced, activities were to follow a'fairly

standard weekly pattern for the second through seventh' weeks:

Mondays: Viewing and reviewing the video-tapes made the

previous week. Class discussion of each vig-

nette on the basis of effectiveness in getting
its point across, and consideration of other ways
in which the portrayed situation, might have been

handled.

Tuesdays: (Every two weeks, class separation into new groups,

choices of new officers.) Groups pick a subject

for their vignettes nd begin working On the scripts,
all group members to ing an active part in making .

up lines, deciding if they want any kind of sets',
sounds, or special effects and making necessary

arrangements.
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Wednesdays: Final polishing of scripts and sejeCtion of ac-
tors and support persons:"

Thursdays Filming vignettes (two groups each day) and re-
and Fridays: hearsal for in-class group.

c. Final Week's Activities. Class was to review all vignettes
and choose those which they wanted to incrude in a final film of approx-
imately 20 minutes in.length. They were to decide on the sequence of
the scenes and work on coordination, titles, credits, and whatever other
details needed consideration for the finished product. Students involved
in these details were to make a final trip to the studio to put the en-
tire package together. Thenthe film was to be shown to other classes
or perhaps the entire upper unit. The last day of the unit was to be .

taken up with a'class discussion on the overall effect of the unit on
'.the students, how cooperation with others and placing themselves in dif-
ferent roles had affected their general outlooks..

3.- Trial of Experimental Unit (School M)

a: Introduction to the Unit. The teacher explained briefly to the
class what they would be doing for the next eight weeks--forming four
small groups within the class every two weeks, choosing their own officers,
creating scripts for videotaping, and filming these at a,television stu-
dio. He told the students that their scenes, if good, enough, would even-
tually be put together into a movie which would be shown to other classes.

The initial class response was that the more difficult students
were generally interested, especially when told they might be allowed
to use the cameras themselves, but the better students went on with their
studies and seemed to pay little attention. (Students later made a vig-
nette dealing with this announcement in which the announcement was rather
abrupt and their ieaction to it was to play hookey.) There followed
a discussion of the vignette form, and the teacher tried to make certain
that all students understood what it is and what it is for. The students-
were told to discuss any ideas they had at this point for vignettes and
to write them down and hand them in. They needed much help from the -
teacher and aide to come up with anything at all. However, by the end
of the .perlod, 13 out of 22 students present did manage to hand something
in.

The teacher divided the class into four groups of approximately seven
members each on the basis of heterogeneity (sex; ability, personality)
and separation of clique members. Students complained loudly at this
first assignment of groups, insisting that they were not interested in
working in groups at ail, but eventually accepted the arrangement.
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Each group chose a chairman/who was to be responsible for general
group control and production and for supervising the selection of actors
and cameramen, a vice-presint, a secretary-recorder to keep notes
on script lines and group decisions, and an assistant secretary. 'Officers
were chosen-by oral mutual consent except for one group which had a

volunteer chairman.

As the groups began writing their first plays, the interest level

was high in all but a few students-who refused to participate. Three
groups worked out their ideas together, but im the fourth, one boy who
was resented by the others, possibly because he was white and definitely
because he was pushy about his abilities, went off and wrote a,scrlpt

by himself. The group did eventually use his idea, not being able to
come up with anything else. By the end of one more class period, all'
four groups had their scripts written and were helping each other learn;
the lines, excited by the prospect of going to a studio for filming.

b. Videotaping Facilities. The Portland School Ditrict's Instruc-
tional Television (ITV) Department, located in another elementary school

only a few minutes away from School M, provided the filming facilities

for the videotape unit. This studio was well equipped with cameras,

lighting banks and a.large control The personnel were extremely

cooperative in setting up filming schedules, in explaiOnVto the stu-
dentsto to get good results, and in giving some directidn to the

filming sessions. They Aso.created sets when the studeAts indicated

that they were needed. I .

The first visit to ITV was organized as a full class field trip,
and student behavior was unusually good for so large a group. They

were given a tour of the studio with explanation of the equipment and

had their questions answered. One group h4d their lines memorized well
enough that they couldrperform before the camera as a demonstration

for the rest of the class, and the cameraman used.'them to illustrate
his explanation of what Is necessary in front of the camera to-produce

a good tape. The ITV director explained the professional way to pre-

pare sbt layouts to accompany the scripts. The students were disao-
pointed to learn that they would not be allowed to handle the,cameras
themselves after all, but they were told they could wring their tapes

to the studio and use the hand-splicing equipment to edit them.

c. Vignette Production. On the first day of each week the class
viewed on closed circuit TV' broadcast from the ITV studio the tapes

they had made the week before. They discussed their work and were asked
analyze the success or failure of each scene. Too often, however',

the general uproariousness caused by seeing themselves,on a television

screen led to a tack of seriousness in their-discussion. Further,

students were generally unwilling to criticize each other. One off-

shoot of their supportiveness of each other's work was an expressed
resentment of the teacher's attempt to get them to improve.
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.The second and third days of each week, teacher and aide worked withthe groups, helping in their development of new ideas and the improve-ment of old ones. The last two days of the'week were set aside forfilming sessions. The teacher remained in the classroom and the curri-culum aide andan assistant from the school took actors-and critics fromtwo groups to the studio to tape their vignettes. -

Initially, only one student refused to.act a part in the vignettes.He did take a non-speaking part later when one of the groups was shortan actor and convinced him he really was needed, and his attitude in
general improved steadily as the unit went on. The first two days offilming went'well. Studlints were well-behaved in the studio even thoughc they had to wait quite a while for the other group to finish. They re-mained interested and excited by:the studio activity. In subsequent weeksafter the novelty of filming had worn off the students became a littlemore restless and had to be restricted from the control room, thoughdiscipline was never a real problem.

Every two weeks four, new groups of approximately seven studentseach were formed. This gave each new group the opportunity to do twovignettes, which would have resulted in a total'of 24 vignettes for thesix weeks of filming after the introductory weep. Actually, only 15vignettes were completed. A number of problems contributed to this lowrate of production. A major problem was the - continuing high percentage'of absences and suspensions. Usually at reast six students were cot ofclass each...daw, which meant that the scheduled group often card not haveail its actors. A further problem was the loss of filming days due toschool holidays and field trips. Improper scheduling due to misinforma-tion as to the ITV studio schedule resulted in two cancelled filming
sessions. Having a substitute teacher on four occasions during the lastsix weeki contributed to some of the script production slowdown

More damaging to the total unit's activities, however, was the
general falling off of student enthusiasm. For most of the students theirinterest and proOuctive support lasted only two weeks. The work of creat-ing and writing the scripts fell to one or two more interested studentsin,each group who eventually carried the total load. The plan for groupofficers to assume supervisory responsibilities for script and filmproduction received little student support after the initial weeks.

Two attempts were madeduring the last half of the unit to revive stu-dent interest and to get them to go further with their ideas. The firgtAP
was the use of a 16 mm. movie camera to more readily capture school in-teraction scenes for later development as videotapes. Students werenot much interested in using the equipment (for this purpose), and de-lays in film processing and eventual film theft ended usage of the moviecamera. The second attempt was the installation in the classroom of
videotape playback equipment tb encourage more deteiled and criticalexamination of filming efforts. Delays in obtaining this equipment how-rnever resulted in its being uses only in the last weeksof the unit.

r.
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4. Evaluation and Recommendations
11.

In spite

did manage to
of the latter
scenes with a
and mood. In

simple scenes

a

of much lagging by individuals, the groups as a whole '

produce vignettes up until the end of the unit. Some

skits are more complex, one play being divided into three
time lapse beNeen each and having changes of setting
general, though, the vignetteS were very weakly developed,
with artificial lines and stilted acting.

It was intended that in response to their own dissatisfactions after
viewing the tapes, students would request adult guidance; instead they

were generally Uncritical. Though some progress in production skill was made,
the lack of.experienced direction remained very apparent.

Though poorly written and portrayed, the vignettes afford interesting

expressions of what the students think about various---aspects of their

culture, their parents,. homes, school situations, and neighborhoods.

Their stories covered a fairly wide range of plausib4 interactiohs--

a family with a favored and disfavored daughter, boys caught stealing

by a saleslady,0 dominating' mother arguing with her husband about

A'money in front of her daughter, students reporting to their teacher

on another student smoking, a teacher sending gossiping girls to the
office, another sending fighting boys to the office,, girls discussing

a boy friend, students,getting caught playing hookey, a policeman being
knocked down, black adolescents vandalizing a white home, drug peddling,

and a white girl put down by a white family for selling Girl Scout

candy with a black girlfriend.

In terms of the main purposes of the experimental.unit, developing

group support skills and improving social 'relations Wrough increased
understanding and acceptance of different pints of view,,the eight-
week experimental unitfrof student production of videotape did not achieve

Its goals. Evidence is lacking to suggest any ihmproved self or other-

person understanding. At the same time, the breagdown of group effort
toward videotape production argues a lack of group cooperation and

general responsibility:
O

The videotape unit was developed withthe participating classroom

teacher as an outline for implementation rather than a tightly sched-

uled sequence of classrodm activities. This flexibility seemed neces-

sary for a first trial, but even with the added support of an enthu-

siastic assistant the continuous demands of the regular classroom ac-

tivities did not allow time fbr needed improvisation's and expansions

of the unit outline.

And apparently,'In addition to more anticipatory planning and ready-

to-go alternatives,a very considerable leadership and direction is needed

to get students sufficiently Involved that they acquire understanding

of the different perspectives presented in the vignettes. At a more

shallow level, the actor may well simply re-enact and reinforce his

.prejudice. Indeed, this latter effect was suspected by both the teacher

and aide,
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And,the very major problem of sustaining active student support in r
a problem school setting needs much more attention. The incentives, one,

'the novelty and personalization of the videotaping and, two, the goal to
produce a display item quickly, dissipated. To maintain high interest
the unit must haye nearly continuous returns for'fhe students, an increas-
ing identification of the participants with their activities. This clearly
needs considerable pre-unit development.

4
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Section VI

OVERVIEW OF PROJECT

A. Project Summary,.

1. Introduction. The foregoing four sections have-presentedli dc-
tailed description of project activities spanning a three-year period.'
The project was inaugurated as an effort to.define, explore and develop
-experimental measures of social incompetency. The study populations were
adolescents living in white semi-rural communities and 8th grade students,
principally black, liOng in an urban district. As outlined in the ini-
tial research proposal submitted ta.the Social irld Rehabilitation Ser-
vice in 1968, the measurement effort had a further, treatment-focused
goal, the development of classroom remedial responses to social incom-
petency. Accordingly, experimental educational units were devised and
tried out in two urban gasses durtng the last months of the project.

Discounting the hundred special'class retarded adolescents tested on
the experimental short formd of the TSI (reported in the TSI addendum)
and an equal number of regular seventR graders trial tested-in developing
group administrable forms of this test (subsequently called the Picture
InterptretatiOn Test) and the near hundred adults and adolescents. involved
as responders to Parker's Social Inventory Checklist, none of whom
otherwise involved in project testing, the project studied over 300 junior
high students,'with 51 of their teachers contributing extensive ratings
and/or descriptions of them and 34 of their families providing interview
data.

In summarizing the testing procedures, data analyses, and unit trials
involving various samples-of these students and adults, this finkreport
section provides an overview of project activities. A briefer recapiT
tulation with more general remarks regarding the measurement and rankle-
tion of social competency deficits is offered as a concluding subsection
of this summary section.

2. Eugene Area School Testing. Two junior high schools enrolling
students principally from semi-rural communities near Eugene, Oregon,
served as data sources for the initial project activities. Thirty-three
teachers from these schools participated, first by nominating their more
noticeably/gocially competent (NC) and socially incompetent (SI) students.
From lists containing on the average somewhat over a hundred names of
seventh and eighth graders, teachers in both schools averaged 17 NC and
again 17 SI nominations, leaving approximately 80 names unchecked.

.

Excepting the review and further development of the Test of Social
Infer'ence, which is described in a separate supplement to this final
report.
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ThOueh schools were found to 'be ari,ke with respect to these averages,
gross interteacher.,differences were noted within each school, teacher
nominations varying from under five to-over fifty percent.

4

Conensual student' grouPs of 23 NC's, 67 Slls, and 59 SC's (the
last, socially competent group Identified by consensual non-nominations)
were formed for further project study. The stability of these group-
ings was well supported by an examination of repeated teacher -nomi-
nations maueone to two weeks later using arandom sample of 12 teachers
which revealed 88 percent identical rencrinations and no instances of
reversed nominations.

Descriptions of student behaviors relating to the teachers'` initial
identifications of their students were collected one week after nomina-
tions -from 25 grf these teachers. Over 1200 different behavior state-

'ments were received, these eventually grouped under five major headings:
Socialization Behaviors, Appearance and Hygiene, Academically Related .

Behaviors, Deportment, and more general Personal Traits or Qualities
dealing with Confidence,motivation, self-consciousness, etc.

Somewhat surprisingly NC, SC, and Si students all received about
the same number (5 to8) of descriptive statements. In both schools
the most used behavior category for the NC students-was Personal Quali-
ties. School differences In describing SI students wet-e noted, with
teachers in the school enrolling students from the predominately blue
collar neighborhood emphasizing deportment-related behaviors three to
four times as much as did teachers from the tower income, more rural
area school, the latter emphazing poor socialization behaviors. As
expected,.NC students received only positively worded degcriptIons,
SI's 'cmly negatively worded statements, and the non-nominated SC students
a mixture of both.

The consensual SC and SI samples were fyi-ther described by their
teachers using a modified Parker Social Incompetency Checklist (PSIC),
consisting of over 200 non-positive behavior statements. Nearly half
of -these statements' were paired in terms of "intentionality"--one item
stating or implying the actor's purposiveness, such as, "deliberately
annoys others ", and its mate stating or implying inability, lack of
,skill, or ignorance, such as, "annoys` others without meaning to do so".
Eadh teacher completed a PSIC for six Of his students, four of whom
hd had previously described on the behavior description task.

The number of PSIC items checked varied considerably for Offeent
teachers, ranging from less than 10 to Just over 100, with an average
of about.24 items checked. No differences were noted in number of items
checked for students previously described on the free-response format .

and those described for the first time on the PSIC. 1

Interteacher agreement on the PSIC, exam4441-by counting-the num-
.

ber of items checked by different teachers describing the same student,
nroved to be generally high; percentages for various pairs of teachers
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ranged from 73 to 92 percent, with a median value of 84 percent iden-
tical responses.

Comparisons ma of their use of the intentional and unintentional,
PSIC items revealed at in neither school did teachers especially char-

. acterize eithertheir 1 or their SC students' negative behaviors'as in-
tentional rather than unintentional. Contrary to expectations, sex dif-
ferences in ascribed intentionality were also found to be lacking.

To permit comparisons with the earlier free-response behavior descrie-
tions, the PSIC items were categorized under the same five behavior head-

iings used for the teacher descriptions. Approximately half of the PSIC
items fell under the Deportment heading.with another third under the
Personal Qualjies categories. For both their SC end SI students, teachers
were found to follow these proportions in checking items, half of their
checked items referring to Deportment and a third referring to Personal
Qualities.

Pronounced differences in the use of the PSIC for SC and SI students
were found to support the earlier teacher nominations, For all five
behavior categories, at least twice as many PSIC items were checked for
SI students as for SC students, these differences all significant at
beyond the .01 level. However, considerable intrateacher variation within
both'St and SC student groups was found, teachers 'varying considerably-
in the number of PSIC items they checked for different students whom
they had previously tdentifiedthe same way.

0

Between-school differences were also found, with the'"blue collar
school" teachers checking approximately twice as many PSIC items. Sex
differences were noted too, with teachers checking nearly half again
as many PSIC items for males as ,for females in both the SI and SC groups.
More particularly, these sex differences may be summerized'as girls in
both groups receiving twice aq many checks on poor sociability .items as
boys but boys receiving twice as many checks-on the,more numerous deport-
ment items.

In su mary, though both procedures provided data consistent with
the much mo e global_nominational distinctions of socially competent
and incompV ent students, teacher resOnses using the open-ended descrip-
tions"differed cansiderably from their responses using the behavior check-.
lists. Other than to speculate on the more fatiguing and personally
'dem nding free-respone task, which commonly yielded five to eight behavior.'.stat ments by a teach r About his student as contrasted with two to fivetimes as many tatem nts commonly checked, no ex lanation of these dif-
ferencesferences is apparent om the'data. trite clearly, the two different
procedures for solicitin teacher descriptions lead to different emphases

-,. with respect to "kind" of student behavior described.

Following the teacher nominations and descriptions, four sets of
experimental measures, each possibly related to social competence from
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a different perspective, were administered to the,consensualty identi-
fied student. These were: (1) a measure of the student's social in-
ferential ability, (2) measures of his knowledge of persons important ,

to him and his judgment of their social relations, X3) measures of his
home and out-of-school social activities based on a detailed self-report
schedule, and (4) social, family, and school reports based upon home
interviews parents and with the student himself. Because of the
considerable testing time which would have been required for students
to complete all tests, different subsamples of SI, SC, and NC students
participated in the different testings. Eighty-seven students provided
data for the first,measure, 32 for the second, 67 for the third, and
34 students and their parents for the fourth . Student record data (CA', A
IQ, GPA, and absences) were also collected for these students,as were
school counselor descriptions as to how these students were "getting
along" academically, with 'their teachers, and with their peers. Family
size, income, and education data were also obtained from slightly over
half of the families of the consensual students.

The first experimental measure administered to the consensual sample
was a modified, 26-item form of the Test of Social Inference (TS!)
developed to assess effectiveness of a social perceptual training curri-;
culum (Edmonson, et al., 1965). This objectively scored picture inter-,
pretation test measures the student's ability to make appropriate inter-
pretations of social cues. A retest correlation of .83 based on a one
week retest interw: was Jbtained for a sample of 24 students, indicating
considerable stability for. the shortened form with this population,
though scores did improve slightly upon retesting.

Comparisons of mean scores for SI, SC, and'NC students yielded
significant differences at the .01 level) favoring the NC students
over either the SI or SC students. Examination of individual
scores revealed only occasional SI students s.:thieving TS1. scores above
the medipn score for the NC students and no II, students scoring below,
the median for the SI Students. Separations betwaen the SC students'
and other groups'were less distinct.

Interpretations of the foregoing SI, SC, NC distinCtions,,,witt,

respect to TSI scores, however, become less clear upon examination-of
rqcorded intelligence test scores: The IQ means'for the TSI samples .

of 51, SC; and NC students were 89,-101, and-114, fapectivbly;:the:,
Correlation between the 1St score and IQ was .59. Reanalysis of the '

TSI data using an analysis of covariance design with fQ as the ccvariae
yielded non - 'significant differences between the T$1 means for the SI,

SC, and NC groups. Though-the finding that SI students are less able
to identify social cues (as measured by the TSI) than are their' more
socially competent classmates remains, interpretation' is less'clear in
that it is possible to account for7much of this deficit in terms 'of
concomitantly lower IQ measures. % .

4
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Data from student self-descriptions and estimates of how others described
him.based on a preliminary testing of 17 students suggested that 'I) SI

_pupils more frequently described themselves as having negative and as not
having positive behavior's than did, SC pupils; (2) SI's and SC's were both
better than 60 percent correct -in estimating how their teachers described
them; (3) both the Sl's and the SC's predicted that their teachers would
,desbribe them much as they described themselves, an average agreement of
74 percent for the Si's and 87 per-Cent for the SC's.

Expanded testing using modified recall population procedures ;de Jun.,
190) examined the assumption that the extent of informatiOn students had
regarding individuals important to theth and their judgment of these persons'
social behaviors would be related to their own social competence. After
developing 12-person lists of names of persons important to them, students
indicated-how knowledgeable they were regarding the life history, prefer-

, 'enCes and be.jefs of these pe.ssons'. They further rated these persons'
social behaviors in terms of fairness, dependability, dominance, and general
interactions with others.

On all measures(three knowledge scores and four social relations
scores), the SI groups scored lowest and, unexpectedly, the middle compe-
tency groUp, SC, the highest. All SI-SC differences and two of the SC-NC
differences were`significant at the .05 level or above. Inspection of
the individual student scores revealed very little score overlap between
the SI and SC groups.

These f,indings that low competency level students describe themselves
as least knowledgeable about their important persons and also see them
less favorably on all four social relations scales Suggest, for the SI
student, both poor information processing skills and poorer models for
social relations.' The extent to which these factors prescribe poorer
internerson behaviors for the SI student or are the products of his incom-
petent social behaving, or again, are Products of outside factors such as
family environmental restrictions are questions nLt answerable from the
oresent data.

iDleilbird set of experimental measures involved in-class administra-
tion of a modification of Edmonson's (1970) Social Activity Questionnaire
(SAO), which consisted of a series of questions to be answered by the
student describing his home and outside-ot-home activities. Three principal
scores were derived from the SAQ: a home activities score (HA), defined as
the number of the-student's reported chores and recreational activities;
an,outside activities score (OA), defined as the number of different places
visited, recreational events, etc.; 'and a level of responsibility score
(Lk), defined as the averaged weighting of the student's control and ner-
sonal responsibility in deciding and/or conducting his outside-of-home
activities. Readministration of the SAQ two days later indicated a, very,
high stability for these scores; correlations all in the low ninety's
or high eighty's were found.
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On all three SAQ measures the SI group scored lowest, the NC group
highest, and the SC Just lower than the NC group. SI means were signi-
ficantly lower than either the SC or NC group for the HA and LR scores
(at the .01 and .05 levels, respectively) but not for the OA scores. No
SC -NC differences were significant.

Descriptively, the data indicate that teacher-identified socTally
incompetent students report fewer home.activities and less respontibility
and initiativ3 in their'away-froM-home situations than do teacher-identi-
fied socially competent students. The negligible, nonsignificant: ,
differences obtained for. the OA scores suggest a more meaningful Sub-
breakout of this scoreOn terms of teadership-follower or participant-
spectator roles rather than frequencies of activities, this latter count
beino more affected by location of home (near or away from towns), family
income, and the sex of the student.

The final set of experimental measures obtained from the Eugene
area sam2le was based on individual parent and student interviews
generally conducted in the students' Komes. Because of time and cost
considerations, only SI and NC students and parents were interview
The interviews, each lasting from one and a'half to tw6 hourstollowed
aschedule of open-ended questions designed to elicit statements as to
how well the student was getting- along with peers, with adults, with
narentS, with siblings, his general behavior with others, his personal'
grooming, how well he was getting along in school, and his independence
from home.

Interviewer ratings based on SI and. NC parent statements regarding
each of these eight areas andion SI and NC student statements regarding
these same eight areas were examined separately. For all 16 comparisons,
the mean ratings of statements made by NC parents or, students were

higher (more positive) than were those from SI parents or students; tall
excepting the student reports of "independence from home" yielded sig-
nificant is at the .05 level or higher, confirming the expected negative
relationship between social incompetency and the favorableness of reports
of the 'arious students' behaviors discussed in the interview. Examina-
tions 4 Individual interview ratings revealed only occasional instances
of high ratings and not too many ratings of even "moderately well" for
the S1 student reports, with the reverse of nearly all "very well" or at
least "moderately well" ratings for the NC student reports.

Similarity of reports by parents and sons or daughters were also
examined. In all eight areas, nonsignificant differences were found for
both the NC and SI parent-student-Pairings, indicating very similar repor,-
tinn by both parents and students.

A "satisfaction" checklist completed by the informant was also used
in the interview. Seven areas for possibie student improvement were asked
about: home behavior, schoOl behavior, 'social relationships, attitudes
and values, disposition, dependability, and goals for the future.
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Table frequencies of these checklist responses revealed only four
percent "needs improvemerlt" checks by either NC or SI parents or students.
This was particularly surprising from the SI parents and students in that
both' had .just previously described their sons or daughters (or'themselves)
as poor or inadequate nearly 40 percent of the time in the eight reportingareas. Even the middle option of the scale, "generally satisfied but wantsto see improvement", was used less than 50 percent of the time by parents
of SI students and only a third of the time by the students themselves.
Very high parent-student agreement was evident in all areas of the scale.
Apparently, a willingness to negatively describe another's or one's own
behavior does not obligate a conclusion of dissatisfaction or desire for
change for many of the parents and students interviewed.

The school record information and counSelor,reports provided furtherSI, SC, NC descriptive data. Regarding sex, roughly a third more boys
than girls were nominated SI, and the opposite, approximately half again
as many girls were nominated NC as were boys.

RegardinTIQ, nearly all' of the low IQ (below 85) students are to
be found in the SI sample, only seven are in the SC sample, and no student
with an IQ below 100 is in the NC sample. Though students with IQ's above
114 are to be found in all "three samples, they account for 41 percent of
the NC students; 24 percent of the SC students and only 10 percent of the
SI students.

With respect to school grades (GPA), 83 percent of the NC students,
but not one SI student, had a GPA of 3.0 or above. On the other hand, 67
percent of the SI students,but not one NC student, had a CPA below 2.0.
The SC students were a middle group, with 64 percent earning GPA's in
the 2.0 to 2.99 range.

School absences again provided pronounced NC, SC, SI sample separa-
tions, with only one NC student having missed more than 14 school days as
contrasted with 14 percent of the SC's and 39 percent of the SI's. At
the high attendance end, approximately two-thirds of the NC's, half of
the SC's, but only one in six of the SI's missed fewer than five days
of school.

School counselors in both schools were interviewed using a genera.
student description checklist form, and replies to the question, "How
is the_stUdent getting along?", asked with respect to his academic work,
his relations with other students, and his relations with his teachers
were tallied as either "satisfactorily", "fairly well", or "poorly".These
replies were much in agreement with the independently collected teacher
descriptions. With only one exception, all the NC's were described as
getting along satisfactorily in all three areas. "Satisfactorily"
reniies were nearly as frequent for the SC students but relatively in-
frequent (only one'student in four).for the SI students. In describing
SI student relations with other students and with teachers, counselors
used the "poorly" response nearly a third of the time and 60 percent of
the time in describing their academic work.
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Replies on the socio-economic survey completed by the students' par-
ents with respect to the number of'family members at home, annual family
income's, and years of parents''formal schooling add fu er descriptive
data for the SI, SC, NC study samples. Tallies of the e replies reveal that
family sizes were about the same for the three compete cy level groups,
with roughly half of all families having either four or five at-home persons.
Annual family income, however, varied considerably between groups, with
an average reported income of nearly $10,000 for the NC families and be-
low $6,000 for the SI families. One-fourth of the SI families reported
incomes below $4,000, only one in twelve of the SC families, and none of
the NC families. Only one SI family reported an income above $9,000, as
contrasted with nearly a third of the SC families and. nearly half of the
NC families.

With respect to years of parentssschOoling, aside from the common
finding that two- thirds of the parents in all groups finished high school,
SI-SC-NC differences again appeaued,with only one SI family reporting
continuing beyond high school compared to a third in the NC and SC groups.
In contrast, a third of the SI families reported leaving school before high
school, compared with half as many St families and only one NC family.

SuAmarizing now the Eugene area sample data, a high degree of inter-
teacher agreement and repeatability in separating the academically poor
students from their average and above average classmates was found. The

separation dimension given these teachers, however, was social incompetency.
In further.describing the "behaviors" of their selected students, the
favored competent students received only positive descriptions principally
dealing with their personal traits such as pleasant disposition (happy and
smiling, etc.) sensitivity o thers' feelings, and helpfulness and co-

operation. The behavior f us 0 the teacher deicriptions of the socially
incompetent students diffe ed for_tbe two schools sampled, with one school
emphasizing poor social r lations to the near neglect of deportment and
the second school quite the reverse. For neither the NC nor the SI stu-
dents was academic functioning emphasized nearly as much as were social

relations and deportment.

Considering the experimental measures obtained for the teacher-identi-

fied Eugene sample, without exception means for students identified as -

socially incompetent were' lower on all the experimental tests, outside
school activity reports, and home interview ratings than were means for
their more favorably Identified classmates. Distinctions between the

SC and NC groups, though generally favoring the latter students, were not

as clearly drawn. Considering first the experimental tests, the social
inference measure revealed the SI student as less able to correctly inter-
pret social cues, the information measures as describing himself as less
knowledgeable concerning persons important to him, the social relations
measures as viewing these persons as less favorably interacting with others.
Together these measures suggest a deficit (as contrasted to his higher
scoring classmates) in apprehending'his social environment both in terms
of content and support.
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The non-school descriptions of the SAQ add to this deficit in.termsof fewer home activities and less. individual responsibility and initia-tive in the away-from-home activities for the teacher- identified social
incompetent. The home interviews conducted with parents anethe studentsthemselves further enlarged upon this description by providing predomi-
nantly negative reports of the Si's relations with his Peers, adults,
parents, and siblings. Only for the latter two family persons were the
behaviors of any of the NC students described as less than getting along
"moderately well".

(
School- achievement reports perhaps most widely separated the NC-SI

interviewee groups, SI parents describing their son or daughter and SI
students describing themselves as getting along less than satisfactorilyin school. nly in terms of "satisfaction" were seeming inconsistencies
in their dat obtained; few SI students and fewer of their parents admit-
ted to "needs much improvement". Expressed dissatisfaction apparently
doe's not necessarily follow-from admittedly unsatisfactory performance.

In the introductory section, the definition of social7incompetency
was considered in terms of a labeling response to a person's behaviors.
It was further suggested that in part this definition resided in the values
and concerns of the arbiter, i.e., who the judge was. In support of
project emphasis on the school setting, the classroom teacher was selected
as the central arbiter. His ident!fications were oriented toward school
perforlmance.

In both schools studied, poor school achievers crowded the incompe-tent nominee lists. Students from poorer homes and less well educated
parents were also disproportionately represented. In writing behavioral
descriptions about their Si's, teachers stressed deportment problems
and noor social relations ahead of lot* academic achievement. Tests re-
lated to social comprehension and awareness discriminated "comnetent" from
"incompetent" students. But differences between teacher nominees extended
to their behaviors and activities outside of school as well. School coun-
selors noted these students' poor peer and adult relations. So did their
parents. So did the students themselves.

The data may generally be summarized as revealing an "incompetent
syndrome" composed of unsubstantial school work, disruptive. school beha-
viors, negative school and home environmental responses, poor social rela-
tions, deficient s ial understandings and awarenesses, and negative
(deprecating) self ppraisal.

3. Portland School Testing. The experimental measures used in the
Eugene area schools were revised and expanded for group festinq in a
Portland school sample comprised of the total eighth grade student pop-
ulations in two elementary schools. Each school contained three eighth
grade classes of approximately, 28 students each, providing a total test-
ing sample of 168 students. These two schools were located in nredominatly
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black sections of the city, one enrolling 98 percent and the second
75 percent black students. Extensive test data was collected in these
schoOls, including experimental measures of students' social awareness,
school attitudes, self - concept, and social relations with respect to
various referent groups, repeated-sets of daily classroom teacher ratings,'
student descriptions based on teacher and unit leader interviews, and
school record data containing academic test scores and prior term teacher.
comments.

Generally,'the Portland testing plan followed the earlier Eugene
area test emphases; Tostrf with,a social inference test for group ad-
ministration was developed to measure the students' ability to interpret
social situations. This Picture Interpretation Test (PIT) .involved a
multiple choice ormat using a.set of 14 pictures of social activities,
requiring student interpf-etation.

A second test used a partially experimenter-supplied, partially
student-supplied listing of peers and adults known to that student.
Student ratings of how well they (the students) get along with their'
listed persons were obtained. Teachers made similar ratings 'of their

students. Student estimates of how theSe-listed persons, including
their teachers, rated.them were also obtained. These rating and esti-
mating proceduresprovided a number of.measures of social relationships- -
how the students perceived themselves as relating to various groups
of other pertons (classmates, other similar age acquaintances, school
adults, other adults they'had listed), how they believed these other
Persons considered them, how their classmates and teachers rated their
social interactions, and how aware they were-as to how others rated them.

Two further-experimental instruments involving student self-descrip-
tions were a Student Appraisal Inventory (SAI) developed by the UCLA
Center for the Study of Instructional Objectives Exchange

(1970) and a Pupil Opinion Questionnaire (POQ) developed by Kansas
City Youth Development 'Project (Glick, 1967). The SAI essentially focuses
on the student's self-concept and contains 80 fairly direct statements
divided into four subscales, one pertaining to family interactions,
a second to peer relations, a third to scholastic efforts, and a fourth
to more general self-esteem. The POO:is a'60-item Likert scale with
four subscales of 15 items designed to measure attitudes toward four
aspects of the school experience, teachers, school in general, school
work, and peers.

' As for the Eugene area samples, data was abstracted from the stu-
dent school records to provide a broader base for describing the stu-
dent's background and school behavior. These data included age, 10,
SCAT scores, Metropolitan Reading score, previous and current absences,
medical history, number,of siblings, and former teacher comments re-
garding school work, social adjustment with peers, and behavior pro-
blems. These three'sets of teacher comments were coded using a four

category code. Medical history was not used because of its very limited

information.
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A major data addition for ,the Portland sample was the daily teachers!,
ratings of their students' class preparation, contribution, and disrup--'
tive behaviors. Later interviews with home room teachers and with unit
leaders concern] ,-,g their students' social behaviors provided more sum-
mative student behavior descriptions. This interview data was subsequently
used to categorize students along a seven-point continuum of behavior
problem severity.' Individual home interviews with parehts and students
were not conducted for the Portland samples principally because of the
time and cost limitations.

The PIT, student ratings and est,Mates, SAI, and POQ were twice ad-
ministered, late in September and again in December eleven weeks later.
The daily classroom ratings were made for three five-day periods, the
week of pre-testing, one to three weeks preceding second testing and
again in early February. The school record data was principally exa-
mined during the fall. Data from the end of term (May) records were
found to be too non-discriminating and incomplete to be included in the
study.

Initial and_subsequent test scores on all experimental measures
including the teacher' ratings were examined for consistency over the
eleven week:- retest interval. Though minor differences were noted between
the initial and retest means, the retest correlation coefficients proved
generally unsatisfactory, ranging from a low of .28 for the PIT to .77
for estimations of ratings from peers. Most ceef' lents were in the
.50's and .60's.

J
In the absence of apparent differences beiween-the first and retest.

scores and to increase the stability of, individual scores,-initial and
retest scores for all experimental measures were combined into simple
composite scores.

Further data reductions, principally a combination of the highly
correlated class contribution and class preparation ratings into a sin-
gle "glasswork" rating and combinations involving enlarging the rating
or estimating subgroups into larger groups (such as combining ratings
of same sex peers from each of three other eighth grades into one rating
of same sex peers) resulted in 45 retained variables.

Three analyses were made of the retained variables, a series of
single-variable.examinations of score differences between "high" and
"low" behavior problem students, an exploration of canonical relation-

/ ships a ng selected subgroups of variables, and a principal factor
analyst of 37 variables. Though computationally interrelated, these
th nalyses each probed the question of definition and measurement of
social Incompetency of junior high school age adolescents somewhat eif-

rferently.
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The first analysis consisted of comparisons Of students dichotomized
as high or low behavior problem (BP) students on the basis of their,
teachers' and unit leaders' interview-based descriptions of their school
behaviors. Sixty-nine students were classified as low BP, 55 high BP,
and 24 in an "in between" category. This middle category was not used
in this first analysis. .Comparisons were ma in terms of group means,
yielding significant t's.for 19 of the 45 re fined variables.

No differences between the high and low BP groups were found iith
respect to age,sex,or race composition, months enrolled in present
elementary school, or absences in primary grades. Significant differences
at the .01 level) were obtained for both seventh and eighth grade ab-
sences,,however. Inspection of absences since primary grades revealed
a steadily decreasing percentage of low BP students and a correspondingly
increasing percentage of high BP students with high absence rates.

Though no differences between the high and low BP groups were found
for the academically related test scores (IQ; verbal, quantitative,
and total SCAT scores; Metropolitan Reading score), significant differences

' (at or beyond the .05 level) were obtained for the two academically
related teacher descriptions, i.e., comments regarding the student's
schoolwork by former teachers and current'teacher daily ratings. In

considering these academic measures, it should be noted that the average
recorded IQ (Kuhlmann-Anderson) for these Portland students was 91 and
'that on all test Measures, the sample students were roughly a full
standard deviation below the average of Portland eighth graders.

Low BP students typically scored higher than high BP students on
all the Bight self-description variables (the four SAI and four POQ
subtest scores). Five of the eight comparisons yielded significant
t's. These were the POQ self-esteem measure relating to scholastic
achievement andthe four SAI attitude scales having to do with four
aspects of school experience: teachers, school, schoolwork, and peers.

Examination of individual student scores on these measures further
emphasized these differences between teacher-unit leader-identified
high behavior problem students and their less serious problem classmates,
with relatively few high BP students expressing positive school-related
attitudes and relatively few low BP students expressing negative school-
related attitudes.

Of the 45 retained variables, 17 shared a common general focus of
social relations. Those five variables in this grouping derived from
teacher comments or ratings all yielded significant t's; only two of
the remaining twelve variables derived from ratings and estimates of
various peer and adult subgroups achieved significance. While few
low BP's received negative descriptions from their teachers (present
or past) and few high BP's received other than negative teacher descrip-
tions, social relations ratings from or of peers or estimates of these
ratings generally were high or low independent of the students' behavior
problem classfication. The similarity between distributions of former
teacher behavior comments and current teacher behavior ratings suggests
persisting social behavior problems for many BP students.
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The last,groupihg of retained variables includes four measures relating
to social awareness, the PIT score and three accuracy scores based on
the students' correctness in estimating ratings being made orthem by same
sex peers, by opposite sex peers and by their classroom teachers. Ex-
cepting accuracy in estimating ratings from opposite sex peers, compari-
sons of "awareness" means for high and low BP students all yielded signi-
ficant t's (at the .01. level). Though the more extreme behavior problem
students did reveal less social awareness (in the sense of the PIT and
rating estimate procedures used in this study), interpretation as to whe-
ther this deficit contributed to the student's behavior problems would
be entirely conjectural from these data. This limited noncausal inter-
pretation is, of course, similarly applicable to the all 19 significant
t's obtained for these high BP-low BP comparisons.

Though inspection of the matrix of intercorrelations of these fore-
going variables indicated general independence among all except subtest
scores for the same test, multivariate analyses were made of this data
to statistically deterpine data reduction possibilities. In considering
the matrix -of intercorretations, one question of particular interest
was that of extent of overlap between subsets of variables.. The problem
of maximazing the relationship between two subsets-of variables is re-
solvable by canonical correlation procedures. In particular, the ques-
tion answered by the canonical R is how much.of the variance of two
linear composites is shared.

Stewart and Love's procedures (1968).emphasizing the concept of
redundancy (analogous to correlation) was generally followed in examining
the relationship 'among pairs, of each of seven subsets of two to five
variables. Thesesubsets of variates were each'elected'as forming some-
what intradependent measures. These were: (1) corrent teacher descrip-
tions; including the interview-based rata g of behavior problem severity
used as the focal variable in the precedi g single variable analyses,
(2) earlier teacher commentary ih school ecords, (3) subtests of the
SAII-(4) subtests of the P00, (5) student ratings of how well he gets
along with others, (6) estimates of how others rated him, and (7)
ratings actuallyereceived from other eighth graders.

In*the.exploratory context of the present analysis, the redundancy
measures contain perhaps the, most revealing summary of the analysis.
In effect these redundancy measures describe the percent of the variance
of one set of variables predicted by the. variance of a second set of
variables. Excepting only the paired set of student ratings and esti-
mates, the obtained redundavy values for all other canonical pairs of
variables were at maximum 24 and 19 percent and generally even much lower.

The conclusion for these near-zero redundancy pairings is one of
non-relatedness among the sets in the sense of overlapping information.
Of the several sets of variables, only the student ratings and their
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estimates of ratings made of them are interpredictable. The extreme
independence among the various sets strongly suggests lack of simpli-
fi,ed factor structure for the several variables studied.

This prediction was borne out by the principal component analysis
conducted for 371of the initially retained 45 variables. Computation-
-ally, this analysis prOceeds from a matrix of intercorrelations to
develop a factor structure accounting for a maximum amount of the total
variance with the fewest number of factors.

Essentially, the question asked-throug6 this procedure was.,"How
are the various experimental measures of the student's academic, achieve-
ment, teacher interaction, deportment, self-appraisal, school attitude, ,

social relations, and social awareness organized?" In other words,
"What is the factorial structure of these many student description vari-
ables?" In the analyses followed, factors with eigenvalues greater than
unity were rotated by normalized varimax procedures to simplify inter-
pretations of factors. Ten 4actors were extracted representing 74 per-
cent of the variance.

Most of the ten factors are identified by two or three high loading
variables with relatively little additional loading from variables
common to more than one factor. The first factor, accounting for 19
percent of the total variance of the 37 variables,consisted laraely of
the peer social relations measures, in particular, ratings made by
8th graders of how well they get along with other 8th graders of same
and opposite sex and estimates they made of how these other 8th graders
'rated them.

The largest loadings on the second factor were for those variables
based on current teacher behavior ratings and descriptions of their
students' in-class disrdptiveness, general behavior problems, and teacher-
student relationships. This second factor accounts for 13 percent of
the variance.

The four subtest scores from the Pupil Opinion Questionnaire band
together to form the third factor, a self-description of the studen's-
school environment, and accounts for 8 percent of the variance.

The fourth factor, accounting for 8 percent of the variance, prin-
cipally consists of student social relations ratings, estimates, -and
accuracy measures all involving recalled persons, that is, adult and
peer persons personally known to the student and added by him to his
rating and estimating list. Apparently, ratings and estimates made

1

IQ available for only 52 students, subtest SCAT scores, prior
term attendances, number of siblings, and CA were eliminated.
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of these recalled persons are factorially distinct fromratings and esti-mates'made of school adults and other 8th graders.

,As with Factor'3, Factor 5 involved only subtestS from a single
student description instrument, the Self AppraisalInventory. This self \appraise! factor accounts for 6 percent of the variance.

Three of the five variables with non-trivial ( >.30) loadings onFactor 6, are derived from teacher commentaries regarding their students'social and school behaviors in earlier years. The remaining two vari-ables are current teacher descriptions. The distinctness of this fac-tor appears to he continuing or persisting adjustment problems in theschool setting rather than the more current focus of Factor 2. Thisprior teacher report "factor accounts for 5 percent of the variance.

Factor 7, though accounting for only 5 percent of the variance, isespecially interesting in that it has a positive high loading from race(non-black coded highland high negative loadings from ratings receivedfrom other 8th graders of both sexes. Apparently this factor reflectsproblems in minority race relations, the less than 25 percent of non-black students receiving and expecting to receive lower social relationsratings thorn the other 8th graders.

Factor 8 is clearly academic achievement oriented, with major loadingsfrom the SCAT total score and the Metropolitan Reading Test score and
a further substantial loading from the teacher comments regarding pre-vious terms' schoolwork. The Picture Interpretation Test score and the tthree measures of accuracy of estimation of adult and peer social rela-tions ratings'of oneself together,comprlse Factor 9, social awareness.

The only variable with a high loading on the final factor is sex(males coded 1, females 0). The two other variables identifying thismaleness factor are expected social relations ratings from opposite sex'8th graders and accuracy in making these same opposite sex estimates.
Both have moderate to low negative.loadings. The last three factors
accounted for only 4, 3, and 3 percent of the variance, respectively.

The foregoing ten factors document a general independence amongthe different_ small subsets of test scores, ratings, and reports. Thoughthe analysis was instructive in identifying some unsuspected groupings
or dimensions such as social awareness, social relations with "recalledpersons" as separate from those involving school peers and adults, distin-
guishing between present and prior term teacher descriptions, a minori-ty race factor, and sex'as a separable (though unclear) focus, the major_finding was one Of multidimensionality of the various measures taken of
student social and school'' behaviors, attitudes, and skills collectivelyobtained in examining social incompetency of junior high school students.

The minimal redundancies revealed by the canonicalkcorrelation anal-yses preview this conclusion. The several significant mean differences
obtained for the student descriptor variables between 8th graders identi-fied as high and as low behavior problem students perhaps requires further

i% ',4
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interpretation. given the results of the'frltor analysis. Evidently,

these diffeences in means apply to different students. For example,

a sufficient number of low behavior problem students may have had rela-
tively hi.gh,accuracy scores (r(4ulting in a significant mean difference)

and a sufficient number of low behavior students may have had relatively
high'school work ratings (resulting in another significant mean difference)
but only some of the same low behavior problems would be found in both

high, scoring groups. in effect, continuing with this simplified example,
the data do not permit describing the low behavior problem student as
both high in accuracy and receiving high schoolwork_ratings. The group

means are both high but the variables are not highly correlated and

are factorially distinct.

The exploration\of two possibilities for educational units which

might lead to larger curricula for the rpmediation of'social competency
deficits of .8th graders involved trial adniinistrations in two of the

Portland 8th grade classes. The units were developed in close collab-

oration with teachers from these and other junior high schools and were
designed to be run as part of regular social studies classes and to

require one to two hours per afternoon. The tAnits were to be conducted

during the eleven week pre- and post-testiog interval described in the
previous sudlections, these experimental test measureeto be used for
assessing the effectiveness of the units. 1

The first unit was a ten week in-class organization of small student
Coops to produce a simple craft article for sale. The unit's activities

were designed to involveothe students in making group decisions and

analyzing how well they were doing. The unit focus was group cooperation

and working with other persons. This emphasis was well supported by

consulting school personnel as a social competency clearly lacking in

both schools.

Though it was initially intended to trial run the same educational

unit in both schools, the different racial composition and related pro-
blems of interracial tensions in the second school led to major revisions.
The first unit's emphasis on group functioning skills was expanded to
include focus on 1-roved social understandings and interperson behavior

through personal involvement in.dramatization. A unit outline calling

for an eight week student planning and production of videotape vignettes
based on experiences the students have had was prepared. Scenes were

to be of various kinds of social relationships, conflict'', probleins,

and resolutions, etc. that students had come across. The, planning,

enacting, and editing were to be the responsibility of small student
/groups, thus requiring interdependability for successful production.

Both experimental units began immediately after the first testing

pdriod. An assistant teacher was assigned to each unit. Though both

units started well, with enthusiastic student interest and support,
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neither followed the prepared unit outline nor was able to sustain class
involvement. One serious problem was extensive student absence, averaging
around six a day from each class. The absence of a key participant in
a small group often caused the group activities to he suspended. #ror
example, in the videotape unit, missing individuals meant delays in using
the filming studios. School field trips caused further interruptions.

A problem unique to the cooperative production unit was the students'
determined selection of candlemaking as their production task and a sub-
sequent individualization rather than group sponsorship and control of
student effort. Vandalism, wrecking the candlemaking equipment as well,
as individual Candles, also disrupted the unit.

In both units it became obvious that a more tightly structured pro-
gramgram of activities and'of alternative, ready-to-go activities was needed
to maintain the fast pace required for sustained student involvement.
The teachers and'assistants simply had insufficient time to amplify the
outline presented them. Particularly, more specific exercises in group
decision making, including practice assignments, were needed if the small
groups were to develop and function collectively. Pre-unit special
teacher and aide training in group discussions techniques might be re-
quired:

'Because of the several disrupting problems during the unit trials,
neither unit was formally assessed in terms of the experimental test
data. The focus and proposed plans for conducting the educational units
had been well received in both schools. They failed to function in either
classroom. Unit revision, including increased structuring of activities,
specificity of alternatives to meet situational problems (such as absences),
and perhaps student pre-unit exercises in discussion skills are -needed
before a retrial of these'units may be recommended.

B. Measurement of Social Incompetency (Recapitulation and General Remarks)

>
Social incompetency is a term of convenience fdr some subset of

loosely defined behaviors, in effect, a label supplied by one or several
judges identifying persons whose actions are inappropriate or unaccentable
by their standards. More briefly, social incompetency involves a judo-
ment about behavior.

The project started with an examination of the social competency-
incompetency judgments of teachers with'respect to some 600 7th and 8th
grade students in two junior high schools. They labeled, theh wrote
behavior descriptions, then completed a behavior checklist for these
students., Though the number of behavior descriptions written per stu-
dent per teacher was roughly the same across students, much more inter-
and intra-teacher variability was introduced by using the behavior check-
list.

But of greater concern, ik.considering the checklist as an exploratory
in,trument for examining 'arbiter judaments was the finding that proportions
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of teacher-checked items in the various behavior categories tended to

follow the proportional distribution of these items in the checklist.

Though. both procedures support the earlier,-more global nomioational

distinctions of socially competent and incompetent students made by

tneir teachers, and though the checklist is to be preferred as both

administratively and scorably much more accommodating than the tree -

response procedures, the apparent interactive effect of item, content

upon teacher response-requires multiple procedures.

Following their teacher nominarions and descriptions, four sort's

of experimental measures, each possibly related to "social competence"

from a different, perspective were administered to sambles of consensually

identified students. These were: (1) a measure of the student's.social

inferential ability, (2) measures of .his knowledge of persons important

to him and his judgment of their'social relations, (3) measures of his

hon...., and out-of-school social activities based on a detailed self-report

schedule,' and (4) social, family, and school reports based upon home

intervierswith parents and with the student himself. Means for students

identified as socially incompetent were lower on all the experimental

tests, outside school activity reports, and hove interview ratings than

were means. for their more favorably identified classmates.. Distinctions'

between the SC and NC groups, though generally favoring the latter 'Stu-

dents, were not,as clearly drawn. Because of the few studentS receiving

more than one or two of the measures, multivariate analyses of these

data were not possible.

These experimental measures were revised and expanded for group

testing of 168 eighth graders in two Portland elementary schools enrolling

students from a predominantly black section of the'city. The test data

'Collected in theSe schools included experimental measures of students'

social awareness, school attitudes; self-concept, social relations with

respect to various referent groups; repeated setsof-daily clasSroom

teacher ratings, teacher and unit leader interview-based student be-

havior descriptions, and school record data containing academic test

scores and prior term teacher 'comments.

Excepting moderately high within-instrument subtestrelationships,

intercorrelations among-the 45 variables derived from these data were ',

generally near zero. The extent of overlap between sublets .of these

variables wasexamined in terms of canonical. correlationS. Thefiobtained

near zero,redungancies, indicating non-relatedness in the sense of over-

lapping informetion among the several variable sets, suggested a lack

of simplified factor structure. This expectation wesconfirmed in

terms of a ten factor solution provided by a pr;ncipal components anal-

ysis. The ten factors were (1) self -descriptions of social. relations,

(2) current teacher reline/ of behavior, (3),self-descriptions of ,-,chool

environment, (4) ',elf - descriptions of social relations with recall

per'/;OnS, self -appraisals-rogardinq'school and faMily, (hY behavior

rnnorts by former teachers, (7) minority race problems (not being black),
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'(8) academic achievement, (9) social awareness, (10) maleness. These
generally distinct factors document a general ind pendence among the
different subsets of test scores, ratings, and self and teacher reports.

The central project task rias measurement of social incompetency.
The focal setting was' the junior high school. In commitsion of this
task, teachers' in-use definitions of soci:' incompetency were extensively
examined. Interviews were conducted with I, merous school and lay per-
sons and with parents and students. A number of experimental measures
conceptually related to social incompetency were devised and administered.
,Other already existing experimental measures were adapted for project
use. The testing samples were 159 seventh and eighth graders ii white
semi-rural- junior high school:, and 168 eighth graders from predominantly
black elementary schools.

The most pi=ominent conclusic, to be drawn from the extensive test
data is the multidimensionality of the domain tested. Social incompetency
is simply not definah:o as a Particular co-related set of non-desired
behaviors. The appellation of social incompetency may be earned by dis-
play of any of a host of independent skill deficiencies or detrimental ac-
tions. Though group scores on various measures of socialization, school
achievement, classroom behavior, and'attitudes toward school and self
are likely to be poor for groups of persons identified as less socially
competent, many of the indikridual members of these groups may be expected
to'earn abode average scores on these measures. And persons earning poorer
scores on one social competency measure well may not earn lower scores
on a second or third competency measure.

A further general project conclusion derives from considerations of
the arbiter role in defining social. incompetency. The arbiter, be he
teacher or civic appointee or a lay observer,,is an active participant
in defining incompetency. He is more than a processor of behavioral data
regarding another person. He affects that data as he processes it.
first, heis a value selector, choosing the criteria for consideration.
This 'is especially true where the general classification notations are
as situationally broad and behaviorally non-specific as in considering
social competency.' Second, he is an evaluator deciding on the standards,
the reference points or cut-off behaviors which determine, in this in-
stance, competence or incompetence. And, or course, he is always an
imperfect processor of data, failing to recall or include all of it,
unintentionally (i-ndependent of .his biases known or unknown) over or
under weighting parts of it, being affected by logically irrelevant factors
such as recency, personal fatigue, politics etc.

the foregoing is a rational argument and implies more serious inter-
arbiter disagreement than was realized in the present project. he answer
Lies not in'the fact that our different arbiters (teachers) were judging
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in similar settings or that they represented similar backgrounds and

professional responsibilities--these congruences apparently helped

little--but rather in the consensual identification of SI's, SC's, and

NC's and in our principally considering group data. Though most stu-

dent names had appeared on six or seven teacher nominating lists (less

than nine percent on fewer than five teacher nominating lists), only

very few (18 out of 603 students) received all SI or NC nominations

from all of their teachers and only 80 (13 percent) received SI or

NC nominationsfrom more than three of their teachers.'

In identifying competent or incompetent persons,then, individual

arbiter idiosyncrasy needs to be taken into account, as indeed does the

effect of method upon his response (as illustrated by the finding that

proportions of checklist responses followed the proportions presented

in th Cklist). These both are problems to be nrepared for, per-

haps uced by arbiter training, but surely not ignored, as too often

seem to have been the case in earlier writing.

In summing project results, a major product is the set of experi-

mental tests developed and trial tested and the additional already

existing experimental tests adapted for use in the project testing

program. Aside from the extensive social competency behavior check-

list (PSIC), these tests include group measurers for describing stu-

dent social rel,flons (in terms of how he regards others, how he -rs

regarded by his apperceptions of how he is regarded by others,

and his accuracy ,n stating these expectations), his social inferential

skills, his information regarding others, his school attitudes, and

his self-concept as a student. In addition, classroom teacher rating

formats and home interview schedules were developed and successfully

used. Though per aps requiring specific modifications for particular

investigator need , these several measurement procedures should be of

use for further s udies in the general domain of student adaptiveness

and social relationships.

The compiling and summarization of the extensive Test of Social

Inference data from intersectional samples of educable mentally retarded

adolescents is to be noted as a further completed project task. This

review2 documents the serviceability of the TSI as a widely tested and

psychometrically sound instrument for assessing inferential skills

of retardates. The alternate short forms developed for the TS' should

add to its usefulness in the field.

1 This is not counting the 129 student names (21 percent) consist-

ently not nc-iinated by any of their teachers.

2Reported as a separate addendum to this final report.
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Less successful was the final project effort in developing remedial
educational units. Whether or not the proposed unit activities might
succeed in their objectives of increasing group cooperativeness and social
acceptance under improved trial conditions remains to be demonstrated.
Recommendations for ,these improvements are included in the project report.

-a

What remains to be done for the school (and society) to more ade-
quately respond to the problem student is, of course, much more extensive
than even suggested by the several project activities described in this
report. It is, however, hoped that the detailed account of these activities
furnished in the preceding several sections will be of use to future
investigators and nrogram planners to develop strategies for that response.

(
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App. 1

APPENDIX A

LISTING OF TEACHER DESCRIPTIONS1 AND FREQUENCIES WITH WHICH THEY WERE USED
TO DESCRIBE SOCIALLY INCOMPETENT, SOCIALLY COMPETENT,

AND NOTICEABLY SOCIALLY COMPETENT STUDENTS

Category and
Statement

School. C

SI SC NC
Number of Students Described: 32 24 15
Number of Student Descriptions: 52 42 15

Sociability

1. Poor peer relationshipq.
2. Good relationships with

only.
3. Good peer relationships.
4. Immature relationship wi

sex.
5. Maturing relationship wi

sex.
6. Poor relationships with

other adults.
7. Good relationships with

other adults.

53
some peers 1 11

36 20
th opposite 2

th opposite 1 1

teachers and 4

teachers and 11

Appearance& Hygiene and Health

8. Unattractive-physical appearance.
9. Reasonably well-dressed and groomed.
10. Attractive physical appearahce.
11. Defective, obtrusive or hard-to-

understand speech.
12. Pleasing voice.
13. Poor health; physically weak.
14. Gross to fine motor skills very limited.
15. Good motor coordination.

1

17

7

2

1

2

2 3

1

School F

SI SC NC
24 25 10

37 46 10

52 4

7

11

1

40 17

20 8*

6
For convenience in reporting, the 1258 individual teacher description state-
ments were grouped into 80 statements.
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Appendix A Continued

Catpgory and Statement

Academic

16. Inadequate class participation.
17. Good class particintlon.
18. Inability or unwillTngness to ,

complete assignments.
19. Underachievement; does only enough

to get by.
20. Good worker, perseveres; completes

assignments.
21. Poor academic work.
22. Improvement in study habits and

achievement.
23. Successful academically respite

poor attitude.
24., Average student.
25. pove average academic work.
26. Refuses or does not seek help

with schoolwork.
27. Seeks help when needed.
28. Forgets to bring class materials.

Deportment

29. Socially disapproved behaviors
(obscenity, drug use, sexual
freedom, theft, smoking, etc.)

30. Frequent fights or arguments.
31. Rude, negative remarks and ges-

tures; purposefully causes
trouble to others.

32. Destructive of school's and
others' property.

33. Class disruption (wild physicil
displays and aggression, temper
tantrums, practical jokes,
teasing others, talking, running
around, etc.)

34. Seldom or never disrupts class.
35. Avoids work by scheming behavior.
36. Cheats. /

37. Rejects all authority.
38. Poor attendance.
39. Good attendance.

SI

School C

SC NC

School F

SI SC NC

19 2 14 1

2 8 4
43 8 1

13 11 5

12 14 1 26 2

17 6 9 4
2

2

6

5 3 5 5

4 1

1 1

7

13 3

6 6

10 1 3 3

2

33 12 4 3

1 8

8 4

2

26

15 3 i

2
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Apo. 3

School C

Category and Statement
SI SC NC

School F

Si SC NC

Personal Traits

40. Generally unpleasant Aisposition 2 4
(moody, sullen, hostile, etc.)

41. Generally pleasant dispositiLa 21 15
(happy and smiling, outgoing and
enthusiastic, etc.)

42. Quiet, shy; passive, withdrawn, '22 7
isolated.

43. Neither withdrawn nor over-. 3
aggressive.

44. Insecure and ladking in self- 14 4
confidence.

45. Not over-confident, affected, or 1 3
conceited.

46. Secure and self-confident.
11 1

4/. Adaptable; can adjust to varied
1 2

settings and circumstances.
48. Immature. 2
49. Mature or improving in maturity. 2
50. Not responsible or dependable.

1 4,
51. Responsible, dependable, honest. 1 5
52. Rude and disrespectful.

1

53. Sensitive to others' needs and 3
feelings.

54. Shows self-discipline and self- 2 4
control.

55. Leeks self-discipline and self- 5 1

control.
56. Reacts badly to criticism or 6 2

pressure (sulks, blames others,
etc.)

57. Adapts well to criticism and frustration. 3 6
58. No motivation or initiative. 8 4
59. Strives for perfection in self 7 3

and others.
60. Nervous, worries about small 3

things.
61. Easy-going, not demanding; happy-go- 1

lucky.
62. Narrow range of interests.
63. Varied interests.
64. Naive and inexperienced.
65. Independent thinker, individualist,

1 6
imaginative.

66. Not very imaginative.

L' 1.'73

6

15 9

6 14

15 5

1

3 6
7 3

2

1 3
4

6 3
16 1

10 8

4

1 7

1

1 1

3 2

3 1

3 1
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Appendix A Edntinued

Category and Statement Si

School C

SC NC

School F

SI SC NC

67. Stubborn and rebellio 2 1

68. Helpful and cooperative. 3 6 1 6 4

69. Competitive; wants to be center
of attention.

1 2 1

70. Selfish, does not share. 3 2

71. Lacks leadership qualities. 5 1 3

72. Has leadership qualities. 2 4 2 2

73. Negative attitude toward school. 4 1

74. Positive attitude toward school. 5 2

75. Little or no participation in
extra-curricular activities,
athletics.

2 2

36. Takes part in extra-curricular
pctivities, athletics.

3 6 4 2

77. Has a Job, home responsibilities. 3 1

78. Poor family background. 1 1

79. Good family background. 1 1

80. Feels guilty and apologizes
for disruptive behavior.

1 1
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APPENDIX

FREQUENCIES OF 212 PARKER SOCIAL INCOMPETENCY CHECKLIST ITEMS!
CHECKED BY TEACHERS FOR. STUDENTS IDENTIFIED BY THEM

AS SOCIALLY INCOMPETENT AND SOCIALLY COMPETENT

,

Item (Items with largest SI-SC usage differences Frequency
are listed first.)

i Si SC
(N=68) (N=78)

20.1 Demonstrates he cannot apply himself to 33 5
the task at hand.

1

23. Will not apply himself to the task at '
hand.

34 8

53. Appears unable to make friends. 29 5
33. Chooses to Ignore regulations. 28 ' 8
76. Shifts from one activity to another

without completing either.
25 i 8

103. Cannot avoid producing "sloppy" work. 22 , 5
60. Responds,to teasing with angry verbal

behavior:
21/ 4

3. Deliberately wastes time. 33' 17
48. Shows inability to organize time adequately. 32: 16
38. Shows he has not learned to speak before a

group.

.

18
. ,

.

2

11. 'Issdistracted from the task at hand by
ordinary events, such as minor noises,
movements, etc.

36

I

21

18. Deliberately annoys others. 26 ,12
133. Will not ask for directions to be repeated

even when it is obvious he does not under--
stand them.

22 / 8

27. Appears unable to cooperate with others. 15 1

22. Cannot initiate his own activities. , 24 11

101. Pouts, sulks. 22 9
7. Displays poor coordination in physical

activities. /
17 4

149. Exhibits restlessness and shifting body
positions.

20 8

97. Chooses to ignore regular routines. 18 6
160. Exhibits an inability to ask for directions

to be repeated even when it is obvious he
does not understand them.

16 4'

129. Avoids mixed-sex company. 16 5
44. Refuses to respond to questions. 13 2
39. Does not admit he is wrong because he does

not realize it.
22 12

111. Starts fights without moaning to do so. 11 0
41. Will not concentrate on a given task when

asked to do so.
25 15
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Appendix B continued

Item Frequency_

SI SC'

(14=68) (N=78)

87. Forgets.
1

24 14

26. Won't admit when he is mistaken or wrong. '22 12

57. Will not persist at act,14ity when he fails 20 10

or loses at that activity.
67. Acts in a listless feShion; lacks energy. 20 9

5. Talks out of turn without meaning to do so. 19 9

25. Shows he has not learned to conform to 18 8

regulations.
..._.

141. Chooses not to Complete tasks or activity 18 8

attempted.
50. Demonstrates he does not know how to 17 7-

participate in group activities.

54. Cannot express himself in writing. 16 5

121. Withdraws when teased by others. 15 5

164. Deliberately ignores reprimands. 15 5

31. Refuses to speak before a group. 12 2

21. Fails to demonstrate he. has learned to read. 11 1

32. Refuses to participate in group activities. 11 0

45. Shows he does not know how to behaV9 in-'' 11 1

polite and sociable manner.
0,-

166. Begins to do things before instructions are 7 17

completed.
142. Gives excuses for not getting work finished 23 14

on t'ime.

163. Withdraws from demanding situations. 23 14

16. Refuses to cooperate with others. 21 12

157. Deliberately ignores warnings to change 19 10

his ways.
191. Laughs inappropriately. 15 6

65. Is deliberately inactive. 14 5

107. Over-reatts when things do not go his way, 14 5

108. Unintentionally works slowly. 14 5

63. Complains of a variety of physical ailments 11 2

such as: cramps, aches, pains, poor health.

93. Complains that others discriminate against 11 2

him.

192. Deliberately avoids conversing with others. 9 0

128. Shows interest in a narrow range of 19 11

activities.
52. Cannot concentrate on tasks when asked to 16 8

do so.

15. Chooses not to follow rules of games. 13 5

156. Reacts in an overly - sensitive fashion. 12 4

72. Insists on having the last word. 11 3

206. Requests praise or approval for tasks 11 '3

attempted.

85. Complains about imaginary physical ailments. 9 1

214. Seems unable to keep hqnself clean. 8 0
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04.

Item Appendix B continued
Frequency

SC

iN=78)

SI

iN=68)

116. Unintentionally produces inaccurate work. 24 17
155. Daydreams.

24 17113. Comments that he hates school work. 23 16119. Demands attention.
19 124. Without meaning to, fails to obey commands

or directives.
16 9

14. Demonstrates he cannot maintain-an activity
when he faits or loses at that activity.

14 7

150. Jabs others with potentially dangerous objects:
pencils, sticks, rulers, compasses, etc.

12 5

94. Refuses to talk.
11 443. Deliberately disobeys commands or directives. 11

182. Unintentionally ignores regular routines. 8 1
185. Does not converse with others because he

does not know how.
8 1

114. Comments that nobody likes him. 7 0
24. Annoys others withOut Meaning to do so. 17 11
73. Complains that others are unfair. 15 q

173. Intentionally interrupts others while they
are working.

,
15 9

190. Exhibits temper outbursts. 15 9
201. Tells lies.

13 7
196. Is inactive without intent.

12 6
19. Indicates he does not know how to respond to

questions from others.
10 4

82. Unintentionally distorts the truth. 10 4
169. Makes obscene or lewd gestures.- . 10 4

3. Refuses to read although able to do so. 8 2
219. Goes through others' possessions without

authority.
8 2

47. Will not communicate in writing. 7 1

174. Fails to wear clean clothing on own initiative. 7
117". Unintentionally fails to share that which he is

expected to share.
6

t95. Shows inability to wear an appropriate hair
style. .

6 0

92. Becomes upset when thwarted.
, 15 10

170. Deliberately talks, too loud. 12 7
193. Exhibits aggressive behavior: biting, kicking,

punching, throwing objects.
12 6

67. Is deliberately unmannerly: for example, talks
too closely, burps, yawns at others.

9 4

56. Unintentionally uses obscenities in speech. 8 3
148. Arrives late, on purpose. 8 3
144. Reacts with fear in a variety of everyday 6 1

situations.
181. Unintentionally arrives late. 6 1

51. Rejects attempts of others to be friends with
him.

5 0
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Appendix Bcontinued

Item Frequency

SI

(N=68)

SC
(N=76)

165.

42.

215.

118.

167.

77:

216.

States that others are to blame for his
actions.

Willfully makes loud verbal outbursts
at inappropriate times..

Grumbles or g'ipes about having to do
work.

Shows he has not learned to respond to
reprimands.

Spends time watching others.
Slouches unintentionally.
Is embarrassed when attention,is directed
towards him.

17

19

21

.15

.

15

13

12

12

15

17

'.11

11

9

8

211. Repeats identical response in a variety of
situations.

11 7

84. Fails through lack of understanding to
heed warnings to change his ways.

10 6

106. Refers to himself as dumb or stupid. 10 / 6

123. Shouts back when corrected. 10 6

17. Deliberately damages others' property 9, 5

or poSsessions.
131, Tries to hurt others' feelit; s. 9 5

13. Demonstrates he does not litibw nOw to
follow rules of gam4s.

.

8 -. 4

179. Is unintentionally unmannerly. 8 '- 4
137. Protests about changes in his routine. 7 . 3

29. Unintentionally' ruins own property or

possessiOns.

6 2 .

69. Giggles hysterically. 6 2

217. Deliberately daMages public property. 6 2

71. Talks to himself. 5 1

99. Refuses to share. 5 1

158. Unintentionally ignores warning of danger. 5 1

194. Unknowingly wears inappropriate clothing. 5 1,

213. Picks nose. 5 1

66. Comments that he hates to be told what
to do. ,:

4 .8

125. Destroys or takes apart something he has
made rather than showing it or asking to
have it displayed.

4 ''

.

^0

135. Cusses or swears without meaning to offend. 4 0

202. Chooses to wear inappropriate clotting. '5 1

204. Appears bored by most assignments. 17 14

37. Refuse6 to initiate his own activities. 15_ 12

120. When presented with a teisk, with-draws`

from the situation.

15 12

39. Reads while others engage in more active
pursuits. ,i

11 8
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Frequency
SI SC

(N=68) (N=78)

115. Deliberately starts fights.
8 5145. 'Shows he does not care about being accepted

by others. 8 5

91. Stutters, stammer,. blocks' when talking., 6 3130. Comments that he is unhappy.
6 3146. Expresses feeling that he is left ou. of

things. 6 3

176. Bites nails.
6 3151. Takes out his frustrations on innocent

bystanders.
5 2

197. Corrects others in an obvious manna;.
5 2198. Deliberately does "slop,.y" work. 5 258. Deliberately talks nonsense.
4 175. Expresses peculiar and eccentric ideas. 4 1153. Will not speak clearly.
4 140. Unintentionally damages others' property

or possessiohs.
3 0

104. Chooses to use immature speech, e.g. baby talk.- 3 0147. Does not protest when others tease or hurt him
physically.

3 0

36. Deliberately talks out of turn. 16 1474. Is overly-talkative.
13 1159.. Tattles on others.
10 886. Exhibits mood shifts: depressed one moment,

elated the next.'
10 12

81. Bosses others.
9 795. Stares blankly into space seemingly unaware

of his surroundings.*
9 7

134. Picks on others whb are smaller or weaker. 8 6172., Gossips about others.
- 8 1049. Unintentionally makes loud verbal outbursts at

inappropriate times.
7 5

177. Encourages 'disobedience.
6 8186. Encourages destructive activity.
5 3152. Indulges in fantasy.-
4 2159. Unintentionally hurts other's feelings. 3 179. Prefers to interact with those younger than

himself even though others his own age are
available.

2 0

112. Displays eccentric habits, for example, smells
everything, plays With urine, feces.

2 4

136. Worries about sex.
2 0161. Fails, unknowingly, to speak clearly. 7 0162. Exhibits spasticity, rigidities.
2 0168. Lifts or unbuttons other's clothing to touch

intimately.
2 0

203. Is overly-apologetic.
2 0205. Is unintentionally absent at inappropriate

tsmqs.
2 0
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Appendix B continued

(N=68)

FrequencyItem
SI SC

(N=78)

220. Deliberately does inaccurate work. 2 4

218. Criticizes himself unrealistically. 1 3

88. Deliberately curses and swears. 11 10

40. Hesitates a long time before Making choices. 10 11

6. Uses obscene language deliberately. 9 10

68. Manipulates others in order to get them to do

what he wishes.

6 5

100. Purposely works slowly. 6 5

180. Exhibits nervous behavior such as: nervous tics,
muscle-twitching, eye-blinking, hand-wringing.

6 4

175. Demonstrates annoying curiousity. 5 4

98. Expresses over-concern about own unsatisfactony.

performance.

4 5

122. Expresses high opinion of self. 4 3

126. Takes out his frustrations by attacking objects. 4 3

127. Gets upset when he loses in competitive activities. 4 3

188. Prefers unconventional methods of doing things. 4 5

189. Gets intoxicated. 3 2

96. Talks nonsense without meaning to. 2 1

102. Shows undue concern about having everything exactly
right.

2 3

2. Deliberately oxposes private parts in public. 1 0

12. Unknowingly exposes private parts in public. 1 0

34. Displays ignorance of table manners. 1 0

132. Lacks bladder control and wets self. 1 0

140. Talks of attempting suicide. 1 0

199. Chooses to wear dirty clothing. 1 0

154. Takes hard drugs (e.g., heroin). 0 1

171. Spends all h s time at sports. 0 1

184. Teases others. 19 19

30. Deliberately avoids behaving in polite and

sociable manner.

9 9.

200. Willfully ignores warning of danger. 5 6

138. In solving a problem, persists in an approach

which falls.

4 4

10. Deliberately destroys his own property or

possessions.

3 3

28. Is deliberately clumsy. 2 2

105. Worries tbout impression he makes on others. 2 2

208. Takes mild drugs (e.g., marijuana). 2 2

46. Deliberately ignores table manners. 1 1

110. Uses immature speech, e.g., baby talk. 1 1

124. Depends on others to see that he wears anpro-

nriate clothing.

1
1

210. Is intentionally sexually promiscuous. 1

Notr: Eleven items never checked by teachers In either school are omitted.

Six were concerned with racial and religious bigotry, crying without

reason, reporting nightmares, deliberate pants-wetting; and five referred

to extremes such as open!mestutan, rape, suicide arid homicide.
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APPENDIX C

EUGENE INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECALL LISTING,

IN-CLASS INSTRUCTIONS

You are participating in a study of how many persons are known tojunior high school students. This is a part of a more general inquiry
regarding adolescent attitudes toward others. We appreciate your
operation.

On these sheets of paper which you have received, we want you to
start writing the names of all persons you have ever known, persons you
have met and talked to and remember knowing, living or dead. Write onename on each line. Do not be concerned about spelling. Nicknames orinitials of last names will do, just so that mu can recognize the name
when you see it again. Do not include celebrities such as TV stars or
movie stars, athletes, politicians, etc., whom you may have seen in personor even have autographs from. Include only persons whom you personally
know and whom you would expect would also know you.

_After you write each name it is important that you fill in a little
information about the name you have written. You do this on the same
line as the name by circling one appropriate letter in each of the fourcolumns.

The first column is called AGE and has the letters C, S, 0, and A.
Circle the letter C if your name is a child, someone/at least a couple of
years younger than you. Circle the letter S if your name is someone
approximately the same ape as you, a year or two younger or older. Circlethe letter 0 if your name is an older teenager. whom you wouldn't say is
approximately your age. Circle the letter A if you consider your name
an adult. ,

In the second column circle either the F for female or the M for male.

In the third column called RELATIONSHIP, circle the R if the name you
have written is a relative, the F if the name is a friend, the 0 it the
name Is a person you know who is other than a relative or a friend.

In the last column called SPEAKING CONTACT, the letters are for
approximately how often you see and might talk to the persons on your Recall
List. Think about the last year or so you've known this person. This has
to be approximate since there are exceptions to most everything, even seeingyour own parents. Seeing persons from a distance doesn't count here, only
where there is time and opportunity for talking with one another. Circlethe D for persons whom you have a chance to talk with most every day, the W
for persons whom you have a chance to talk with less than daily but about
every week, the M for persons whom you have a chance to talk with less than
weekly, but about every month, and the Y for persons whom you have a chance
to talk with less than monthly, perhaps only a few times a year or even less.
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Appendix C continued
Start writing now unless you have any questions. Since you won't have

time to finish your list, you will need to complete it at home. The take-

home instructions for completing your list at home are on the next page. You

will notice that you may have some help in "remembering" names but that you

must do the writing and most important, that every name is sc'neone YOU know

or knew.

Also, and-this is important, when you are through writing names, you

will need to underline the names of at least 12 to 15 persons who are

especially important to you. As the take-home instructions tell you, you

have 2 (Jays to complete your list and are to leave the envelope with your

list inside with your teacher.

TAKE-HOME INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECALL LISTING

e want you to take your lists home and sometime before FRIDAY morning

see ow many more persons you can remember. We want you to add"these names

to your Ilsts4 it Is all right If someone at. home for in school) helps you,

except that YOU must write the names yourself and each name must be someone

you remember, someone YOU KNOW, or KNEW. Don't worry about spelling. Use

nicknames if you prefer, like "Bud" or "Uncle Bob", just so that you know to

whom you are referring.

After you,write each name be sure to fill,in the four information columns

on the right side. Use as many of the pages in the booklet as you needed. if

you use all of the 20 pages in your booklet, continue your lists on the back

of those pages. You'll probably be surpriSed as to how many.persons you

actually know and remember. It is not important that you have the longest

list but that your list is as complete as you can make it and that you can

recognize each name as someone you know.

After you have writtew.all your names cf persons you know, you need to

add one more 114ing. Some of the persons on your list are more important tc

you than are some other persons. That is not the same as liking them best,

but that they concern you more. You would expect to remember them better for

a longer while. When you finish your list quickly read through all the names

you have written and underline the names on your list who are especially

important to you Try to underline at least 12 or 15 names. Don't underline

more than 25 names.

You are now through.

Put your completed list in your envelope and leave ft with your teacher

by FRIDAY morning. You will see me again next week for one last look at your

list. In the meanwhile, your list will not be .hown to anyone else and will

remain private.
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DATE

SCHOOL

NAME

RECALL LIST

GRADE

AGE SEX: M F

AGE

L.
3
0 c
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ID

17/ L

SEX RELA-
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SHIP

a)

v
m 0m a)

OO L.
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HOW OFTEN
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APPENDIX C

(Continued)

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR RATING RECALL POPULATION SAMPLE

We are going to ask you to give letter grades to_the people on the
name lists we have returned to you. Each of you has his own list of

names made up from the longer list you turffkdin. What you write here

will all be anonymous information. Your ownname and all names on your
!1st have code numbers and only the code numbers will be used in pre- .

paring your ratings for computer analysis. This study concerns how

teenagers think about other persons they know. If we hurry, we can be

through with this today.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RATING RECALL POPULATION SAMPLE

First, check to see' that you have the proper list. Your name should

be written at the top of the page and your list of names should all be

people knowh to you. Though you know all these persons, you undoubtedly

know some better than others. This first page has to do with KNOWING
ABOUT OTHERS, how well you think you know these persons.

The first column is called LIFE HISTORY and refers to things which
have happened to the persons on your list, how old he or she is, where
they were born, their own family, their schooling, places they hair()
lived, jobs which they may have had, and so on. You are to circle either

an A, B, C, D, or F in the Life History column next to each name to indi-

cate how well you know that person's life history. An F means you don't

really know very much about things which have happened to that person
during his life;,a D means you know a bit more; a C means you know a fair
amount about the person's life; and a A, a lot about him. Circle an A

only for persons whom you know a great deal about, someone whose life

history is very well known to you. Do this NOW for the first person on

your name list.

The second column is called LIXES AND DISLIKES and is for a

different kind of knowing, knowing what pleases the persons on your list

and what doesn't please them, what they prefer, what things they like

and what things they don't like. Again, an F means that you hardly
know what pleases and displeases them; a 0 that you know a bit more about

wh. they like; a C a fair amount; and flj a lot more. Circle an A only

for pers-ps of whom you can be very sure in knowing what different things

please them and don't please them. Do this NOW for the first person on

your list.

The third column is for still a different kind of knowing and has to

do with what persons REALLY BELIEVE and think. Your letter grades will

mean how well you think you know this for each person on your list.

Circle an F, if you are not at all sure what they believe; a D if you know

only a bit more about their thoughts and how they feel; a C if you are

fairly sure; and a B, a bit more sure. Circle an A only for parsons'you

can be very sure about in knowing what they really think and believe. Do

this NOW for the first personTin meg, Isl..

ACP"
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Now go on to complete your page of names. Remember, you must circleone letter in each column for each name. Do this as quickly as you can.
Don't think a long while about any one person. When you are through,

Iwill let you how to go on to the next set of ratings.

(Keep a record of how long this takes.)

The second set of ratings is very much like the one you've justfinished. Your same list of names is at the left. The four columns at
the right all have to do with WAYS OF BEHAVING WITH OTHERS. The first
column is labeled FAIRNESS, the second DEPENDABLE, the third DOMINEERING,
and the last column SOCIALLY SUCCESSFUL. in. each column, you are to
circle either an F for very, very low; a D for below average; a C for about
average; a B for above average; and an A for especially high. The definitions
written on the short page attached to your name list should help you as youmake your ratings (give your grades).

(Read these definitions to the pupils as they work with their first
name. Remind them that they must circle one letter in each of the four
columns for each of?the persons on their recall list. Remind themto do
this rapidly.)

DEFINITIONS FOR RATING COLUMNS

FAIRNESS - Dealing honestly with others; not taking advantage

DEPENDABLE - Being reliable; doing what was promised or expected

DOMINEERING - Commanding others; insisting that others do what he (or she)
thinks; keeps trying to convince others to do what he
(or she) says

SOCIALLY SUCCESSFUL - Being liked and respected and admired by others.

Circle C for AVERAGE
Circle B for ABOVE AVERAGE Circle D for BELOW AVERAGE

Circle A for ESPECIALLY HIGH
Circle F for VERY VERY LOW
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Appendix C continued

NAME

NAME LIST LIFE
HISTORY

LIKES
AND

DISLIKES

WHAT HE
REALLY.

BELIEVES

A B C D.F I ABCDF

ABCDF, j ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

A B C D F

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF'

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF ,.ABCDF

ABCDF- ABCDF

ABCDF I I ABCDF

ABCDF I I ABCDF

ABCDF I i ABCDF

ABCDF I I ABCDF

ABCDF ABCDF

ABCDF I I ABCDF

ABCDF ABCDF,
ABCDF I I ABCDF

ABCDF i ABCD F.

ABCDF I I ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF'
ABCDF

ABCD F,

A BCDF

A B C D-F

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCOF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCOF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF

ABCDF'

ABCDF

AB C D F

ABCDF
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APPENDIX

App. 17

LISTING OF QUESTIONS FROM THE SOCIAL ACTIVITY QUESTIONNAIRE

1. a. What meals or snacks do you usually eat at home?
b. How many times a week do you usually eat these meals or snacks

at home?

c. Aboyt how many times a week do youvfix the'meal or snack at home?
d. How many times a 'week do you help someone fix the meal 'or snack?

2. a. Where do you sometimes eat or drink away from home where people
do not pay?

b. What meals or snacks do you sometimes have at these places?
c. Who is apt to fix these meals or snacks?

Do you sometimes visit a cafe, restaurant, drive-in,snackbar,
or other eating piece where people pat for food or drink?
Write the names of the places you visit.

b. How often do you visit these places?
.

c. Who usually orders and pays when you visit these places?

4. a. What work or chores do you do around your house or yard?
b. About how often do you do these jobs?
c. Why do you do these jobs?

5. a. Besides working, what else do ou do in your free time?
b. Where do you do these .s.

c. How often do you do nese things?
d. With whom are you a t to be when you do these things?

6. a. Do you attend meet gs?
b. How often do you at end?
c. What do you do at th. meetings?

7. a. Which of these
Airport
Bank

Barber
Beauty Shop
Bus Depot
Car Wash

Cleaner

places h e you visited?
Hotel r Motel
Post Of

Machine or Appliance
Repair Shop

Service Station
- Shoe Repair

Social Security

Hearihg Cen
Hospital

li

Court
Jail

Polite Station
City Hall

th

Employment Office Clinic,
Laundry , Dentist
Lawyer Doctor
Library Eye Doctor

b. What did you do when you were there last time?

B. a. Name the stores you visit.
b. How often do, you visit them?

c. What are you most apt to do when you visit these stores?
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Appendix D continued

r

9. a. How do you get around?
b. How often do you use this transportation?
c. Are you usually a passenger, or.are you the driver?

10.'a. What kinds of machines can you operate?
b. How often do you coerate them?
c. How did you learn to operate them?

11. a. Who are the friends you are most apt to get together with?
b. Is this friend a boy or girl?
c. How old is this friend?
d. How often do you spend at least an hour with this friend?

12. a. How many times a day or a week do yOu use the phone to call
a friend?

b. How many times a day or a week doesla friend phone yoU?

13. air When you get together with your friends, how do you spend

your time?
b. Where are you apt to be?
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APPENDIX E

SOCIAL COMPETENCY PROJECT-INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Section I

'rime Chart

App. 19

Can you give us a rough idea of how spAnds his time on a typical
school'day and a typical Saturday?

.

111"'""1"1111114"111..1

Gets up:

7:30
.

.

8:00 .

.
.

9:00
.

0':00

, .

1:00

2:00 ' ,

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

/
.

7
5:00 .

i

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00

.

.

9:30

----

GOes to bed:
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Appendix E continued

,ADOLESCENT RESEARCH PROJECT-INTERVIEW SCHEUULE

Section II. We now want to talk about how gets along with others.

A. -First let's talk about how he gets along with kids his own age.
1. Does he make friends easily.
2. How many friends easily.
3. What ages.
4. With boys, girls.

B. Now let's talk about how he gets along with adults.
1. With his relatives.
2. Any special non-relative adult.
3. Any adult he talks witha lot.

C. Now let's talk about how hh gets along with his parents.
1. How much control over him.
2. Cooperative about chores at home.
3. Obeys house rules.
4. Ta!ks to parents about self.
5. Invites support, guidance and criticism.

D. How well does he get along with sisters and brothers?

E. Now tell me all you can about how he behaves with other people.
(What are his strengths and weaknesses)
1. Disposition.

2. Acts grown-up or childish.
3. Demands attention.
4. Self-control, temper.
5. Reliable, dependable; keeps prdmises.
6. Sensitive to others' feelings; helpful.
7. Leader, follower, independent.
E. How does he get others to do what he wants.
9.,Manners.
10. New experiences.
11. Restionses'to authority, orders.

F. kihata-ehisspestalintEeills?
1.. Does he keep himself occupied in free time.
2. Does he stay interested In one thing or shift inteirestt easily.
3. Gives up if he has trouble.
4. What are some things he likes to do but has trouble doing.

7
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Annendix F continued

G. Does he care how he looks?
I. Appropriate clothing.

2. Chooses own clothing; takes care of it.
3. Responsible about clothing, cleanliness and grooming.
4. Takes care of own belongings, room, or area.

H. Does he have any physical or health problem? If so, how long,
what affect on social behavior and Schoolwork?
1. Eating habits.

2. Sleeping habits.

I. How do you think is getting along in school? Do you talk?
Does talk to you about how he is doing in school?
I. Does he like school.
2. What does he like, dislike.
3. Does he get along with teachers.
4. How is he doing in Glasswork.

J. Junior H.S. kids tend to become more,independent from home, do
more things on their own. How independent would you say
is? As compared to others (boys, girls) his age?
1. Tends to argue for own ideas.
2. Wants to choose own recreation.
3. Earns and spends part of own money,,
4. Prefers to go ahead without adult advice.

191
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Appendix E continued

Section III (C ckllst to be completed With help from Parent)

A. How satisfied are you
with your child's;

1. Home behavior.

2. School behavior.

3. Social relationships.

4. Attitudes and values.

5. Disposition.

6. Dependability.

7. Goals for the future.

3

Satisfied

Generally Satisfied
Would Like to

Improv:ment

Dissatisfied
Very Concerned
.1:1 M 1 Im.ra

.

.

B. Can you name some of your son's or daughter's friends with whom he spends

an hour or more most weeks.

(

C. Below is a list of possible household chores. Does your son, daughter

regularly do any of these?

1. Makes bed:-
2. Straightens room.
3. Vacuums.
4. Dusts.

5. Mops.
6. 6pties garbage.
7. Burns trash.
8. Sets table.
9. Washes dishes.
10. Wipes dishes.
11. Puts them away.
12. Helps prepare meal.

13. Bathes children.
14. Dresses children.
15. Music practice.
16. Baby sits.

17. Does laundry.
18. Does ironing.

19. Mends, sews.
20. Does schoolwork.
21. Cleans yard.
22. Mows yard.
23. Weeds, cult. garden.
24. Carries wood, sawdust.
25. Washes car, boat.
26. Works on car, bike.
27. Cares for pets.
28. Cares for livestock.
29. Home painting/repair.
30. Cuts wood.
31. Shakes rug.
32. Other.

D. What do you think the school might do about tho_problems you mentioned?
-;

(Social behaviors-refer to 11&,),

ement
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Interviewer :

Date
Time

ADD. 23

Appendix I continued

INTERVIEWER RATING SHEET
ON SECTION II OF INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

I 2

Moderately

Wei]

I 3

Fairly
Well

4

Poorly
5

Very

PoorLy

ather
Insufficient
Information

A

Peers

Very
Wp11

1

B
Adults

,Very

Iltiel I

Moderately
Well

Fairly
Well

Poorly Very

Poorly
Insufficient
Information

1

C

Parents

Very

Well

Moderately
Well

Fairly
Well

Poorly Very Insufficient
nfnrmatior

D

Siblings

Very
Well

Moderately
Willi

Fairly

_Weil

Poorly Very
Poorly

Insufficient
lAformmtinn

E

Rehavior

With Others

Very

?ift..11

Moderately
Well

Fairly
Well_

Poorly Very
Poorly

Insufficient'

InformDtion

G

Grooming

Exces-
iv-

Adequate Toler-
.. ,..

lnade-
.u,te

Very
"OA

Insufficient
i fi: 11

I

Getting Along
In 5ihnnl

Very
W-

Moderately
.-

Fairly
..

Poorly Very
'..

Insufficient
a H. d..

j

Very In-

Iftendent
Indepen-
dant

Average
Insiepsz

Somewhat
11Rapn.

Depen-
AsbarCe

Insufficient
1pformAtinn

Independence 1,

Ernmilome11_________.
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APPENDIX F

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PICTURE INTERPRETATION TEST

Pass out test booklets and pencils. Ask pupils to write their names in the
appropriate space. Pupil's code numbers will be entered later.

Begin instructions as follows;

I am going to show you some pictures and would like you to answer some
questions about them. This is not like a test you have in school. (We

want to know how 8th graders see the world around them.) The Questions
and the choice of answers are in your booklet. Let's do the first pic-
ture together for practice.

Show Practice Picture, "Man Lying Down", saying:

This picture is just for practice so you'll know what to do. Look at
the first page of you booklet, where the question for the Practice
Picture is written. The question is: What is the man doing? Circle
the letter next to the answer you think is the best answer. Let's
read them together. (READ RAPIDLY)

Continue with:

Circle the letter next to the answer you think is best. (PAUSE ABOUT 15
SECONDS) All right, how many have circled A? Raise your hands. Now
about B? C? D? E? Most of you picked A. A is the best answer because
it tells more of what is going on. It says more than the man is sleepy
or tired. It tells that he is happy to be home. Any questions?

Proceed to test pictures wito the following instructions:

Let's start now. I will read the question, show a picture, and while
you look at the picture, I'll read the choice of answers. You are to
circle the letter next to the answer you choose. There will be 14 pic-
tures. Let's go quickly. The question for the first picture is: Why

are the boys sitting down? (PAUSE) Why are the boys sitting down?

After reading the question twice, show picture if 2. As It is viewed, read
each alternative (FAIRLY RAPIDLY) to the class. Pause briefly (approx. 15
seconds) while the pupils circle in their answers. Then say:

Remember to circle only one answer, the one you think is the best answer
to the question. If you need help, raise your hand. (PAUSE) Is every-

one finished? O.K. let's go on to the next picture. The question is:
What might be happening? (PAUSE) Ivlatliglit122222fIlim? (Show the

third picture.)

Read the alternatives, allow about 15 seconds more for the students to make
their choice. Continue through the rest of the pictures in the same way,
asking the new question as soon as most of the class have made their choice.
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Appendix F continued

PICTURE INTERPRETATION TEST

Picture 1 - PRACTICE PICTURE

Why is the man lying down?
A. He just got home.
B. He's soon leaving for the army.
C. He has been walking a lot.
D. He is very tired.
E. He is lazy.

Picture 2

CODE
NAME
DATE

Why are the boys sitting down?
A. They are tired from walking.
B. They are putting on their shoes.
C. They are getting ready to play football.
D. They want YO walk barefoot.
E. They are undressing to go swimming.

Picture 3

What might be happening?
A. They are looking at a map.
B. Their house is being torn down.
C. They have just bought a house.
D. They are building a house.
E. They are moving to tne country.

Picture 4

What might be happening?
A. They are waiting in a hallway.
B. They are taking the boy from one room to another.
C. The boy is trying to get up.
D. The boy has just had an operation.
E. They are seeing how the boy feels.

Picture 5

What is happening here?
A. They are in a parade.
B. They are workers on a strike.
C. This is a holiday crowd.
D. They are having a demonstration.
E. It is a funeral.
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Appendix F continued

Picture 6

What do you think the man is?
A. A doctor.

B. A cook.

C. A waiter.
D. A host.

E. A magician.

Picture 7

Why do you think they are holding hands?
A. They are married.

B. They are frightened.
C. They are worried.
D. One of them is sick.
E. They are unhappy.

Picture 8

Where is this happening?
A. In a prison.

B. In a hospital.

C. In a hallway.

D. In a police station.
E. In a school.

Picture 9

What is happening?
A. It suddenly started to rain.
B. They are under the bridge to stay dry.
C. The cars skidded off the road.
D. They are meeting their friends.

E. It is the start of a race.

Picture 10

What is happening?
A. The boys are reading the sign.
B. The boys are looking at flowers.
C. The boys are being scolded.
D. The boys are laughing at the man.

E. The boys are waiting to get their ball back.
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Appendix F continued

-

Picture 11

What is the woman doing?
A. She is bringing him coffee.
B. She is seeing if he's awake.
C. She is waking him up.
D. She is whispering to him.
E. She is checking his work.

Picture 12

Why is the man sleeping?
A. it's early.
B. He's sick.
C. He as uo late.
D. He's on vacation.
F. He has forgotten his )romise.

Picture 13

What is tht boy thinking?
A. How much fun he's having.
B. He's getting new pants.
C. How much the pants cost.
D. What will his friends say?
E. Wishes his mother would hurry.

Picture 14

Why is the man scowling?
A. Doesn't like his job.
B. He's poor.
C. He has a heavy load.
D. He's been drinking.
F. He always scowls.

Picture 15

Why has she quit ironing?
A. She's tired.
B. They've had a fight.
C. He lost his job.
D. He hit her.
E. He's leaving her.
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APPENDIX G

SELF APPRAISAL INVENTORY
1 NAME

App. 28

SCHOOL
CODE
DATE

Directions: Please show whether you agree or disagree with each of the
statements on these pages by circling one of the answers
next-to each statement.

SA=Strongly Agree; A=Agree; D=Disagree; SD=Strongly Disagree

For example:

SA A D SD I like cherry pie.

SA A (D) SD I want to be a movie star.

There are no right or wrong answers, so respond to each statement as honestly
as you can.

SA A D SD 1. I like to meet new people.

SA A D SD 2. I can disagree with my family without making them mad.

SA A D SD 3. Schoolwork is fairly easy for me.

SA A D SD 4. I am satisfied to be just what I am.

SA A D SD 5. I wish I got along better with other kids.

SA A D SD 6. I often get in trouble at home.

SA A D SD 7. I usually like my teachers.

3A A D SD 8. I am a cheerful person.

SA A D SD 9. Other kids are often mean to me.

SA A D SD 10. I do my share of work at home.

SA A D SD 11. A lot of time I feel upset in school.

SA A D SD 12. I often let other kids have their way.

SA A D SD 13. Most kids don't have as many friends as I do.

SA A D SD 14. No one pays much attention to me at home.

SA A D SD 15. I can always get good grades if I want to.

SA A D SD 16. I can always be trusted.

SA A D SD 17. I am easy to like.

3A A D SD 18. There are times when I would like to leave home.

SA A D SD 19. I forget most of what I learn.

SA A D SD 20. I am popular with kids my own age.

'Developed by The InstructionaLcbjectives Exchange of the UCLA Center

19Sfor the Study of Evaluation.
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Annendix r continued

NAME

SA A D SD 21. I am popular with girls.

SA A D SD 22. My family is glad when I do things with them.

SA A D SD 23. I often volunteer in school.

3A A D SD 24. I am a happy person.

-.A A D SD 25. I am lonely very often.

SA A D 3D 26. My family pays attention to my ideas.

SA A D SD 27. I am a good student.

SA A D SD 28. I often do things I'm ,lrry for later.

SA A D SD 29. Older kids do not like me.

SA A D SD 30. I behave badly at home.

SA A D SD 31. I often get discouraged in school.

SA A D SD 3 ?. I wish I were younger.

SA A D SD 33. I am always friendly to other people.

SA A D SD 34. I usually treat my family as well as I should.

SA A D SD 35. My teacher makes me feel I am not good enough.

SA A D SD 36. I always like being the way I am.

SA A D SD 37. Most people are much better liked than I am.

SA A D SD 38. 1 cause trouble to my family.

SA A D SD 39. I am slow in finishing my school work.

SA A D SD 40. I am often unhappy.

SA A D SD 41. I am popular with boys.

SA A D SD 42. I know how my family wants me to act at home.

SA A D SD 43. I can give a good report in front of the class.

SA A D SD 44. I am not as nice-looking as most people.

SA A D SD 45. I don't have many friends.

SA A D SD 46. I sometimes argue with my family.

SA A D SD 47. I am proud of my school work.

SA A D SD 48. If I have something to say, I usually say it.

SA A D SD 49. I am among the last to be chosen for teams.

SA A D 3D 50. My family always trusts me.
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NAME

SA A D SD 51. I am a good reader.

SA A D SD 52. I don't worry much.

SA A D SD 53. It is hard for me to make friends.

SA A D SD 54. My family would help me in any kind of trouble.

SA A D SD 55. I am not doing as well in school us I would like to.

SA A D SD 56. I have a lot of self control.

SA A D SD 57. Friends usually follow my ideas.

SA A D SD 58. My family understands me.

SA A D SD 59. It is hard for me to talk in front of the class.

SA A D SD 60. I often feel ashamed of myself.

SA A D SD 61. I wish I had more friends.

SA A D SD 62. My family often expects too much of me.

SA A D SD 63. I am good in my school work.

SA A D SD 64. I am a good person.

SA A D SD 65. Sometimes I am not friendly to other people.

SA A D SD 66. I get upset easily at home.

SA A D SD 67. I like to be called on in class.

SA A D SD 68. I wish I were a different person.

SA A D SD 69. I am fun to be with.

SA A D SD 70. I am an important person to my family.

'SA A D SD 71. My classmates think I am a good student.

SA A D SD 72. I am sure of myself.

SA A D SD 73. Often I don't like to be with other kids.

SA A D SD 74. My family and I have a lot of fun together.

SA A D SD 75. I would like to drop out of school.

SA A D SD 76. I can always take care of myself.

SA A D SD 77. I like to be with kids younger than me.

SA A D SD 78. My family usually thiaka about how I feel.

SA A D SD 79. I can disagree with my tescher without getting into

trouble.

SA A D SD 80. I can't be"aepenalek.



APPENDIX H

PUPIL PINION QUESTIONNAIRE1 NAME

SCHOOL
CODE
DATE

App. 31

Circle an A, B, C, D, or E beside each statement, depending upon how you
feel in each case. Circle ONLY ONE LETTER for each statement.

A, I disagree very much
B. I disagree a little
C, I neither disagree or agree

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDF

ABCDE

ABC,DE

D. ! agree a little
E. I agree very much

i. Most things about school are all right.

2. Most school work which pupils have to do is worth
the effort.

3. Most of my classes are enjoyable.

4. There are many teachers who do not know how to
teach.

5. Pupils who do not do their daily lessons should
be kept in after school to do them.

f. Pupils in school should try to work together.

ABCDE 7. Most teachers are crabby.

ABCDF

A 13 .

ABCDF

A B C, D E

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDI

1

8. The school is often the reason why pupils are
absent.

9. Every pupil does his part when the class is
working together.

10. We seem to be doing the "same old things" over
and over again in school.

11. It is easy to get along with most teachers.

12. Going to school is a lot of fun.

13. As a rule teachers want too much work from pupils.

14. Going to school is too difficult and discouraging.

15. Most pupils learn what they have to learn, not
because they want to learn.

16. Most of the things which the teacher does are
all right.

Oeveloped by the Kansas City YoLth.Development Project.
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Aupendix H continued

PUPIL OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

A. I disagree very much
B. I disagree a little
C. I neither disagree or agree

NAME

SCHOOL
CODE
DATE

D. I agree a little
E. I agree very much

ABCDE 17. Most group work in school does not get very much
work done.

ABCDE 18. Teachers are usually too busy to talk with pupils.

ABCDE 19. Most pupils really want to do their school work.

ABCDE 20. Most pupils ask others to join them in their work
or play.

ABODE 21. Most teachers try to force pupils to learn something.

ABCD1 22. Most pupils really enjoy going to school.

ABCDE

ARCO E

ABCDE

ABCDE

23. Pupils really do not learn the things in school that
they want to learn.

24. Teachers punish pupils too much.

25. A pupil should do more school work than he has to do.

26. All the popular kids get all the good things in
school.

ABCDE 27. Everything in school is too strict.

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE

A BCD E

BCD

28. Most pupils really enjoy working with their class-
mates.

29. Teachers really do not understand children.

30. Most pupils like doing their school work.

31. Most pupils are afraid of their teachers.

32. There are always some pupils in class who do not

consider others.

ABODE 33. Too much of what we have to study does not make
sense.
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PUPIL OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE

A. I disagree very much
B. I disagree a little
C. I neither disagree or agree

NAME

SCHOOL
CODE
DATE

ADD. 33

Appendix H continued

D. I agree a little
E. I agree very much

34. Teachers are too bossy.

35. It is hard to make friends in school.

36. Pupils have to keep reading and studying the same
things over and over in school.

ABCDE 37. Most pupils would be better off if they never went
to school at all.

ABCDE 38. It is all right to be unfriendly to some of the
pupils in school.

ABCDE 39. Most pupils would rather work by themselves rather
than in a aroun.

ABCDE 40. My daily school work is full of things that keep
me interested.

ABCOE 41. There is little chance to get to know other pupils
in school.

ABCDE 42. Most things a person needs on a job are learned in
school.

ABCDE 43. One should always think of himself before thinking
about others.

ABCDE 44. Teachers care about what is good for pupils.

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE

A 13 C D C

45. What pupils learn in school is more important than
most people think.

46. Having to go to school is like having to go to jail.

47. Teachers pick on some pupils for no reason at all.

48. Most of the pupils in my classes are friendly
towards each other.
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Appendix H continued

PUPIL OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

ABCDE

ABCDE

A BCD E

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE

A BCD E

APCDE

ABCDE

A BCD E

ABCDE

A BCD E

A. I disagree very much

B. I disagree a little

C. I neither disagree or agree

NAME

SCHOOL
CODE
DATE

D. I agree a little

E. I agree very much

49. Pupils are always treated fairly in school.

50. In most school groups, there are only one or two

pupils who are important.

51. Most pupils feel that they can trust their teacher.

52. Too much nonsense goes on lo school.

53. Teachers expect too much of pupils.

54. What pupils learn in school is old fashioned, not

new things.

55. School can be very boring at times.

56. Some pupils are always Making fun of other pupils

in school.

57. There is too much importance placed on grades in

school.

58. Most pupils are not interested in learning.

59. Teachers always seem to like some pupils better

than others.

60. Pupils do not have very much freedom in school.
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APPENDIX I

PORTLAND INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECALL LISTINGS, RATINGS AND ESTIMATES

FIRST DAY
(Approx. 35 minutes needed)

A. Instructions for Recall Listings

As recall lists are passed out begin instructions as follows:
This test is probably different from any test that you've ever
seen before. It is not really a test. There are no right or
wrong answers. Your job will be to think of the names of the
people you see quite often and to give them grades according to
how well you get along with them. As you get your paper, write
your name on this line (INDICATE) at the top of the paper. Later
we will change your name to a code number. What you write on this
test will be private information and will not be shown to anyone
else. The same code number will be used on the other tests you
are taking today and tomorrow.

On the form we are passing out now is the beginning of a list of
neople you probably know and see fairly often. The first three
pages are all the eighth graders in your school. Your name should
be somewhere on this list. Find it and draw a line through it.
Also draw a line through the names of any eighth graders you don't
know. While you are doing this I'm going to tell you whet else to
do.

You probably know a lot more teenagers than the ones on this list.
Wnat I'm going to want you to do first Is turn to the end of the
teenager list on page three and see if you can finish the nage with
names of other teenagers you know. But they must be kids you see
fairly often, about once a week or more often. They can be friends
or not; that doesn't matter. They don't have to be in school either.
They could be other kids in your neighborhood or brothers or sisters
of your friends, if they're in their teens. But they must be per-
sons you know and sometimes talk with, not TV stars or actors. You
don't have to spell their names right - j-st so you know the name
you've written when you see it again. You can use nicknames if you
want. You can start writing now; boys on one side (INDICATE) and
girls on the other side (INDICATE). Remember we already have typed
all the names of the eighth graders in your school so don't write in
their names again. Raise your hand for questions. Write fairly
quickly since we have only about five minutes for this part.

If some students rapidly finish a page offer them en extra page. Write
their names on them first. Aiter five-ten minutes or when most of the
class have finished the page stop the class.

Stop for awhile now. Before you get too tired remembering teenagers,
I want you to do the same thing on the next page (TURN PAGE) for
adults. Again we've started with names of some adults in the school
whom you probably know and see about every week. See how many more
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Annendi, I continued

adults ye Ja to this page. Remember they can be persons in
your neigi Ji,lood or at home, any adults you generally see at least
once a week or so. Start writing now. Spell as well as you can,
put men on one side and women on the other side. Raise your hand if
you have questions.

Allow another five to ten minutes of writing, offer extra paper if needed,
and toward the end suggest:

You could go back and add more teenagers' names if you're stuck for
more adult names.

B. Instructions for Rating Names

Give instructions for rating names as follows:
Stop now. While you rest your hands let me tell you what else there
is to do. You are going to give each person on your list a grade,
either A, B, C, D, or F, beginning on page 1 and going through page 4.
The _grade is for how well you get along with them. The grade does not
say if that person is "good" or "bad" but only how well you two get
along together. There may be some ,people on your list that you have
known for a long time, and you may have gotten along with them better
or worse in the past. But 'he grades you give these people should
,-,ay how you get along with 1 lem now.

To give a person a grade all you need to do is circle one letter in
the column (INDICATE) next to his or her name. Don't write anything
in these empty columns (INDICATE). An F is the lowest grade you can
circle. It means that you don't get along with that person at all.
A D is a little better but It still means that you generally don't
get along very well with that person. A C would be for a person you
sometimes get along with but not always. A B means you mostly get
along pretty well with that person. You should circle an A only for
persons you get along with especially well almost all the time.

Start circling the grades on the first page now, first the boys and
then the girls. Go as fast as you can -- don't take a long time on
any one name and don't skip any name. We will walk around and answer
questions as you work.

When all or most are through note the time. Scan each student's paper as
you collect it first for his name and then to see that he has not left
parts out.

SECOND DAY

C. Instructions for Estimation Reltings,

First return each student's name list to him. Note that the Ilsts will
have had both outside columns cut off, leaving one blank column on each
side of the listed name. Begin instructions as follows:

Does everyone have the right name list? Don't worry about the part
we nave cut away. Just cheek tomtihat you have the same list you
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Appendix I continued

added names to yesterday. Yesterday you gave grades to everyone
on your list as to how well you get along with them. Well, today
we're going to try something harder. For each name on your list
I want you to guess what grade that person would have given you
on how well he or she gets along with you. You need to read each
name and think how that person would have graded you on getting
alone with him, either an F for not getting along with him at all,
a 0 for a little better, a C if he would think vou sometimes get
along with him but not always, a B if he figures you two mostly
get along pretty well, and an A only if he would think that you
get along with each other especially well most of the time. Write
the letter you think in the empty column next to the person's name.
(INDICATE) Do this fairly quickly for all the names on your list.
Start now. Raise your hand if you have questions.

Allow ten to fifteen minutes for guessing. Record time when most are
through. Scan each student's paper as you collect it to be sure no
parts are left out.
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APPENDIX J

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE TEACHER
FOR USING THE DAILY CLASS BEHAVIOR RECORD

The Daily Class Behavior Record is intended to aid the teacher in
keeping a survey of the classroom behavior of her pupils which may aid
or disrupt the learning process for the entire class.

During the week of the teacher will be asked to
rate every student in the class at the end of the school day. Three
aspects of classroom behavior are emphasized in thi.,, rating scale:
doing assigned work, making contributions during the class period, and
abiding by rules designed to maintain order in the classroom. In addi-
tion, the final (Friday) scale will include categories dealing with the
Pupil's general adjustment: How well he or she gets along with his peers
and with you, his teacher.

Ee!ow are the guidelines to be followed for each dimension of beha-
vior on ' e rating scale; they will help to doclde which rating best
describes the behavior of the student under consideration as you observed
him on that particular day.

Class Preparation: Rate the student:

3 - if he is well prepared.

2 - if he is adequately prepared.

1 - if he is poorly prepared.

0 - if he shows no evidence of any preparation.

NR - if no preparation was required for that day.

Class Contribution: Rate the student:

2 - if the class was much better because he was there;
he participated constructively.

1 - if the class was a little better because he was
there; he was attentive.

0 - if the class would have been the same without him;
he was apathetic.

-1 - if the class would have been better without him;
he interfered with the activities.
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Appendix J continued

Disruptive Behavior: Rate the student: 6

2 - if his behavior interrupts class activities,

(he talks to others, sings, fights, etc.)

1 - if he engages in some activity that draws
attention to himself but does not seriously
disrupt class activities.

0 - if he exhibits no disruptive behavior.

On Frid ..y's rating scale, the following categories will also be
included:

Gets Along. With Classmates: Rate the student:

4 - if he gets along very well with his classmates.

3 - if he gets along somewhat better than average.

2 - if he sometimes gets along with them, but not
always.

1 - if he generally does not get along very well
with them.

0 - if he seems not to get along with them at all.

Gets Along With Teacher: Rate the student:

4 - If he gets along unusually well with you.

3 - if he gets along with you somewhat better than
average.

2 - if he sometimes gets along with you, but not
always.

1 - if he generally does not get along with you.

0 - if he never gets along well with you.

Please notice that the points of each rating scale are briefly
repeated under each heading on the rating sheet. If you find that you
are not absolutely sure of the meaning of each point on the scale, be
sure to refer back to the guidelines.
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DAILY BEHAVIOR RECORD1

Date
Teacher

Class Section

STUDENT

CLASS
PREPAR-
ATION

CLASS
CONTRI-

BUTION

DISRUP-
TIVE BE-
HAVIOR

GETS
ALONG
WITH
YOU

GETS

ALONG
WITH

CLASSMATES

3=good

2=ade-
quate

1=poor

0=none
NR=not

req'd

2=good
1=mini-

mal

0=none
-1=nega-

tive

2=exces-

sive
1=slight
0=none

4=very well

3=fairly well
2=sometimes
1=not very well
0=not at all

Brown,

George

Crawford,
Lewis

Barney,
Joanne

Crutcher,
Steve

Caulfield,
Daisy

Tomkins,
Sally

Martino,
Ina

Andrews,
Jim

Landers,

Roberta

------

Haskins,
Tony

Ladlove,
Gerri

Hondo,

Betsy

Holland,
Phyllis

1

First three ratings done Monday through Friday; last two ratings done on
Friday only.
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